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Abstract

Light scalar fields such as axions and string moduli can play an important role in

early-universe cosmology. However, many factors can significantly impact their late-

time cosmological abundances. For example, in cases where the potentials for these

fields are generated dynamically — such as during cosmological mass-generating

phase transitions — the duration of the time interval required for these potentials

to fully develop can have significant repercussions. Likewise, in scenarios with mul-

tiple scalars, mixing amongst the fields can also give rise to an effective timescale

that modifies the resulting late-time abundances. Previous studies have focused on

the effects of either the first or the second timescale in isolation. In this thesis, by

contrast, we examine the new features that arise from the interplay between these

two timescales when both mixing and time-dependent phase transitions are intro-

duced together. First, we find that the effects of these timescales can conspire to

alter not only the total late-time abundance of the system — often by many orders

of magnitude — but also its distribution across the different fields. Second, we find

that these effects can produce large parametric resonances which render the energy

densities of the fields highly sensitive to the degree of mixing as well as the duration

of the time interval over which the phase transition unfolds. Finally, we find that

these effects can even give rise to a “re-overdamping” phenomenon which causes the

total energy density of the system to behave in novel ways that differ from those

exhibited by pure dark matter or vacuum energy. All of these features therefore give

rise to new possibilities for early-universe phenomenology and cosmological evolu-

tion. They also highlight the importance of taking into account the time dependence

associated with phase transitions in cosmological settings.
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In the second part of this thesis, we proceed to study the early-universe cosmol-

ogy of a Kaluza-Klein (KK) tower of scalar fields in the presence of a mass-generating

phase transition, focusing on the time-development of the total tower energy density

(or relic abundance) as well as its distribution across the different KK modes. We

find that both of these features are extremely sensitive to the details of the phase

transition and can behave in a variety of ways significant for late-time cosmology. In

particular, we find that the interplay between the temporal properties of the phase

transition and the mixing it generates are responsible for both enhancements and

suppressions in the late-time abundances, sometimes by many orders of magnitude.

We map out the complete model parameter space and determine where traditional

analytical approximations are valid and where they fail. In the latter cases we also

provide new analytical approximations which successfully model our results. Finally,

we apply this machinery to the example of an axion-like field in the bulk, mapping

these phenomena over an enlarged axion parameter space that extends beyond those

accessible to standard treatments. An important by-product of our analysis is the

development of an alternate “UV-based” effective truncation of KK theories which

has a number of interesting theoretical properties that distinguish it from the more

traditional “IR-based” truncation typically used in the literature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The fields of high-energy particle physics and cosmology have seen remarkable ad-

vancements over the past several decades, most notably on the experimental and

observational fronts. On one hand, the discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) [1, 2], along with a vast number of other precision measure-

ments, have shown that the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is consistent

to a surprising extent. Meanwhile, over the last two decades we have entered a

“golden age” of cosmology, with precision measurements of the cosmic microwave

background (CMB) radiation [3–5] and more recently the landmark observation of

gravitational waves [6]. The impression that the former has already left cannot be

overstated, while the latter will likely have a profound impact in this new era.

Increasingly, developments in one of these two fields have an immediate influence

on theoretical and phenomenological developments in the other. The reason is that

physics at a given energy scale E should determine the cosmology and evolution of

the universe during an epoch at the corresponding temperature T ∼ E . For instance,

we have a sound understanding of the epoch during which light-element abundances

were established, and this is precisely because we understood first the nuclear physics

relevant at those O(MeV) temperatures.

Along these lines, we can make cosmological predictions based on physics that is

beyond the SM (BSM). In turn, this affords us an entirely new pathway to probe new

physics and test its phenomenology, that is not necessarily accessible at colliders.

In particular, most theories for BSM physics include fields that are coupled only

extremely weakly to SM states. However, this does not necessarily imply that such

fields have a simple or negligible dynamics in the primordial universe.
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In the early universe, certain physical processes are especially influential on late-

time observables of these fields, such as their abundance and perturbations. In this

thesis, we direct our focus specifically to cosmological phase transitions, investigating

scenarios in which the potentials for scalar or pseudoscalar fields are modified in the

neighborhood of certain critical temperatures, i.e. we shall focus on cosmological

mass-generating phase transitions in scalar sectors.

There are a large number of models in the literature for which this type of

dynamics play a part. While one course of action would be to narrow our focus to

one of these individual models, this strategy has disadvantages. Namely, we prefer

to study these systems in a way that the entire parameter space can be explored

and any significant phenomena can be uncovered. Moreover, we shall in general

study non-minimal scenarios, in which multiple fields are present and we track the

evolution of the entire ensemble. These scenarios are particularly interesting since

they allow for the possibility that a time-dependent mixing between the fields may

be generated by the phase transition.

We have structured this dissertation as follows. In Chapter 2 we build the

necessary background for the results and original work presented in Chapters 3 and

4, which represents the bulk of this thesis. The background consists of Sec. 2.1, in

which we lay the ground work for the dynamics of spatial expansion in the early

universe, discuss and derive important results in its thermal history, and finally

incorporate scalar ensembles as a source of stress-energy. The effects that mass-

generating phase transitions can have in these scenarios are previewed, which we

return to in a later chapter. Then, in Sec. 2.2, we review the case for the pseudoscalar

candidate axion field, which we use often as a benchmark and example that is applied

to our results throughout this document. In Sec. 2.3 we discuss theories with extra

dimensions, and motivate our interest in these models from the fact that they are

inherently non-minimal, as they automatically incorporate infinite towers of fields

with varying masses, in the low-energy effective four-dimensional theory.
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Our first results are presented in Chapter 3, in which we study a generic two-field

scalar field theory. We find that several unexpected phenomena arise, particularly as

the mixing generated between the fields is saturated. First, when the timescale over

which the phase transition unfolds is sufficiently long, models with larger amounts

of mixing are increasingly suppressed, sometimes by several orders of magnitude. It

is also shown that the distribution of energy amongst the fields can be extremely

sensitive to small changes in this timescale. Furthermore, parametric resonances are

found in the lightest field that amplify these sensitivities, and can cause extreme

fluctuations in the late-time energy densities for different model parameters. Finally,

we uncover some new and unexpected dynamical features in a similar regime, where

the energy density of the scalar ensemble behaves in ways different from traditional

matter or vacuum energy, spending a notably long period of time in a sequence of

transient states.

In Chapter 4 we study a scalar field in the bulk of a flat extra dimension. In some

ways, this is a more general extension to the models studied in Chapter 3, since the

ensemble includes formally an infinite number of fields. However, in other ways it is

more constraining, since there are fewer degrees of freedom in the mass matrix, and

therefore it does not span the same space of possibilities. In this chapter we deter-

mine where the commonly utilized approximation methods fail for the calculation

of late-time abundances in these models, and find new analytical approximations

that model the exact numerical results with much more accuracy. The machinery

developed is then used to study the specific example of an axion-like field in the

bulk, and the phenomenology of this model is closely examined. It is interesting

to note that, as a result of making these calculations, we developed an alternate

“UV-based” truncation, as opposed to the traditional “IR-based” truncation used

in the literature. We discuss how these truncations differ in their approach of the

asymptotic limit in which the full KK tower is included.

Finally, we conclude in Chapter 5 with a grand summary our results, and discuss
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future directions and open questions.

Note that Chapters 3 and 4 are published, and appear in Ref. [7, 8], respectively.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter we present the necessary preliminary background for the original

results in Chapters 3 and 4, on mass-generating phase transitions in non-minimal

scalar sectors. We begin with an overview in Sec. 2.1 of early-universe cosmology,

with an emphasis on the dynamics of scalar field ensembles. Then in Sec. 2.2

we discuss the QCD axion and other axion-like fields, which are often used as an

example or phenomenological application in future chapters. Finally, in Sec. 2.3 we

provide a brief discussion of physics in extra dimensions. In particular, we review the

bulk scalar, and show how these types of models inherently give rise to an infinite

number of four-dimensional fields, which is of utmost interest given our focus on

non-minimal ensembles.

2.1 Early-Universe Cosmology with Scalar Fields

In this section we shall construct the necessary tools to describe the dynamics and

evolution of scalar field ensembles in the early universe. We begin in Sec. 2.1.1

by motivating the spacetime metric gµν typically used in cosmological studies and

deriving its dynamics. In Sec. 2.1.2 we show how various sources of stress-energy

alter these dynamics, which allows us to briefly outline the thermal history of the

universe. We then focus on the evolution of a particular type of energy content —

scalar or pseudoscalar fields — in Sec. 2.1.3, and discuss the various “damping tran-

sitions” that can occur in these sectors. Finally, in Sec. 2.1.4 we introduce the idea

of cosmological phase transitions, in particular mass-generating phase transitions in

scalar sectors, which provides a bridge to the following chapters of this thesis.
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2.1.1 Spacetime Geometry and Dynamics of Expansion

The Spacetime Metric

There is a substantial amount of observational evidence [9] that supports the so-

called cosmological principle: that the universe is both spatially homogeneous and

isotropic on scales larger than ∼ 10 Mpc.1 In other words, all parts of the observable

universe appear the same, and there are no special directions. The implications of

this observation are significant, since they impose a large degree of symmetry on

the spacetime metric gµν , and constrain it to a unique form [10]. Namely, up to

coordinate transformations, the metric is Friedmann–Robertson–Walker (FRW):

ds2 ≡ gµνdx
µdxν = dt2 − a(t)2

[
dr2

1− kr2
+ r2dΩ2

]
, (2.1)

where (r, φ, θ) are the comoving coordinates and dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 is the angular

line element.2 The construction of Eq. (2.1) is general in the sense that it only

assumes a metric description of spacetime, i.e. no assumption of general relativity

has been made at this point. Nevertheless, gµν hosts only two degrees of freedom.

The dimensionless scale factor a(t) is a dynamical variable that gives the expansion

or compression of space. In particular, at any instant, the physical distance d(t, R)

to some radial coordinate r = R is given by

d(t, R) ≡ a(t)

∫ R

0

dr√
1− kr2

. (2.2)

The constant k in these expressions is the Gaussian curvature of space at present

day3. The sign of k indicates the type of spatial curvature: k < 0 being hyperbolic

(or open), k > 0 being elliptical (or closed), and k = 0 indicating flat space. As one

1The unit “parsec” is defined as pc = 3.3 light years = 3.1 · 1018 cm.
2We shall use the conventions common in particle physics, that ~ = c = kB = 1, and the “west-

coast” or timelike metric signature in which the Minkowski metric is ηµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1).
3The current time t0 is usually defined by the condition a0 ≡ a(t0) = 1.
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expects, physical distances reduce to a simple scaling d(t, R) = a(t)R in flat space.

Dynamics of the Metric

In particle cosmology one is often interested in how various matter fields4 in a

theory impact the expansion of space, and vice-versa. Therefore, the dynamics

of the metric gµν — or equivalently, the dynamics of the scale factor a(t) — are

of central importance to the investigations that follow. We assume that general

relativity is the proper classical description of gravity, and that the reader has a

rudimentary familiarity with it.

At this point, the matter content we include is arbitrary to our discussion. We

can include, for example, the Standard Model (SM), any beyond-the-SM (BSM)

fields such as supersymmetry (SUSY) partners, inflatons, string moduli, axions, etc.

We need only to supply an action SM for these fields, then we may write the total

action as a sum of SM and the Einstein-Hilbert action SEH, the latter of which

constitutes purely gravitational interactions:

S = SM + SEH =

∫
d4x
√−g

(
LM +

M2
p

2
R
)
, (2.3)

where Mp ≡ 1/
√

8πG ≈ 2.435 · 1018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass, R ≡ gµνRµν

is the scalar curvature, Rµν the Ricci tensor, and g ≡ det gµν . Another possible cos-

mological constant term SΛ = −ΛM2
p

∫
d4x
√−gR, where Λ is a universal constant

with dimensions [mass]2, has been omitted. We shall discuss the reason for this

omission at several stages below.

As with any field, the equations of motion for the metric components gµν are

derived by searching for configurations of stationary action δS/δgµν = 0. These are

4In general relativity “matter” refers to any energy content that is not the gravitational field.
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given by the Einstein field equations [10, 11]:

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR =

1

M2
p

Tµν , (2.4)

where the stress-energy tensor Tµν is defined through the part of the variation in

δS/δgµν that involves the matter fields:

T µν =
1

M2
p

2√−g
δSM

δgµν
. (2.5)

If we are equipped with some physical theory for the matter fields, then Tµν is

constructed directly from the definition above, and such a route is indeed taken later

in Sec. 2.1.3. However, it is important to recognize that confining our discussion to a

particular model is not necessary at this point. The symmetries of the FRW metric

largely constrain the form of Tµν . In particular, the µ↔ ν symmetry of the metric

implies Tµν is diagonal, while isotropy forces equality T 11 = T 22 = T 33 between each

of the spatial components. Altogether, the form of gµν implies a perfect fluid5:

T µν = (ρ+ P )uµuν + Pgµν −→




ρ 0 0 0

0 −P 0 0

0 0 −P 0

0 0 0 −P




, (2.6)

with a uniform energy density ρ, hydrostatic pressure P , and a four-velocity of the

fluid uµ = (1,~0), taken in an inertial frame of reference comoving with the fluid.

There are further restrictions one typically expects T µν to satisfy, referred to

generally as energy conditions. These include the null (P ≥ −ρ), weak (ρ ≥ 0

and P ≥ −ρ), dominant (ρ ≥ |P |), and strong (P ≥ −ρ and P ≥ −ρ/3) conditions.

They are all various generalizations of the concept of positivity of energy, and it

5Technically, we could consistently include a bulk viscosity term of the form πbulk · (gµν + uµuν)
where πbulk ≡ −ζ∇µuµ = −3ζȧ/a and ζ is the bulk viscosity.
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is debatable which ones should always be satisfied on physical grounds. One can

certainly make the argument [12] that T µν should be built from a quantum field the-

ory that respects basic unitarity and causality requirements. In this view, any T µν

derived from such a theory is satisfactory, but it misses our original point, which

is to discuss the influence of matter sources in a general way without writing an

explicit SM. Nevertheless, one can make the case using stability arguments that the

null energy condition is always satisfied6, and the weak and dominant conditions

are likely satisfied as well. On the other hand, the strong energy condition is likely

violated, a topic we shall return to later in the section.

The Friedmann Equations

It is now straightforward to write the field equations [Eq. (2.4)] as functions of only

the scale factor a(t) and stress-energy components Tµν . Again, due to symmetries of

the spacetime, we only find two independent equations, referred to as the Friedmann

equations [13]. The µ = ν = 0 component yields a first-order non-linear equation:

H2 ≡ ȧ2

a2
=

ρ

3M2
p

− k

a2
, (2.7)

which defines the Hubble parameter H. The current value of H has been obtained

both by measuring redshifts of various astronomical objects and indirectly through

the CMB radiation:

H0 = h · 100
km

s ·Mpc
, (2.8)

where h is the dimensionless h = 0.705± 0.013 [14]. Note that in cosmology a “0”

subscript typically indicates evaluation of a function at the present time. In the

limit of flat space k → 0, the power of the scale factor ∼ log a evidently grows7 at

6In the context of cosmology, this is equivalent to requiring that the Hubble parameter H ≡ ȧ/a
[see Eq. (2.7)] is monotonically decreasing with time.

7There are actually two solutions for H with opposite sign. The positive and negative solu-
tions describe an expanding or contracting universe, respectively, exhibiting the invariance of the
gravitational theory under time-reversal t→ −t. We freely choose the expanding solution.
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a rate set by the energy density of the matter fields d log a/dt ∼ √ρ/Mp. Moreover,

there is strong evidence [9, 15] indicating that the universe is indeed spatially flat.

In other words, Eq. (2.7) states that ρ0 is equal to the current critical energy density

ρcrit,0 ≡ 3M2
pH

2
0 ≈ 4.65

mproton

m3
= (2.43 meV)4 , (2.9)

We shall thus take k → 0, unless otherwise indicated, throughout the remainder of

this thesis. Furthermore, under the flatness assumption, if the total energy den-

sity ρ is composed of different contributions ρi, then one is often interested in the

cosmological abundance or density parameter of each component:

Ωi ≡
ρi
ρcrit

=
ρi

3M2
pH

2
< 1 , (2.10)

which is equivalent to the component’s fractional energy density.

The only remaining independent equation — the second Friedmann equation —

is second-order in time and comes from the trace of the field equations:

ä

a
= −(ρ+ 3P )

6M2
p

. (2.11)

Any acceleration of the cosmological expansion is thus driven by the ρ+ 3P combi-

nation. If the strong energy condition P > −ρ/3 is satisfied, then the stress-energy

works to decrease the rate of expansion, i.e., gravity is an attractive force and this

is an expected and intuitive result. On the other hand, there is a stark contrast for

a fluid with P < −ρ/3, which causes an increase in the rate of expansion. Indeed,

astronomical observations made in the late 1990s [16, 17] indicate that the universe

is currently accelerating in its expansion, and models yielding ä > 0 have therefore

become a subject of intense interest.8 The type of energy content that could produce

8Moreover, CMB data [9] indicate that P ≈ −0.980ρ for the energy source causing the acceler-
ated expansion, which clearly sits very close to the lower bound of the null energy condition.
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such an accelerated expansion is given the umbrella term dark energy, which covers

virtually any source proposed to explain the acceleration. This includes the possibil-

ity of the cosmological constant Λ that we previously omitted from the gravitational

action. If we restored this term by

SEH −→ SEH − ΛM2
p

∫
d4x
√−gR , (2.12)

then a new contribution +Λ/3 would enter the right-hand side of Eq. (2.11), also pro-

ducing the desired accelerated expansion (assuming Λ > 0). We can now see a deep

link between matter fields that produce ä > 0 and the cosmological constant. The

cosmological constant is naturally interpreted as a vacuum energy ρvac = M2
pΛ/3,

since it is by definition a constant in spacetime. This directly implies it is associ-

ated with a negative pressure, specifically P = −ρvac.
9 We shall find in the following

sections configurations of scalar fields that can similarly maintain a constant energy

density in time, and can thus also be interpreted as vacuum energy. It is this equiv-

alence that gives us the freedom to take Λ→ 0 throughout this thesis, and assume

that whatever the dark energy source is, we account for it as a component of the

stress energy.

While the two Friedmann equations in Eq. (2.7) and (2.11) are the only inde-

pendent equations governing the dynamics of expansion, we can extract some other

useful information by viewing them in a different form. In particular, using the

continuity property of the Einstein field equations

0 = ∇µT
µν = ∂µT

µν + ΓµµρT
ρν + ΓνµρT

µρ , (2.13)

where ∇µ is the covariant derivative in the FRW spacetime, we can derive a first-

9An intuitive way of making this argument [12] is to note that a constant energy density
ρvac means that a change in volume by δV corresponds to a change in total energy δE = ρvacδV .
However, according to the first law of thermodynamics, δE = ρvacδV = −PδV and thus P = −ρvac,
or equivalently P = −M2

pΛ/3.
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order equation for the evolution of the energy density:

ρ̇+ 3H (ρ+ P ) = 0 . (2.14)

This equation is readily massaged into the form d(ρa3) = −Pd(a3), which suggests

the familiar dE = −PdV . In other words, under the assumption that the expansion

of the universe is an adiabatic process, we confirm that the first law of thermody-

namics is obeyed by the field equations in an FRW cosmology. Nevertheless, to

make any progress using Eq. (2.14), the equation of state p(ρ) is something that

must be understood for whatever species is placed in the FRW background.

2.1.2 Thermodynamics of the Expansion

Equation of State

In the preceding sections it has become clear that the equation of state p(ρ) plays an

important role in the dynamics of the cosmological expansion. Moreover, we shall

find that in most scenarios of interest the ratio p/ρ is a constant, so that substantial

insight can be made by defining the equation of state parameter

w ≡ P

ρ
(2.15)

and calculating it in different limits, allowing us to re-interpret and simplify the

Friedmann equations as functions of constant w.

Regardless of the particle content, in the cosmological context we are well-

motivated to consider two regimes in particular: the relativistic (T � m) and non-

relativistic (T � m) for a species of mass m. An abundance of energy in either of

these regimes is referred to as radiation or matter, respectively.10 Furthermore, if

we can make the assumption that the early universe was in thermal equilibrium,

10These designations are determined solely by the T ∼ m comparison. At sufficiently high tem-
peratures any species is referred to as radiation, even if it is massive.
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then standard statistical mechanics can be used to calculate w for different species

in various regimes. Indeed, observations of the CMB radiation show a nearly perfect

black body spectrum [18], lending strong support to this assumption.

We therefore formally compute w through phase-space integrals of the distribu-

tion functions f±(p) over three-momenta ~p:

P± = g

∫
d~p

(2π)3

p2f±(p)

3
√
p2 +m2

(2.16)

ρ± = g

∫
d~p

(2π)3

√
p2 +m2f±(p) (2.17)

where p ≡ |~p|, the factor g is a degeneracy, and the distributions

f±(p) =
1

exp
(√

p2+m2−µ
T

)
± 1

(2.18)

correspond to fermion (+) and boson (−) statistics, respectively. We may usu-

ally assume that the chemical potential satisfies µ� T and is therefore safely ne-

glected [19].

In the relativistic limit m� T , masses are negligible, so the approximation
√
p2 +m2 ≈ p causes both integrands in Eq. (2.16) and (2.17) to reduce to the

same form, and the equation of state reduces to a constant w ≈ 1
3
. Likewise, in the

lowest-order non-relativistic limit
√
p2 +m2 ≈ m, the energy density is solely due

to the mass density of the particles ρ ≈ mn, where n is the number density of the

species:

n =
g

(2π)3

∫
d3pf±(p) ≈ g

(
mT

2π

)3/2

e−m/T . (2.19)

Along the same lines, one can show that the pressure is P ≈ Tn, so that a non-

relativistic species has P ≈ Tn� mn ≈ ρ, and is essentially pressureless, i.e.,

w ≈ 0.

The only remaining generic type of equation of state that may draw our interest
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w ρ(a) a(t) H(t)

ΛD −1 1 eHt H

MD +0 a−3 t2/3 1
2t

RD +1
3

a−4 t1/2 2
3t

Table 2.1: A summary of the cosmological dynamics — the equation of state w, the
energy density ρ, the scale factor a, and the Hubble parameter H — for various types of
dominant energy content [vacuum energy domination (ΛD), matter domination (MD), or

radiation domination (RD)]. In the case of vacuum energy, H =
√

ρvac
3M2

p
is constant, where

ρvac is the total vacuum energy.

is that of vacuum energy or a cosmological constant. In the previous section we

already determined that the equation of state should should satisfy P = −ρvac for a

vacuum energy ρvac, and therefore w = −1 in this case.

Evolution in Various Epochs

Throughout the cosmological history, since various types of energy all scale differ-

ently with the expansion, it is almost always the case that one type of energy is

dominant.11 The early history of the universe is separated into epochs of radiation

domination (RD), matter domination (MD), and vacuum-energy or cosmological-

constant domination (ΛD). The limits uncovered above, in which w is a constant,

are a convenience we can exploit, by using them to simplify the dynamical equations

of Sec. 2.1.1. Indeed, throughout most of the cosmological history, the scale factor

and energy densities follow a set of simple scaling relations.

We begin with the continuity equation derived in Eq. (2.14). It now takes the

form d log ρ = −3(1 + w)d log a, and thus the energy density scales as a power law

ρ(a) ∝ a−3(1+w) . (2.20)

11The fact that this is not currently the case, and dark energy and matter are present in roughly
the same amounts, is what is referred to as the cosmic coincidence problem [20].
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Inserting this solution back into Eq. (2.7) we can also furnish an equation for the

time-evolution of the scale factor:

1

a

da

dt
=

1

Mp

√
ρ0

3
a−

3
2

(1+w) . (2.21)

The scale factor therefore grows with time as

a(t) ∝ t
2

3(1+w) , (2.22)

and consequently the Hubble parameter falls with time as

H(t) =
2

3(1 + w)t
. (2.23)

The various cases for different w ∈ {−1, 0, 1
3
} are summarized in Table 2.1. It is

useful to make an intuitive check of each case. The energy density for matter falls

like volume ρ ∼ a−3, which is expected since we derived that it should scale the same

way as a number density ρ ≈ mn. Likewise, radiation falls more rapidly as ρ ∼ a−4,

which is understood as the red-shifting experienced by the highly relativistic con-

stituent particles. The last remaining case of w = −1 must be dealt with separately,

since it causes a divergence in Eq. (2.22) and (2.23). Nevertheless, this case is proba-

bly the most straightforward. We know that, by definition, a vacuum energy density

should remain constant with the expansion of space. Therefore, H(t) is also con-

stant, and the first Friedmann equation [Eq. (2.7)] immediately shows that a ∼ eHt.

It is clear that such a solution represents an accelerating expansion of space.

Thermal History and Time-Temperature Relations

The constraints from Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) [21–23] and the cosmic neu-

trino background (CνB) [24–26] tell us that the universe achieved thermal equilib-

rium once temperatures reached . 1 MeV. However, it is not absolutely clear how
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much further back in time this equilibrium persisted, nor the magnitude of the max-

imum temperature. The standard assumption is that during its earliest stages, the

universe underwent a period of inflation, an exponential expansion of space driven

by a scalar inflaton field.12 The inflaton eventually decayed into lighter-mass par-

ticles, such as those in the SM, at some associated reheating temperature TRH, and

universe promptly thermalized.

The expectation has conventionally been that reheating occurred at a high tem-

perature TRH �MW , where MW ≈ 80 GeV is the mass of the W± gauge bosons. At

these temperatures the relativistic products of the inflaton decay would dominate

and thus commence a radiation-driven epoch.

As long as radiation ρR is the dominant component, the total ρ is obviously

well-approximated by ignoring other contributions. The radiation energy density

ρR is obtained by performing the phase-space integral in Eq. (2.17), and summing

all contributions of relativistic species at temperatures Ti � mi and degeneracies gi:

ρR =
π2

30
g∗(T )T 4 ≡ π2

30

[∑

i

gi

(
Ti
T

)4

︸ ︷︷ ︸
bosons

+
7

8

∑

i

gi

(
Ti
T

)4

︸ ︷︷ ︸
fermions

]
T 4 , (2.24)

where g∗(T ) is the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom. At tem-

peratures above the electroweak phase transition T & vEW ≡ 247 MeV, all the

degrees of freedom in the SM are in equilibrium — the gauge bosons, quarks,

charged leptons, neutrinos, and the Higgs — leading to g∗ = 28 + 7 · 90/8 = 106.75.

As space expands, species begin to decouple and g∗(T ) drops, eventually down

to the present value in which nothing remains coupled to the photon bath:

g∗(T0) = 2 + 7
8
(1.95/2.73)4 ≈ 3.38, where we used that presently Tν = 1.95 K and

T = 2.73 K.

12Some of the relevant dynamics of such a scalar field will be covered in Sec. 2.1.3. For now
it is sufficient to understand that under different conditions scalars can behave either as vacuum
energy or matter, corresponding to the inflation and reheating epochs described here, respectively.
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Figure 2.1: An order-of-magnitude illustration of the thermal history of the universe,
in the standard cosmology, with the temperature T , energy E, and time t scales, on axes
displayed from top to bottom. The reheating epoch is assumed to be instantaneous, so
that the radiation epoch begins immediately after inflation. The constituents of the SM
that are present are also shown along the bottom. Note that in constructing this figure
we leaned heavily on the ideas in Fig. 3.7 found in Ref. [27].

The radiation-dominated epoch eventually ended, since the energy density of

relativistic species falls faster with the cosmic expansion than matter, by a factor

of 1/a. This happens at a temperature Teq ∼ 1 eV, where the radiation and mat-

ter contributions are equal, signaling the beginning of a matter-dominated epoch.

Similarly, since sources of vacuum energy density do not dissipate, these eventually

dominate if they are non-zero. Of course, in our universe ρvac is certainly non-zero

and we presently sit at the transition between the matter-dominated epoch and one

dominated by dark-energy. In particular, dark energy accounts for 69.11% of the

energy content, while matter (including non-SM particles) accounts for 30.75%, and

the contribution from radiation is insignificant [9]. The cosmological history sum-

marized here is told in more detail in Fig. 2.1, which shows when various species

freezeout, as well as the temperatures of the known phase transitions and various

other important events, some that remain speculative.
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In the chapters that follow, it will be necessary to have a function that maps be-

tween cosmological temperatures and times at our disposal. To find such a relation,

we combine the dynamical information of Sec. 2.1.1 with Eq. (2.24). During the

radiation-dominated epoch (i.e., for T & Teq) we can obtain the relationship quite

easily:

ρR =
π2

30
g∗(T )T 4 ≈ 3M2

pH
2 = 3M2

p

(
1

2t

)2

, (2.25)

where we assumed in the approximation that radiation constitutes the total

contribution to the energy density. Likewise, when the universe is matter-

dominated, we have ρR ∼ t−8/[3(1+w)] = t−8/3 so that the time-temperature scaling

is t ∼ g
−3/8
∗ (T )T−3/2. We choose the constant of proportionality by enforcing conti-

nuity of the relations at the Teq boundary, which finally results in

t =

√
45

2π2





Mp

g
1/2
∗ (T )T 2

, T & Teq

g
−3/8
∗ (T )Mp

g
1/8
∗ (Teq)T

1/2
eq T 3/2

, T . Teq ,
(2.26)

and we may now map between cosmological time and temperature.

Low-Temperature Reheating

The early cosmological history described above, in which the universe is assumed

to thermalize at a high TRH, is referred to as the standard cosmology. How-

ever, as alluded to above, there are other possible histories that we might con-

sider which have much lower reheating temperatures, closer to the lower bound of

TRH ∼ O(MeV) [24–26]. In fact, within some frameworks for BSM physics — such

as large extra dimensions, which we discuss in Sec. 2.3 — having TRH near this

lower bound is not only interesting, but often required to satisfy other phenomeno-

logical constraints. In these so-called low-temperature reheating (LTR) cosmolo-

gies [25, 26, 28] the decay rate Γφ of inflatons to radiation is weaker, resulting in a

longer inflaton-dominated, i.e., matter-dominated, period sustained after inflation.
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The dynamics would then be governed by

0 = ρ̇φ + 3Hρφ + Γφρφ

0 = ρ̇R + 4HρR − Γφρφ , (2.27)

where ρφ and ρR are the inflaton and radiation energy densities, respectively.

These equations can be solved numerically to yield the scaling ρR ∼ 1/t so that

1/t ∼ g∗(T )T 4. The reheating temperature is defined by where the inflaton and

radiation contributions are equal:

TRH ≡
[

90

π2g∗(TRH)

]1/4√
ΓφMp . (2.28)

Furthermore, from the first Friedmann equation H2 = (ρR + ρφ)/(3M2
p ), and that

ρR = ρφ at reheating, we find the boundary condition

tRH =

√
45

2π2

1√
g∗(TRH)T 2

RH

. (2.29)

In the LTR cosmology we then have the more general time-temperature relations:

t =

√
45

2π2





g
1/2
∗ (TRH)T 2

RHMp

g∗(T )T 4 , Tmax & T & TRH

Mp

g
1/2
∗ (T )T 2

, TRH & T & Teq

g
−3/8
∗ (T )Mp

g
1/8
∗ (Teq)T

1/2
eq T 3/2

, T . Teq .

(2.30)

Note how the temperature scales differently, in either the reheating or the later

matter-dominated epoch, even though reheating is dominated by a massive particle

(the inflaton). The difference is traced back to the large amount of entropy being

produced during reheating by the decay of the inflatons into the radiation bath.

The maximum temperature Tmax reached after inflation is conservatively bounded

by ρR < ρR + ρφ = 3M2
pH

2, since the radiation does not make up the entire critical
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energy density. If the Hubble parameter is HI at this time then

Tmax <

√
90MpHI

g∗(Tmax)π2
, (2.31)

where it clearly depends on the (unknown) degrees of freedom g∗(Tmax) in the bath

at that temperature. We can place a model-independent bound on HI as well, using

limits on inflationary parameters from the CMB [9, 29] such that HI . 10−5Mp.

Assuming the SM states contribute the vast majority of the degrees of freedom

g∗(Tmax) ≈ 106.75, we derive a model-independent bound on the maximum temper-

ature:

Tmax . 1016 GeV ≈ MGUT . (2.32)

The fact that the bound sits right next to the energy scale for grand-unified physics

is interesting, since it implies that it may be difficult to achieve temperatures which

are suitable for a GUT phase transition to occur after inflation.

2.1.3 Scalar Fields in an FRW Background

In Sec. 2.1.1 we analyzed the dynamics of the metric gµν through the two Fried-

mann equations [Eq. (2.7) and (2.11)] for the scale factor a(t), the only degree of

freedom remaining after the curvature k = 0 is assumed. We included the influence

of the stress-energy T µν in a generic way, by respecting the symmetries of the FRW

spacetime, finding that T µν takes the form of a perfect fluid. At this juncture, we

shall be more specific, and provide part of the matter Lagrangian LM and show how

it contributes to the dynamics discussed above.

The model we begin with is a single real scalar field φ(xµ) with potential V (φ):

SM =

∫
d4x
√−gLM =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
1

2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ− V (φ)

]
(2.33)

The equation of motion δSM/δφ = 0 that determines the trajectory of the field takes
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a simple form as well. Using that
√−g = a3 we find

0 = ∂µ

[
∂(
√−gLM)

∂(∂µφ)

]
− ∂(

√−gLM)

∂φ

= 3a2(∂µa)∂µφ+ a3�φ− a3∂V

∂φ
, (2.34)

so that the field evolves according to a modified Klein-Gordon equation:

�φ+ 3Hφ̇− ∂V

∂φ
= 0 . (2.35)

The modification is in the 3Hφ̇ term, which serves to dampen the field in a time-

dependent way. In general, this term makes the evolution non-linear and quite

complicated. The reason is that H ∼ √ρ, where ρ is the total energy density of

matter fields in the universe, including the contribution from φ. Therefore, the

coefficient of the damping term is some function of the field φ and its derivatives,

as well as all other contributions to ρ.

The completely general scenario for the scalar field is therefore not very tractable

analytically. Nevertheless, several well-motivated assumptions and approxima-

tions can be made. Throughout the vast majority of this thesis, we work un-

der the assumption that the scalars are not the dominant form of energy in the

universe, during the epoch in which we investigate them. The damping term in

Eq. (2.35) is then granted a drastic simplification, since it should evolve according

to H = 2/[3(1 + w)t], where w is the equation of state parameter for the type of

energy content that dominants during the given epoch (see Table 2.1).

Furthermore, our interest almost always lies in scenarios where the initial abun-

dance for the scalar is generated non-thermally.13 More specifically, we shall typi-

13As opposed to a thermal generation mechanism, in which the scalar particles are assumed to
have been in thermal equilibrium with the photon bath at some point, and they would thus have
an equilibrium distribution of momenta. Note that a thermal generation mechanism includes its
own assumptions, particularly that the scalar has sufficient couplings to SM fields.
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cally assume the scalar consists of a zero-momentum condensate and thus has neg-

ligible spatial variation φ(~x, t) ≈ φ(t) and �φ ≈ φ̈. There are many scenarios in

which fields with these properties naturally arise, such as when the scalar is some

type of modulus field that interacts only via Planck-suppressed operators, or when

it is a Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson associated with some spontaneously broken

symmetry, a topic we cover in detail with the axion pseudoscalar in Sec 2.2.

Now employing these assumptions, let us choose the simplest possible potential:

V (φ) = m2
φφ

2/2, where mφ is the mass of the scalar. Then the amplitude of the field

evolves coherently as a damped harmonic oscillator in time:

φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+m2
φφ = 0 , (2.36)

with time-dependent damping coefficient ζ ≡ 3H/2mφ. Although the damping term

is now much simpler under our assumptions, the time-dependence still carries several

interesting implications. In particular, the damping coefficient is ζ = 1/[(1 + w)mφt]

and the type of damping experienced by the field — i.e., overdamped (ζ > 1), un-

derdamped (ζ < 1), or critically damped (ζ = 1) — is therefore not fixed, and it

can undergo damping transitions between these different phases. Indeed, if we look

back to sufficiently early times, we can always find ζ > 1, which means at time

tζ =
1

1 + w
· 1

mφ

, (2.37)

the field will transition from an overdamped to underdamped phase.

Let us now examine what the damping transition implies in terms of the energy

density and pressure of the field. As in Eq. (2.4), the stress-energy tensor is found
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by varying SM with the metric14

T µν =
2√−g

δSM

δgµν
= − gµνLM − 2

δLM

δgµν

=
(
gµαgνβ − 1

2
gµνgαβ

)
∂αφ∂βφ+

1

2
gµνm2

φφ
2 . (2.38)

Imposing the assumptions from above yields

T µν =
(
δµ0δ

0
ν −

1

2
δµν

)
+

1

2
δµνm

2
φφ

2 , (2.39)

so that comparing to Eq. (2.6) we find the equation of state parameter for the scalar:

wφ ≡
P

ρ
=

1
2

(
φ̇2 −m2

φφ
2
)

1
2

(
φ̇2 +m2

φφ
2
) . (2.40)

In the overdamped phase the potential term dominates over the kinetic such that

φ̇2 � m2
φφ

2 and the equation of state for the field approaches wφ ≈ −1. In other

words, the scalar field behaves much like vacuum energy at sufficiently early times

t < tζ ∼ 1/mφ. On the other hand, in the underdamped phase the field undergoes

decaying coherent oscillations. The behavior in the neighborhood of critical damping

is transient and cannot be so easily classified. The evolution of ρφ is found by

differentiating ρ̇φ = φ̇φ̈+m2
φφφ̇ and combining it with Eq. (2.36):

ρ̇φ + 3Hφ̇2 = 0 . (2.41)

When the field is oscillating, we can average over several cycles to find 〈φ̇2〉 ≈ ρφ

in what amounts to a virial approximation. The energy density for the scalar then

evolves according to ρ̇φ ≈ −3Hρφ, or equivalently ρ ∝ 1/a3 — i.e., a scalar field

undergoing coherent oscillations behaves much like matter. It follows consistently

14We have used several identities, including the derivative of both a determinant δg = ggµνδgµν ,
and of an inverse matrix δgµν = −gµαgνβδgαβ .
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Figure 2.2: A comparison of the equation of state parameter wφ for a single
scalar field (black), against that for multiple scalar fields with a variety of masses
λ ∈ {0.003, 0.007, 0.1} in arbitrary units (blue). The red points indicate the times tζλ
at which the individual fields cross the critical damping threshold, and commence un-
derdamped oscillations. In the case of the single field, the oscillations clearly average to
〈wφ〉 = 0, however, with multiple fields the average follows a more complicated trajec-
tory before finally reaching zero once all fields have completed their individual damping
transitions.

that 〈φ2〉 ≈ ρφ/m
2
φ and thus wφ ≈ 0.

While we have focused our efforts thus far exclusively on the dynamics of a single

scalar field, an interesting extension (that will be the focus of later chapters) is that

of multiple scalars. These evolve in their mass-eigenstate basis {φλ}, with masses

λ, as

φ̈λ + 3Hφ̇λ + λ2φλ = 0 , (2.42)

with the chief difference being that they undergo a sequence of damping transitions.

These occur at the times

tζλ =
1

1 + w
· 1

λ
, (2.43)

and therefore produce some non-trivial dynamics in the window between the heaviest

and lightest fields in the spectrum. In Fig. 2.2 an example of the resulting dynamics

is given, where a comparison of the evolution of wφ is given between the single- and

multi-field scenarios.
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φ

Veff(φ)

T
=

2T
c

T
=
T c

T
=

0

Figure 2.3: A qualitative illustration of a phase transition in which the masses and
vacuum expectation values for a field φ vary as functions of temperature. The temperature
decreases from the black to blue curves, with a curve showing the critical temperature in
red. As the curvature of the potential varies throughout the temperature range, the mass
of the field is modified, and as the minimum of the potential is displaced, the field is given
a non-zero VEV.

2.1.4 Cosmological Phase Transitions in the Early Universe

The high-temperature behavior of physical systems is often characterized by a high

degree of symmetry. As it is often enlightening to construct analogies with famil-

iar thermal or condensed-matter systems, let us briefly consider the behavior of a

ferromagnet. At sufficiently high temperatures a ferromagnet is dominated by its

thermal fluctuations and no net magnetization is allowed. However, as the tem-

perature is lowered, exchange interactions are eventually capable of competing with

thermal effects, finally winning the competition once the temperature falls below a

critical Tc. The symmetry of the T > Tc phase is thus broken spontaneously below

Tc, and a net magnetization develops with a random orientation. In other words,

the phase transitions a physical system may undergo are deeply linked to broken

symmetries in the theory.
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A General Description

The thermal history of the universe (recall Fig. 2.1 from Sec. 2.1.2) is expected to

have many such phase transitions, e.g., the breaking of the electroweak symmetry

at T ≈ vEW ≡ 247 GeV, the chiral symmetry at T ≈ ΛQCD, etc. Moreover, we may

find a Grand Unified Theory (GUT) in which all of the SM gauge theories are unified

into a single one, associated with some simple Lie group G. If the universe reached

a sufficiently hot temperature TGUT ∼ 1016 GeV, we would then have a sequence of

phase transitions

G −→ SU(3)c × SU(2)W × U(1)Y −→ SU(3)c × U(1)EM , (2.44)

each of which would have interesting and important ramifications.15

A certain class of phase transition, the mass-generating phase transition, is the

central focus of this thesis, particularly in the context of scalar fields. At high

temperatures, the effective potential Veff(φ) for some scalar φ may be flat so that

it has a shift symmetry φ −→ φ+ c, for constant c. However, as the universe cools

below a critical temperature Tc new dynamics can enter that break this symmetry

and induce a curvature in the potential. More generally, mass terms may already

exist that are simply modified by the low-temperature dynamics, and the minima

of the potential may be displaced as a function of temperature, new minima may

develop, etc. A general, albeit qualitative, picture of all these possibilities is shown

in Fig. 2.3.

15The topology of the vacuum manifold in the broken phase becomes something of utmost
interest in many of these cases, since it is indicative of the topological defects — e.g., cosmic
strings, monopoles, domain walls, etc.— that may be generated during the phase transition. These
are relevant for our studies, and are discussed in Sec. 2.2.
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Mass-Generation with Scalar Fields

In what follows, we give a brief exposition of the effect of mass-generating phase

transitions, by specializing to the model in Eq. (2.33). To model the phase transition,

we parameterize the mass as a function of time so that

m2
φ(t) ≡

〈
∂2Veff

∂φ2

〉
, (2.45)

in which the field is evaluated at the minimum of the effective potential.

Models with a Single Field

The single field equation of motion experiences no structural change:

φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+m2
φ(t)φ = 0 . (2.46)

Nevertheless, introducing a time-dependence in the mass — or more aptly the fre-

quency of the oscillator — can produce rather significant effects, depending on the

functional form of mφ(t). Aside from obvious restrictions one must place on mφ(t),

such as it being flat at asymptotically early and late times, its form is in general a

complicated function of model-dependent physics. The most natural example one

might consider is a function that grows monotonically and increasingly at the point

in time of the phase transition, e.g., a logistic-type function. In such an example,

if the timescale of mass generation sufficiently long, then one generally expects an

increase in the rate at which the energy density dissipates. These topics will be

thoroughly explored in Chapter 3 and 4.

Models with Multiple Fields

In the case of an ensemble of N scalars φk, the structure of the equations of motion

can change quite significantly. In particular, there is no reason to assume that mass

terms generated in a phase transition are generated in the original mass basis of
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the fields, and this is often not the case. The mass-squared matrix M2 is then

separated into a part M2
i δij that is constant in time and was non-zero prior to

the phase transition, and a part m2
ij(t) that is generated as a result of the phase

transition:

M2(t) =




M2
0 0 · · · 0

0 M2
1 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · M2
N−1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
constant masses M2

i

+




m2
00 m2

01 · · · m2
0,N−1

m2
10 m2

11 · · · m2
1,N−1

...
...

. . .
...

m2
N−1,0 m2

N−1,1 · · · m2
N−1,N−1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
generated time-dependent masses m2

ij = m2
ij(t)

. (2.47)

We prefer to have the equations in the mass-eigenstate basis {φλ}, as in Eq. (2.42).

However, the unitary transformation φλ =
∑

k Uλk(t)φk that would accomplish this

is in general time-dependent, even when the temporal features are uniform across

the m2
ij(t) components. The derivatives φ̇k and φ̈k therefore generate new terms in

the equations of motion:

φ̈λ +
[
3Hδλλ′ + 2Θ

(1)
λλ′

]
φ̇λ′ +

[
λ2δλλ′ + 3HΘ

(1)
λλ′ + Θ

(2)
λλ′

]
φλ′ = 0 , (2.48)

where the time-dependent coefficients

Θ
(1)
λλ′ =

∑

k

UλkU̇
†
kλ′

Θ
(2)
λλ′ =

∑

k

UλkÜ
†
kλ′ (2.49)

mix the different field components during the phase transition.

Much of the remainder of this thesis is devoted to a discussion of how these terms

affect the late-time energy density and its distribution across different components.

The phenomena that arise can often be understood through the time-dependence

of the mass eigenvalues. For example, in Chapter 3 we investigate in generality the
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N = 2 system, and find that the lightest eigenmass can develop non-monotonic time-

dependence in certain regions of model parameter space. As a result, parametric

resonances are induced in the field which make the system very sensitive to phase

transition details, and alter the late-time energy densities, sometimes by several

orders of magnitude. The key observation is that these type of novel phenomena arise

due to the interplay between mixing- and mass-generation in the phase transition,

and they are not found when studying either of these features in isolation.

We take our investigation of these effects further in Chapter 4, exploring what

happens for systems withN � 1. As we shall review in Sec. 2.3, a direct consequence

of scalar fields in the bulk of an extra dimension is the appearance of an infinite tower

of fields in the effective four-dimensional theory. As we shall demonstrate, masses

such as in Eq. (2.47) arise quite naturally from mass-generating phase transitions

in these theories, and have a rich phenomenology.
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2.2 The QCD Axion and Axion-Like Fields

In Sec. 2.1 the cosmology of scalar fields was developed in a generic way, since a

number of models with well-motivated scalar candidates can be described on similar

grounds. One of the reasons scalar fields are so common in BSM theories is because

they often arise as pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone (pNG) bosons of broken global symme-

tries, e.g. majorons [30, 31], familons [32], branons [33], and the QCD axion [34–37]

or more general axion-like particles [38]. Moreover, scalar fields are also a rather

generic consequence of theories that predict physics beyond the SM. For example,

they often arise in attempts to describe dark energy [39–42], or as moduli fields that

parameterize compactifications in string theories [43–45].

In this chapter, we shall discuss the axion candidate in considerable detail. While

such an discussion is useful in that it elucidates and gives context to the physics

of the previous chapter, it is also important since the axion is used as an applied

example of the more general results in Chapter 3 and 4.

2.2.1 Motivation for the QCD Axion

The early history of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is marked with major ef-

forts to determine a fundamental classification scheme for the hadronic spectrum,

starting with the discovery of isospin [46, 47] and strangeness [48, 49], and culminat-

ing in 1962 with Gell-Mann’s eightfold way [50]. However, roughly a decade later, a

sequence of problems arose in both the spectrum of pseudoscalar mesons, and sub-

sequently in the naturalness of CP -violating terms. The axion that we shall discuss

acts as an end-resolution to this sequence of problems. To properly understand the

axion mechanism in context, it is necessary to first briefly review how these issues

arise.
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Pseudoscalar Masses and the U(1)A Problem

To understand the problem that was presented by the pseudoscalar spectrum, it

is instructive to view the QCD Lagrangian in the limit of vanishing quark masses

mq → 0:

LQCD = − 1

4
Ga
µνG

µν
a +

∑

q

iq /Dq , (2.50)

where Dµ = ∂µ − ig3A
a
µt
a is the gauge covariant derivative, Ga

µνt
a = i[Dµ, Dν ]/g3 the

field-strength tensor, g3 is the strong coupling, and {q} are the set of Nf quark fields.

The massless limit is interesting due to the sizeable flavor symmetry it exhibits. In

particular, it is invariant under global U(Nf )V × U(Nf )A transformations16 of the

quark fields. In this limit of pure QCD, the spectrum of hadrons would be composed

of multiplets with degenerate masses. The effect of restoring the quark mass terms
∑

qmqqq =
∑

qmq(qLqR + qRqL) ⊂ LQCD is to explicitly break the axial symmetries

U(Nf )A, and if the masses mq are different, then the vector subgroup SU(Nf )V is

broken as well. Note that U(1)V remains an exact symmetry, which is associated

with baryon-number conservation.

If the mq are small enough, the symmetries should still be approximately realized

in the hadronic spectrum. The heaviest quark masses have mq & ΛQCD, so this is

not realistic for the full Nf = 6 symmetry group. Nevertheless, the lightest two

quarks satisfy mu,md � ΛQCD, so the smaller SU(2)V × SU(2)A × U(1)A subgroup

should be observed,17 and this has indeed been shown experimentally.

As we probe further, however, the explicit breaking by mq 6= 0 is not the only

source of violation for these symmetries. Namely, in the confined phase, the vac-

uum of QCD spontaneously breaks chiral symmetry through the appearance of a

〈qq〉 ≈ Λ3
QCD 6= 0 condensate of the light quarks. We therefore expect a set of four

16The V and A subscripts indicate that the transformations are vector and axial, where the
left-chiral qL and right-chiral qR fields rotate in the same or opposite directions, respectively.

17We could also consider using the lightest three quarks (u, d, s). While it may appear suspect
to declare that the strange quark, which has a mass ms ∼ 100MeV 6� ΛQCD, is light, the resulting
theory [50] is surprisingly successful phenomenologically.
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light pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone (pNG) bosons, associated with each of the broken

U(2)A ∼= SU(2)A × U(1)A generators. The multiplet of pions {π0, π+, π−} fits this

description for SU(2)A, but there is no light singlet available to identify with U(1)A.

In precise terms, if U(1)A is broken at some scale Fζ , then we should find a meson

with mass bounded by [51]

mη′ =

√
3mπ0Fπ√
F 2
π + 8F 2

ζ

≤
√

3mπ0 ≈ 233.79 MeV , (2.51)

in which Fπ ≈ 92 MeV. No such state exists in the spectrum, which implies that the

axial rotation is not actually an approximate symmetry of the strong interactions18

— this apparent contradiction was referred to as the U(1)A problem [51].

Instantons and Solution to U(1)A

After some deeper consideration, the absence of the U(1)A symmetry may appear to

be a non-issue. Indeed, it has been shown [52] that chiral rotations are anomalous :

even though the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.50) remains invariant under a chiral rotation,

the path-integral measure
∫
DADqDq does not, implying that while the symmetry

is conserved at the classical level, it is violated by quantum effects.19 An axial

rotation q → eiθγ
5/2q by some angle θ then effectively induces a CP -violating term

into the Lagrangian:

Sθ ≡
θg2

3

32π2

∫
d4x G̃µν

a G
a
µν , (2.52)

where G̃µν ≡ 1
2
εµναβGαβ is the dual field-strength tensor. It may appear that we

have solved the U(1)A problem, but a closer analysis shows that G̃µν
a G

a
µν can be

18The lightest such singlet that appears is at mη ≈ 548 MeV� mπ, far exceeding the bound.
19A less abstract but also less direct argument is that the axial current Jµ5 associated with U(1)A

gets quantum corrections from quark triangle diagrams coupling to gluons.
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written as a total divergence ∂µK
µ of the current

Kµ ≡ εµναβ
(
AaνG

a
αβ −

g3

3
fabcAaνA

b
αA

c
β

)
, (2.53)

where fabc are the structure constants of the su(3) algebra. Therefore Sθ ∼
∮
dσµK

µ

is a surface integral over the boundary at spatial and temporal infinity.

It is commonly the case in field theory that we ignore such surface terms, since

they are assumed to vanish at the boundary and contribute nothing in perturbation

theory. The näıve assumption here would be to conclude that since F a
µν → 0 at the

boundary, we must take Aaµta → 0 there as well. However, the more correct logic is

that any gauge transformation of zero

Aaµta = 0 −→ i

g3

U∂µU
−1 , (2.54)

also satisfies the boundary conditions, where U is a differentiable map from the

angular coordinates to elements of the gauge group SU(3). In the context of an

Abelian gauge theory, this distinction between Aµ = 0 and the pure gauge is trivial,

because all possible gauge configurations can be obtained continuously from the

trivial one. That is, we can make continuous gauge transformations V :

i

g3

U∂µU
−1 −→ i

g3

V
(
U∂µU

−1
)
V −1 +

i

g3

V ∂µV
−1 =

i

g3

(V U)∂µ (V U)−1 , (2.55)

to obtain V = U−1. However, in non-Abelian theories such as QCD, there are so-

called large gauge transformations for which this continuous deformation is not

possible. These configurations are locally equivalent to zero, but cannot be gauged

away globally since they are topologically distinct [53–55]. We therefore conclude

that configurations with Sθ ∼
∮
dσµK

µ 6= 0 do in fact exist, the Sθ term apparently

can contribute, and U(1)A is thus not a symmetry of the strong interactions — i.e.,

the U(1)A problem is solved.
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The QCD Vacuum

A number of interesting implications follow. The most immediate is that QCD must

have infinitely-many topologically distinct vacua |n〉 associated with the different

large gauge configurations, where the winding number n ∈ Z serves to classify the

configuration.20 In fact, it can be shown that the winding number is written as an

integral over its associated gauge fields [57]:

n =
g2

3

32π2

∫
d4xG̃µν

a G
a
µν ∈ Z . (2.56)

The situation described here is qualitatively very similar to that of a double-well

potential in non-relativistic quantum mechanics. In that case, the potential has

two degenerate minima and a non-zero amplitude to tunnel back and forth between

them. These tunneling solutions cannot be found in perturbation theory and the

amplitudes are found through some semi-classical approximation such as the WKB

method. The presence of tunneling means the ground state of the system cannot be

constructed over one of the wells in particular, but should be a superposition over

the two.

Similarly in QCD, one can find pseudo-classical solutions called instantons21 that

correspond to tunneling between vacua with different winding numbers |n〉 ←→ |m〉.
The different |n〉 vacua therefore have non-zero overlap and are unstable. We con-

clude that the physical QCD vacuum should instead be a superposition of the |n〉:

|θ〉 =
∑

n

e−inθ |n〉 . (2.57)

20The most straightforward way to see this is to classify the gauge configurations according
to their homotopy class [56]. The large gauge transformations are maps from the boundary
three-sphere S3 to SU(3) group elements, so they are classified by the third homotopic group
π3[SU(3)] = Z. Therefore, a countably infinite number of vacua exist that we can identify by an
homotopic invariant n ∈ Z [see Eq. (2.56)].

21An excellent review on instantons is found in Sidney Coleman’s Aspects of Symmetry [56].
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A large gauge transformation Tm acts on the |n〉 states by changing thier winding

number Tm |n〉 = |n+m〉, and |θ〉 should be an eigenstate of this operator:

Tm |θ〉 =
∑

n

einθ |n+m〉 =
∑

`

ei(`−m)θ |`〉 = e−imθ |θ〉 . (2.58)

The contribution to the effective action from instanton effects is then found by

calculating the vacuum-to-vacuum transition amplitude [58] at times t = ±∞:

out〈θ|θ〉in =
∑

m,n

e−i(n−m)θ
out〈m|n〉in =

∑

ν

eiνθ
∑

n

out〈ν + n|n〉in

∝
∑

ν

∫
[DA]ν · exp

{
i

[
SQCD[A] +

θg2
3

32π2
Gµν
a G̃

a
µν

︸ ︷︷ ︸
θν

]}
(2.59)

where [DA]ν indicates integration over gauge configurations with winding number

ν ≡ m− n. It makes sense that the amplitude only depends on these differences

ν. A large gauge transformation changes the winding numbers of the vacua |m〉
and |n〉 by the same amount, and it should not change the amplitude, so the over-

lap 〈m|n〉 must depend only on ν. We therefore conclude that non-perturbative

instanton effects induce additional terms in the effective action for all the possible

vacuum transitions ν. Moreover, the term in the effective action generated by non-

perturbative effects is the same exact form as the chiral anomaly. In other words,

if it is left out of the Lagrangian, instanton effects will still generate it. The θ pa-

rameter is therefore a time-independent property of the vacuum. Indeed, the energy

of the vacuum has some dependence on this parameter E(θ) ∼ − cos θ, which can

be found analytically by considering only the ν ∈ {0,−1,+1} parts of the sum. An

approximate expression for the vacuum energy is therefore

E(θ) ≈ Λ4
QCD [1− cos(θ)] , (2.60)
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where ΛQCD is inserted as an estimate for its energy scale. Note that the θ-

dependence of this result can be confirmed in an alternate picture by rotating the

chiral phase back into the quark mass matrix and using the chiral Lagrangian to

find E(θ) ≈ F 2
πm

2
π cos θ, where Fπ ≈ 92 MeV is the pion decay constant [59].

The Strong CP Problem

Based on the arguments above, we conclude that a CP -violating term

SθQCD
≡ θQCDg

2
3

32π2

∫
d4x G̃µν

a G
a
µν (2.61)

is apparently natural in QCD, where the vacuum angle θQCD enters as a weighting

factor over the different topological configurations. If instanton effects were the only

source of such a term, then we could simply rotate it away with our choice of chiral

phase. However, upon inclusion of the weak sector, the quark mass matrixMq is in

general complex, and one must perform a chiral rotation to make the quark masses

real. This induces an identical term with chiral phase θF = arg detMq, leaving a

basis-independent and thus physically measurable θ ≡ θQCD − θF . One may shift the

chiral phase back and forth between the quark masses and SθQCD
, but not eliminate

it. Moreover, there is no reason to expect these unrelated contributions cancel, so

theoretically we expect θ ∼ O(1).

Experimentally, the situation is different. The operator G̃µν
a G

a
µν violates CP

symmetry, and consequentially predicts a non-zero neutron electric dipole moment:

dN =
mN

4π2
gπNNgπNN log

mN

mπ

≈ 5.2 θ · 10−16e · cm , (2.62)

where gπNN ≈ 0.04θ is the CP -violating coupling between nucleons and pions. The

experimental bound on dN is stringent and requires that |dN | < 2.9 · 10−26e · cm so
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that strong CP -violation is bounded by [60]

θ . 5.58 · 10−11 . (2.63)

The issue of naturalness in such a small θ parameter is referred to as the strong-CP

problem. There are several solutions that have been proposed [58]:

• Vanishing up-quark mass : if one of the quark masses mq were zero, then

θF ≡ arg detMq = 0 and we could rotate the strong-CP phase θQCD away.

There are interesting ways of motivating this with discrete symmetries [61, 62],

but much of the evidence [63] contradicts this possibility.

• Spontaneously broken CP : if CP were exact at high scales but then sponta-

neously broken, then θQCD is forbidden at the Lagrangian level [64–66]. How-

ever, there are a number of issues with these approaches, e.g., a θ-type term

will be re-induced by loop corrections, and one must still maintain θ < 10−10.

• Additional chiral symmetry : add a new chiral symmetry that effectively rotates

the θ term away. This solution leads to the axion, which is in addition a dark

matter candidate — probably the strongest proposed solution thus far.

• Anthropics : the idea that we could only be around to ask about the strong-

CP problem precisely because θ is so small. However, it is not clear that a

CP -symmetric strong sector is necessary for life. This is less of a solution and

more a last resort in the absence of any other explanation.

2.2.2 The Axion Solution

One of the most promising solutions to the strong-CP problem was introduced in

1977 by Peccei and Quinn [34, 35]. It proposes a new global chiral U(1)PQ symmetry,

along with a new complex scalar field Φ, so that an additional degree of freedom

is included in the space of axial rotations discussed above. If the PQ symmetry is
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Im{Φ}

Re{Φ}

V (Φ)

fPQ massless degree of
freedom T � ΛQCD

Figure 2.4: A sketch of the potential for the complex Peccei-Quinn scalar Φ that breaks
U(1)PQ at energy scales below fPQ. The axion is the massless Nambu-Goldstone mode cor-
responding to the angular degree of freedom shown in blue. As the energy scale approaches
that of the QCD phase transition at ΛQCD, the potential gets “tilted” by non-perturbative
instanton effects, producing a minimum for the angular degree of freedom and thus a mass
for the axion.

spontaneously broken by a potential such as that shown in Fig. 2.4, a pseudoscalar

field φ called the axion emerges as a massless Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson. The

axion, being a NG mode, then transforms under U(1)PQ by a shift φ −→ φ+ βfPQ,

where fPQ is the energy scale of symmetry breaking and β is an arbitrary phase of

rotation.

Generic Properties of the QCD Axion

The only interactions available to the axion that respect U(1)PQ are in the form of

derivatives ∂µφ coupled to an axial current JµPQ:

Lint =
1

fPQ

∂µφ
∑

f

QPQ
f fγµγ5f ≡ 1

fPQ

∂µφJ
µ
PQ , (2.64)

where QPQ
f are the PQ charges for any fermions f . Clearly, the assigned charges are

highly model-dependent.

As encountered in Sec. 2.2.1 with the U(1)A problem, chiral symmetries are
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generally spoiled by anomalies, and indeed we should expect terms proportional to

G̃µν
a G

a
µν associated with U(1)PQ to arise as well. However, even though such terms

were highly problematic in previous sections, we are now in a position to exploit

them to solve the strong-CP problem. As long as the only violation of the axion

shift symmetry is due to these quantum effects, we are free to make a PQ rotation,

i.e. redefinition of the axion field, so that the quark masses are real, placing the

entire chiral phase of the Lagrangian into the strong CP -violating term:

Lθ −→
g2

3

32π2

(
ξφ

fPQ

+ θ

)
G̃µν
a G

a
µν , (2.65)

where ξ ≈ O(1) ∈ Z is a model-dependent anomaly coefficient that depends on the

PQ charges assigned to the quark fields.22 The idea behind the PQ solution is

sometimes described as “promoting the QCD vacuum angle θ to a dynamical field”

and Eq. (2.65) is the reason why. In effect, the coefficient of the CP -violating term

has become dynamical, and the only question that remains is whether the dynamics

of φ can drive the term to zero as desired.

Let us therefore shift our focus to dynamics of the axion. The chiral anomaly

ensures that U(1)PQ is broken explicitly, and therefore the axion is actually a pseudo-

Nambu-Goldstone (pNB) boson, i.e., it has some non-trivial effective potential

Veff(φ) from which it develops a mass, the size of which depends on how badly the

PQ symmetry is broken. We can motivate the form of Veff(φ) in a straightforward

way by recalling that the energy of the QCD vacuum was found to be θ-dependent

at energies . ΛQCD, such that the vacuum energy is E(θ) ∼ 1− cos(θ). Making

the staightforward extension of this with inclusion of the axion field, we find the

22The constant ξ can always be normalized to an integer [67], and is often referred to as the
domain wall number, since it sets the number of vacua in the range φ ∈ [0, 2πfPQ) — see Sec. 2.2.3
for more details on what this implies cosmologically.
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effective potential

Veff(φ) ≈ g2
3Λ4

QCD

32π2

[
1− cos

(
ξ〈φ〉
fPQ

+ θ

)]
. (2.66)

It is not difficult to see that Veff(φ) is minimized at 〈φ〉 = −(fPQθ/ξ) mod 2π, which

are precisely the configurations for which CP -violation in the strong sector is elimi-

nated.23 Note that a periodic form was actually expected in the potential, given that

the chiral phases are angular parameters — the breaking of the continuous U(1)PQ

leaves a discrete symmetry reflected in this potential. The axion will oscillate about

one of these minima, eventually relaxing to a CP -conserving value.24

Furthermore, from the curvature of the effective potential we may find an ap-

proximate expression the mass of the QCD axion:

m2
φ ≡

〈
∂2Veff

∂φ2

〉
= − ξg2

3

32π2fPQ

∂

∂φ

〈
G̃µν
a G

a
µν

〉
≈ g2

sΛ
4
QCD

32π2

ξ2

f 2
PQ

, (2.67)

where the vacuum expectation values are evaluated at the minimum of the poten-

tial. The expression above serves as an order-of-magnitude estimate; a more precise

estimate is achieved by utilizing the full machinery of the chiral Lagrangian and

specifying a particular axion model.

Various Brands of Axion

The earliest axion models [36, 37] assumed that fPQ ≈ vEW ≡ 247 GeV — i.e. that

U(1)PQ is broken by the electroweak phase transition — since it could then be tied

to the Higgs sector. It turns out that in the SM, any U(1)PQ symmetry with non-

zero quark charges would be explicitly broken in the Yukawa sector. That is, under

23In fact, it has been shown in general [68] that the instanton potential for vector-like theories
such as QCD is minimized only at CP -conserving values.

24Of course, SU(3)c is not the only non-Abelian gauge group. There are SU(2)W instantons
that can shift the minimum away from the CP -conserving value. However, since the coupling
constant for the electroweak theory is much weaker gEW � g3, this effect is very suppressed [69].
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a PQ rotation with qL → e+iβqL and qR → e−iβqR, the terms that generate quark

massses transform as

LSM ⊃ Y dQLHdR + Y uQLH̃uR

−−−−→
PQ

e−(2−QPQ
H )iβY dQLHdR + e−(2+QPQ

H )iβY uQLH̃dR , (2.68)

where QL = (uL dL)T are weak-isospin quark doublets, uR and dR are right-handed

quarks, H is the Higgs doublet, and H̃ ≡ iσ2H is defined in the usual way. The

PQ charge of the Higgs QPQ
H clearly cannot be chosen so that invariance is attained

in both terms. To achieve the invariance without disposing of the weak-scale PQ

symmetry, the earliest model of the axion, called the Peccei-Quinn-Weinberg-Wilczek

(PQWW) axion, amends the SM Higgs H1 with a second Higgs doublet H2, so that

the terms remain invariant with an appropriate choice of charges:

L ⊃ Y dQLH1dR + Y uQLH̃2uR . (2.69)

Of course, when the electroweak symmetry is broken, these terms spon-

taneously break U(1)PQ, and we would find an axion today of mass

mφ ≈ Λ2
QCD/(4

√
2πvEW) ≈ 9 keV. The strength of the interactions make it so that

the PQWW axion is thoroughly ruled out by experiment, through limits on the

branching ratio of process such as K+ → π+ + φ.

The demand is therefore clear for the so-called invisible axion, in which scalar

fields are introduced that carry PQ charge but are singlets under the SM gauge

group. These models allow the symmetry-breaking scale for the axion to be divorced

from the electroweak scale such that fPQ � vEW. The interactions are then much

weaker, and the axion mass much lighter, suitable to avoid detection by experiments

thus far. There are generally two brands of invisible axion models [58, 70]:

1. the Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov (KSVZ) axion [71, 72], in which a com-
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plex scalar singlet Φ is introduced, along with a new vector-like quark Ψ that

is very massive mΨ ∼ fPQ � vEW and transforms as a triplet under SU(3)c

and a singlet under SU(2)W × U(1)Y . In the KSVZ model there is no tree-

level coupling to leptons or quarks; there are only interactions amongst the

new fields:

LΨ = yΨΦΨΨ . (2.70)

Under U(1)PQ these fields are assigned charges so that they transform as

Ψ→ eiγ
5βΨ and Φ→ e2iβΦ to keep the interaction PQ-invariant. The po-

tential of the scalar is such that it spontaneously breaks U(1)PQ at scale fPQ

and thus the axion corresponds to the angular degree of freedom in this field.

2. the Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) axion [73, 74], in which a sim-

ilar complex scalar singlet Φ is introduced, along with an additional Higgs

doublet H2 as in the PQWW model. In contrast to the KSVZ model above,

tree-level couplings are allowed to exist between the new fields and quarks

and leptons in the SM. These interactions are built from PQ invariants such

as |Φ|2, H†1H2, and Φ2. The scale of U(1)PQ symmetry breaking is similarly

large since fPQ = 2
√
v2
H1

+ v2
H2

+ v2
Φ and the scale vΦ may be much larger than

the electroweak scale.

Although we have focused our attention almost completely on the SU(3)c anoma-

lies, a generic prediction in any model with axions is that it couples to photons

through the axial anomaly

Lφγγ =
cγe

2

32π2fPQ

φ F̃µνF
µν , (2.71)

where e is the electromagnetic charge and cγ ≈ O(1) is a model-dependent constant.

At the level of electric and magnetic fields this term is expressed as Lφγγ ∼ φ ~E · ~B,

and there are a wealth of interesting experiments that are either proposed or cur-
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rently active that attempt to detect axions by exploiting this coupling [75–83].

It is also important to note that our discussion in this section has been com-

pletely confined to the QCD axion, but there are many other well-motivated models

and mechanisms in which an axion-like particle (ALP) can appear. Many of these

involve not just a single axion but large collections of them. A particularly good

set of examples is found in string theories, where axions are an extremely generic

prediction [84, 85] — a collection of observations that is now referred to as the axi-

verse [86]. The number of axions in these theories depends on the topology of the

compactification, in particular its Hodge numbers, which can reach predictions in

the hundreds of axions [87].

The axion-like field is also generic in the sense that any new physics that in-

troduces a new non-Abelian gauge group will provide a new window for axions

associated with these sectors. In particular, the dynamics of the axion and its mass

are afforded a new degree of freedom since its mass will be generated at a scale ΛG

associated with the gauge group G, rather than ΛQCD as with the QCD axion.

2.2.3 Cosmology of the Axion

In Sec. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 it was argued that the axion is currently the most attrac-

tive and robust solution to the strong-CP problem. However, a compelling case

for the axion can also be made from a cosmological perspective. Considering that

the dominant axion decay channel φ→ 2γ proceeds at a rate Γφγγ ∼ m3
φ/f

2
PQ, the

QCD axion would survive today if mφ < 25 eV. This is a natural parameter space

for invisible axion models, which is easy to satisfy when combined with other con-

straints. Furthermore, interactions with SM fields, as well as self-interactions (found

by expanding the effective potential in a power series) are all suppressed by powers

of fPQ. Therefore, the axion would be a long-lived and very weakly interacting par-

ticle, meeting some of the basic requirements to serve as a candidate for dark matter

(DM). However, we must also verify that we can generate a relic axion abundance
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of the correct size Ωφ,0 ≈ 0.23, and that it is cold (i.e., non-relativistic).

Motivation as a Dark Matter Candidate

Over the past several decades of DM model building, thermal mechanisms have most

frequently been employed to generate the relic DM abundance. The paradigm of the

weakly-interacting massive particle (WIMP) typically involves the assumption that

DM was in thermal equilibrium with the SM at some point in the early universe, and

its abundance was established through a thermal freeze-out process.25 By contrast,

the vast majority of the axion abundance would be generated non-thermally and

composed largely of a zero-momentum field mode. The mechanism that produces

such a condensate allows the axion abundance to remain cold despite its very light

mass.

In order to describe the dominant mechanisms in which a non-thermal axion

abundance can be generated, let us consider the chronology of events that occur in

the axion timeline. The situation differs considerably depending on whether U(1)PQ

is broken before/during or after inflation — that is, whether fPQ > HI or fPQ < HI ,

where HI is the Hubble parameter during inflation — so we separate our description

into those two cases.

Misalignment Production

In the case that U(1)PQ breaks after inflation, a PQ-symmetric epoch existed for

temperatures T > fPQ. However, as soon as T . fPQ the symmetry breaks sponta-

neously, generating a massless axion with a vacuum expectation value (VEV) that

is randomly selected in the range 〈φ〉PQ ∈ [0, 2πfPQ). Unless there is considerable

fine-tuning, we expect that 〈φ〉 = O(fPQ). As the universe continues to expand

25In these processes, the DM remains coupled to the photon bath as long as its self-annihilation
rate Γ = n〈σv〉 to SM particles is larger than the rate of expansion Γ & H. Eventually, the number
densities n ∼ 1/a3 are depleted enough so that these annihilations “freeze out”, and the DM abun-
dance is established. The temperature at which the freeze out occurs is fairly model independent
and is well-approximated by Tf ≈ mDM/20, where mDM is the mass of the DM [27].
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and cool, the potential remains flat until T ∼ ΛQCD is approached. At these tem-

peratures QCD undergoes its confining phase transition, and the non-perturbative

instanton effects discussed in Sec. 2.2.1 become relevant, generating a mass for the

axion, and ultimately furnishing it with a cosmological abundance. This process

is referred to as misalignment production, and the energy density it produces is

composed of only a zero-momentum mode.

The dynamics of the axion field at this point may be mapped directly onto those

described throughout Sec. 2.1, by assuming only small field excursions about the

minimum of the potential, such that Veff(φ) = Λ4
QCD[1− cos(φ/fPQ)] ≈ m2

φφ
2/2. In

order to compute the temperature-dependence of the mass at T & ΛQCD, instanton

methods may be used [88]:

mφ(T ) ≈ 0.1mφ(0)

(
ΛQCD

T

)3.7

, (2.72)

but at lower temperatures other methods, such as calculations on the lattice, must

be deployed [89, 90]. As covered in Sec. 2.1, when the mass grows and H(t) falls,

inevitably there is a time tζ (or equivalently a temperature Tζ) of critical damping,

when the field will undergo coherent oscillations.

In general, the dynamics involved during the phase transition can be complicated

and must be computed numerically. However, there are certain regimes of model

parameter space in which approximations can be made, in particular when mass

generation occurs over a timescale that is much different than that of field oscillations

∼ 2π/mφ — this is the case with the QCD axion. In particular, the energy density

at tζ is first approximated by assuming the field has not been displaced much prior

to critical damping:

ρφ(tζ) =
1

2
m2
φ(tζ)[φ(tζ)]

2 ≈ 1

2
m2
φ(tζ) 〈φ〉2PQ . (2.73)
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As long as the phase transition occurs rather slowly, such that ṁ/m� m, then one

can use the adiabatic approximation. In effect, the mass is generated so slowly that

the field is allowed to remain virialized thorughout the phase transition, and the

comoving number density nφa
3 = ρφa

3/mφ acts as an adiabatic invariant [27]. The

present day axion energy density is then calculated as

ρφ(t0) ≈ ρφ(tζ) ·
mφ(t0)

mφ(tζ)
·
(
a(tζ)

a(t0)

)3

≈ 1

2
〈φ〉2PQmφ(t0)mφ(tζ)

(
a(tζ)

a(t0)

)3

(2.74)

Taking into careful consideration the axion mass in Eq. (2.72), we can obtain an

accurate tζ whenever mφ > 10−9 eV. We find that the relic abundance of the axion

from misalignment production is approximately [88]

ΩMIS
φ ≈ 0.2

[〈φ〉PQ

fPQ

]2 [
4 · 10−6 eV

mφ(t0)

]1.2

, (2.75)

In other words, with an axion mass of ∼ µeV and natural initial field displacement

〈φ〉PQ ∼ fPQ the axion is able to produce the correct dark matter relic abundance in

a very realistic regime of parameter space.

Topological Defects

A certain degree of caution must be exercised, however, since there are other sources

that may contribute to the axion abundance. As a result of the U(1)PQ phase

transition, topological defects such as cosmic strings are produced, and if ξ > 1 then

the discrete symmetry of the axion potential is also broken and other defects, domain

walls, are produced. While cosmic strings will eventually decay into a non-thermal

abundance of axions that is not unreasonably large, domain walls easily overclose the

universe and present a phenomenological disaster. In both of these cases the phase-

space distribution of the produced axions is generally different than that produced

by misalignment production [91–93]. These issues place model-building constraints
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on ξ. The contribution from cosmic strings ΩCS
φ is often quoted as a fraction of the

misalignment contribution [92, 94, 95]:

Ωφ = ΩMIS
φ + ΩCS

φ = ΩMIS
φ h2 (1 + αdec) , (2.76)

which spans a range α ∈ [0.16, 186]. One must therefore take the presence of cosmic

strings very seriously in the phenomenology of models where U(1)PQ is broken after

inflation.

On the other hand, a realistic possibility is that fPQ > HI , where HI is the

energy scale of inflation, so that U(1)PQ is broken before or during that epoch.

In this case, any topological defects produced are inflated away, so that none can

contribute appreciably to Ωφ, and all of these problems are avoided.26

2.2.4 Beyond the Minimal Axion Model

Over the past twenty years natural inflation models [96], in which the axion is a

candidate for the inflaton, have appeared promising. The reason is that in order to

produce suitable tensor-to-scalar ratios, one often is required to have the inflaton

span large ranges, possibly even super-Planckian, in field space. In general this is a

problem, since it is thought that in this regime a large number of corrections to the

effective potential enter from quantum gravity. The axion may be different in the

sense that it is protected from such dangerous corrections, due to the enhanced shift

symmetry it has as Λ→ 0, making it technically natural. This realization has led

to considerable attention on the topic of axions with large-field excursions [97–102].

On the other hand, there are reasons for concern regarding how a theory of nat-

ural inflation would arise in a UV complete theory such as string theory, or how to

reconcile such super-Planckian fields with the weak gravity conjecture [103]. As a

26The situation may be more subtle. In models with axion-like fields (i.e., not the QCD axion),
we show in Chapter 4 scenarios where the misalignment production can be suppressed by orders of
magnitude, resulting in an abundance that could be wholly generated from cosmic string networks.
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response to these possible issues, more general extensions with multiple axion-like

fields have led to very interesting developments in a number of directions [104, 105],

notably with assisted inflation models [97, 98]. In this framework, flat potentials are

constructed in the multi-axion field space, even if none of the individual axion po-

tentials would have been sufficiently flat on their own. Likewise, in so-called aligned

versions of these models, one can find effective super-Planckian field excursions, even

though the individual fields are chosen with decay constants fi < Mp [106].

As we shall demonstrate in Chapter 3 and 4, the effect of the mass-generating

phase transitions encountered in similar types of non-minimal axion models can have

a significant effect on their late-time phenomenology.
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2.3 Scalar Fields in Extra Dimensions

In the late segments of Sec. 2.1, it was suggested that the cosmology of scalars in the

early universe is significantly more rich for non-minimal sectors, i.e., models that

incorporate multiple fields. One example of a motivation for this type of physics

was given at the end of Sec. 2.2, in which multiple axion models were proposed to

resolve possible issues with large field excursions in natural inflation. There are,

however, many other possible scenarios involving non-minimal scalar sectors.

A particularly broad class of examples come from models with extra spatial di-

mensions. These models are typically motivated as low-energy limits of string the-

ory, in which a critical number of extra dimensions are required to prevent harmful

anomalies. Of course, we do not observe these extra dimensions, so if they exist they

are compact and relatively small. Indeed, model-independent experimental efforts

have been made to measure the gravitational force law down to increasingly small

scales27, resulting in an upper-limit on the size R of the compactification [107]:

R . 44 µm , (2.77)

which corresponds to an energy scale Mc & 4.49 · 10−12 GeV.

Considering that string theory is the only UV-complete extension of the SM

available that includes gravity, it can be argued that models incorporating extra

dimensions are particularly well-motivated. In Chapter 4 we shall analyze in detail

the phenomena that arise from a generic scalar field theory in extra dimensions, that

undergoes a mass-generating phase transition. However, in the following sections

of this chapter, we first provide some background on the subject, and make it clear

how extra dimensions are relevant to the focus of this dissertation.

27In four dimensions, the gravitational force goes as ∼ 1/r2, because this is inverse to the flux
of field lines through a surface ∼ r2. Clearly, the number of extra dimensions n alters the flux
to ∼ r2+n, so that the force law should go as 1/r2+n. The experiments should be able to detect
changes in the force law if they can probe scales smaller than those of the compactification.
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2.3.1 A Scalar Field in the Bulk

The idea of extra dimensions dates back to the papers of Kaluza [108] and then

Klein [109] in the 1920s, who were attempting to unify gravity and electromag-

netism by positing a single extra dimension compactified on a circle. They made

the astonishing observation that, when viewed in the low-energy 4D theory, the

enlarged general coordinate invariance of the 5D theory is manifested as gauge in-

variance of a U(1) gauge field, built out of the extra degrees of freedom provided

by the 5D metric tensor.28 In their theory this massless gauge field is expected to

play the role of the photon. It is interesting that one can quite generally examine

the geometry of the compact manifold — i.e., its isometry group — and determine

the corresponding gauge groups manifested in the lower-dimensional theory.

In the modern literature, universal extra dimensions [110], where all fields are

free to propagate in the extra dimensions, is the most similar framework to that

of Kaluza-Klein (KK). However, phenomenological viability requires the compact

geometry to be quite small since SM particles can be “lost” into the extra dimen-

sion once they have energy E &Mc & 1 TeV, where the last inequality is based

on collider constraints [111]. The other possibility is to confine the SM fields to

a (3 + 1)-dimensional brane, while only gravity and other possible beyond-the-SM

fields are allowed to propagate freely in the bulk of the extra-dimensional space.

At first glance, this may seem contrived, but these scenarios actually arise quite

naturally in string theory.29 Nevertheless, similar scenarios can also be constructed

without a stringy description, in which the fields are confined by solotonic solutions

to the field equations, such as domain walls.

All of the scenarios above implicitly assume that the extra-dimensional space is

28In retrospect, conceptually this may not actually be very surprising. We can visualize the gauge
symmetry in four dimensions as invariance under different phase rotations at different points in
space. This sounds much like the general coordinate invariance of a curled up fifth dimension.

29In string theory all of the SM states are described by open strings, the ends of which must be
attached to a brane. On the other hand, the graviton is a closed string and thus free to propagate
in the bulk.
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flat. However, in light of the motivations above, these are typically assumed to be

a limit of more general warped extra dimensions [112, 113], in which the bulk has

some non-negligible vacuum energy density.

2.3.2 Kaluza-Klein Reduction

In the following, we consider what happens when a complex scalar Φ(xM) is placed

in the bulk of a flat single extra dimension. The only possible manifold in this case is

the circle S1. The full five-dimensional action, over the 5D coordinates xM ≡ (xµ, x5)

in which x5 ∈ [0, 2πR), takes the form

S5D =

∫
d4x

∫ 2πR

0

dx5

[
1

2
|∂MΦ|2 − 1

2
M2 |Φ|2

]
, (2.78)

where M is the bulk mass. A compact manifold inherently requires some type of

periodic boundary conditions to maintain the continuity of the fields, and in this

case Φ(xµ, x5) = Φ(xµ, x5 + 2πR) is enforced. The 5D field is then expanded over

eigenfunctions eikx
5/R for k ∈ Z, such that

Φ(xµ, x5) =
1√
2πR

+∞∑

k=−∞
φk(x

µ) exp

(
i
kx5

R

)
, (2.79)

where the prefactor is to ensure kinetic terms come out properly in what follows.

The φk(x
µ) are the fields that appear in the 4D theory, which is found by inserting

Φ(xµ, x5) into Eq. (2.78) and integrating over the compact dimension:

S4D =

∫
d4x

∞∑

k=0

{
1

2
|∂µφk|2 −

1

2

[
M2 +

(
k

R

)2
]
|φ|2
}

. (2.80)

We therefore have an infinite tower of 4D fields with masses

m2
k = M2 +

k2

R2
. (2.81)
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V≡2πR

bulk

Φ(xµ, x5)

SM
brane

{ψi(
x
µ)}

Figure 2.5: An illustration of the S1/Z2 orbifold compactification obtained by identifying
points x5 ↔ −x5. The SM fields are confined to the brane, while the scalar Φ is free to
propagate in the bulk. The volume of the compactification V = 2πR is just the length of
the line segment.

The momentum along the extra dimension is thus manifested in the 4D theory as a

tower of states with increasing large mass. The sums above are all formally infinite,

however, the KK reduction is an effective field theory which should have a cutoff

k < N that encodes the mass scale of the complete higher-dimensional theory. The

string scale Ms plays that role here, and the cut off is roughly N ≈Ms/Mc � 1.

2.3.3 Orbifold Compactifications

The S1 manifold is actually not a well-motivated compactification if we hope to

generate the SM in the lower-dimensional theory. The reason concerns the repre-

sentations of fermions in the Lorentz group of the higher-dimensional theory. In 4D

the smallest representations are Weyl spinors, however, in the expanded 5D Lorentz

symmetry the smallest representations are Dirac. The absence of Weyl fermions

presents a serious problem, since the SM is a chiral theory, i.e. it treats the left-

handed and right-handed fields on a different footing.

A way around these problems is to compactify the extra dimension not on a
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manifold, but on an orbifold (for “orbit-manifold”). These are quotient spaces of

manifolds that result in endpoints or boundaries in their structure. If we take the S1

manifold from the above calculation and identify points x5 ←→ −x5 as equivalent,

then we generate an S1/Z2 orbifold, with a set of special fixed points x5 = 0 and

x5 = πR. In other words, the orbifold constructed is a line segment. Note that in

one extra dimension there is only one unique orbifolding, so our discussion here is

completely general.

The effect of adding the orbifold structure is that now the 5D field does not have

a definite parity under x5 → −x5 if all the modes in the expansion are included.

Namely, the eigenfunctions can be rewritten as eikx
5/R = cos(kx5/R) + i sin(kx5/R),

so in choosing a parity for Φ(xµ, x5) we must eliminate half of the modes. In this

thesis, it fits our purposes to retain the zero mode (k = 0), so we choose an even

parity such that

Φ(xµ, x5) =
1√
2πR

[
φ0(xµ) +

√
2
∞∑

k=1

φk(x
µ) cos

(
kx5

R

)]
. (2.82)

The spectrum of 4D masses have the same m2
k = M2 + k2M2

c form under the

orbifold compactification, but in reducing the number of KK modes we have lost

the two-fold mass degeneracy — there is now a unique mass for each KK mode.

We have seen that mass terms in the KK expansion can arise from both the

KK reduction, as well as the bulk mass term M2 |Φ|2 /2. However, there are other

potential sources for scalar masses that are of particular interest to us in this thesis.

These can come from interactions between the bulk field Φ and fields ψi confined to

the brane, and contribute to the action like
∫
d4xdx5δ(x5)Lbrane(ψi,Φ). Any number

of effective terms may be generated by these interactions, but we are most interested

in mass terms, which are expressed through an effective time-dependent m(t):

1

2πR
Lbrane(Φ) = − 1

2
m2(t) |Φ|2 + · · · , (2.83)
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The cosmological implications of these terms can be significant, considering that

they induce a time-dependent mixing into the system. That is, they introduce non-

diagonal contributions m2
ij(t) ∼ rirjm

2(t) to the mass matrix for the KK modes,

where ri =
√

2
1−δi0

. These are exactly the type that lead to such dynamics as dis-

cussed in Sec. 2.1.4. The investigation of this topic deserves considerable attention,

which is given in Chapter 4.

2.3.4 Phenomenological Considerations

There are a wide variety of phenomenological constraints that one can place on

models with extra dimensions, ranging from missing energy due to KK gravitons at

colliders [114–116], to supernovae cooling [115, 117–119], to black hole production

at the LHC [120, 121]. However, the most severe constraint for our purposes comes

from the dumping of energy into the bulk at high temperatures [115]. The idea is

that, in the early universe, the expansion of the 4D brane cools the the radiation

bath at a rate set by

dρ

dt
≈ − 3Hρ ≈ − 3

T 2

Mp

ρR = − π2

10
g∗(T )

T 6

Mp

, (2.84)

in which we have assumed radiation domination of the total energy density ρ. On

the other hand, for a number of extra dimensions δ, gravitons are emitted into the

bulk at a rate given by
dρ

dt
∼ − T δ

M2
p

· (2πR)δ . (2.85)

Solving for the temperature at which the two rates are equal gives the normalcy

temperature:

T∗ ∼
(

21+δ · 5πδ−2Rδ

g∗(T∗)Mp

) 1
6−δ

, (2.86)

the temperature at which the expansion is like a “normal” 4D universe. Making an

approximation that g∗(T∗) ∼ 10 and taking R ∼ 1011 GeV−1 near the experimental
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bound, we find with δ = 1 extra dimensions the normalcy temperature is roughly

T∗ ∼ 30 MeV . (2.87)

The important implication is that the reheating temperature30 should be bounded

from above by TRH < T∗. If this bound is violated, the rate dρ/dt for cooling to the

bulk is dominant, and it would be overpopulated with gravitons and overclose. We

are not left with much room in terms of the thermal history, since TRH & 1 MeV

must also be satisfied for BBN to work sucessfully. This is the most severe constraint

that we have in the KK models studied in in Chapter 4, where the 30 MeV figure

is used as a benchmark reheating temperature. This plays a particularly important

role in our investigation of the KK axion phenomenology in Sec. 4.6 in that chapter.

30As pointed out in Sec. 2.1, TRH is not necessarily the maximum temperature in the full thermal
history of the radiation bath after inflation [that would Tmax as defined in Eq. (2.31)]. However,
it is the maximum temperature experienced when radiation is the dominant component of energy
density in the universe, which is what matters in this argument.
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Chapter 3

A Tale of Two Timescales: Mixing, Mass Generation, and Phase

Transitions in the Early Universe

Light scalar fields are a common feature in many cosmological scenarios and thus

frequently play an important role in early-universe cosmology. Such scalars include,

for example, the QCD axion [34–37] and other axion-like particles [38], supersym-

metric partner particles such as sneutrinos and staus [122–125], string moduli such

as the dilaton and other geometric moduli [43–45], Q-balls [126, 127], quintessence

fields [39] and chameleons [40–42], familons [32] and Majorons [30, 31], certain de-

grees of freedom within inert Higgs-doublet models [128], additional scalars present

in little-Higgs theories [129], and others [130–133]. Some of these fields may even

serve as candidates for dark matter or as significant contributors to dark energy.

Moreover, the number of such scalars can be relatively large; indeed, the recent

Dynamical Dark Matter framework [134, 135] posits a dark sector containing an

entire ensemble of such fields which together conspire to produce a number of phe-

nomenological, astrophysical, and cosmological effects which differ markedly from

those arising from more traditional dark sectors. Likewise, string-inspired models

typically involve significant numbers of moduli — and frequently a large number of

light axions and axion-like fields as well [84–86, 136].

When a scalar field is light, the reason is usually that a mass term for this field

is forbidden by a symmetry of the full, high-temperature theory. Such a mass term

must therefore be generated at a lower temperature scale through some dynamics

which violates these symmetries — dynamics typically associated with a cosmolog-

ical phase transition. For example, masses for axions or axion-like particles can be

generated by non-perturbative instanton effects which become significant at temper-
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atures near the confining temperature of the corresponding gauge group. Indeed,

dynamical mass generation through cosmological phase transitions provides a nat-

ural mechanism for engineering mass-scale hierarchies.

However, dynamical mass generation can also have potentially significant ram-

ifications for the cosmology of the particles involved. First, cosmological phase

transitions are never instantaneous. In the case of a second-order phase transition,

the transition between the high- and low-temperature phases is smooth but never-

theless time-dependent. Even in the case of a first-order transition, a rapid epoch of

bubble nucleation and expansion interpolates between the two phases. As a result,

scalar masses which are dynamically generated during either kind of phase transition

do not “turn on” instantaneously everywhere in the universe; rather, these masses

depend non-trivially on time and evolve continuously over the course of the phase

transition towards whatever asymptotic values they will have at late times. It turns

out that this time-dependence — and the existence of an associated timescale or

“width” over which the phase transition unfolds — can have a significant impact

on the cosmology of light scalars. For example, in the case of an axion receiving

its mass via non-perturbative instanton effects, the non-trivial consequences of this

time-dependence on the resulting axion cosmological abundance were assessed in

Ref. [137].

Another important consequence of dynamical mass generation is that it can give

rise to mixing amongst scalars sharing the same quantum numbers. Indeed, if mul-

tiple such scalars couple to the same source of dynamical mass generation, there

is no guarantee that the mass eigenstates of the theory will be the same before

and after the corresponding phase transition. The phenomenological consequences

of such mixing were investigated in Refs. [135, 138, 139] for an ensemble of light

axion-like fields. Mixing can also be induced amongst light scalar fields at low ener-

gies through a variety of other dynamical processes, including the integration out of

massive fields to which our light scalars are coupled. For example, the phenomeno-
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logical implications of such mixings amongst axion-like fields have been studied in

Ref. [140]. Regardless of the source, however, we find that dynamically-induced

mixing generally results in a non-trivial modification of the coupling structure of

the fields involved and can thus have a significant impact on the resulting energy

densities of the fields at late times.

The effects of mixing and of a non-trivial time-dependence for scalar mass gen-

eration have historically been studied separately. In this chapter, by contrast, we

shall examine the effects that arise when the mass matrix for a set of multiple light

scalar fields includes both mixing and a non-trivial time-dependence. As we shall

demonstrate, the interplay between the different timescales associated with these

effects can, in the presence of a time-dependent background cosmology, give rise to

a number of qualitatively new features which are not seen when these effects are

each considered in isolation.

These new features generally concern the late-time cosmological abundances (en-

ergy densities) associated with the scalar fields in our coupled multi-scalar system.

For example, we shall demonstrate that the total late-time energy density of our

system can be altered — often by many orders of magnitude — compared with tra-

ditional expectations. This includes situations in which the late-time energy density

is enhanced to greater values as well as situations in which it is strongly suppressed.

Second, we shall demonstrate that not only can the total energy density be altered,

but so can the distribution of this total energy density across the different fields in

our system — often in dramatic ways. Indeed, these effects can even completely

change which field carries the largest abundance. Third, we shall demonstrate that

under certain circumstances, the combined effects of our two timescales can give

rise to large parametric resonances which render the energy densities of the fields

highly sensitive to the degree of mixing as well as the duration of the time interval

over which the phase transition unfolds. As a result of this heightened sensitivity,

any effects which modify the mixing slightly or which change the rate at which our
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mass-generating phase transition unfolds can have a huge influence on the corre-

sponding late-time cosmological abundances. Finally, we shall demonstrate that

mixing in conjunction with a time-dependent phase transition can even give rise

to a “re-overdamping” phenomenon which causes the field values and total energy

density of the system to behave in novel ways which differ from those normally

associated with pure dark matter or vacuum energy.

Taken together, we see that all of these features give rise to new possibilities for

the phenomenology of the early universe and cosmological evolution. In particular,

many new possibilities for model-building emerge. However, our results can also

serve as warning: in the presence of multiple mixed scalar fields, it is essential to

treat mass-generating phase transitions rigorously, with the proper time-dependence

included. Indeed, approximations in which such phase transitions are treated as

instantaneous can produce late-time energy densities which differ from their true

values by many orders of magnitude. This warning is particularly relevant in the case

of axions, where the mass-generating phase transition is nothing but the instanton-

induced QCD phase transition. This phase transition unfolds over a calculable

non-zero timescale, and we shall demonstrate explicitly that ignoring this timescale

(by setting it to be either zero or effectively infinite) can lead to highly inaccurate

late-time axion abundances.

This chapter is devoted to a general study of the new features discussed above.

Because these features are common to many systems of scalars which exhibit mix-

ing in conjunction with a time-dependent mass-generating phase transition, in this

chapter we shall work within the context of a general model of scalars φi whose

identities remain unspecified. We shall likewise make no assumptions about the

nature of the mass-generating phase transition except that it unfolds over a certain

timescale. Moreover, quite remarkably, we shall find that a simple toy model con-

sisting of only two scalar fields is sufficient to illustrate all of the features outlined

above. This chapter will therefore focus on an analysis of this two-component toy
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model, and we shall defer a study of more complex scenarios to future work [8].

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 3.1, we introduce the two-

component toy model which forms the basis for all subsequent discussions in this

chapter. As outlined above, this toy model contains both a mixing between our two

fields as well as a time-dependent mass-generating phase transition. Along the way

we also introduce all needed definitions, conventions, and notation. We also discuss

some of the basic properties of this model. Then, in Sect. 3.2, we study the behavior

of the total late-time energy density of our two-component system, while in Sect. 3.3

we study how this total late-time energy density is distributed between the two fields

of our model. In Sect. 3.4 we discuss the parametric resonance which appears in

the energy density, while in Sect. 3.5 we turn our attention to the “re-overdamping”

phenomenon.

Although our analysis up to this point is completely general, our results have

many immediate phenomenological applications. In Sect. 3.6, we therefore focus on a

special case by considering the effects on the standard QCD axion that emerge when

a second axion is incorporated into the theory. In Sect. 3.7 we then sketch some of

the additional features that emerge when more than two fields are considered. These

features will ultimately be explored more fully in Refs. [8]. Finally, in Sect. 4.7, we

conclude with a discussion of our main results and possible avenues for extension

and generalization.

This material also contains two associated Appendices. Although most of the re-

sults are obtained through numerical analysis, Appendix A provides exact analytical

results in certain tractable special cases. Appendix B then discusses an alternative

approach towards analyzing some of the features presented.

3.1 A Toy Model

In this section we delineate the toy model which shall be the basis of our analysis in

this chapter. This section will also serve to establish our notation and conventions.
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3.1.1 Motivation: A One-component Warm-up

As a prelude to the presentation of our model, we begin with a short discussion

of the one-component case. Along the way we will also review some basic facts

about scalar fields in an FRW cosmology and provide motivation for the particular

construction of our eventual multi-component toy model.

Towards this end, let us consider a single scalar field φ of mass m evolving in a

flat FRW universe. If all spatial variations in φ are assumed to be negligible, such

a field evolves according to the standard equation of motion

∂2φ

∂t2
+ 3H(t)

∂φ

∂t
+m2φ = 0 (3.1)

where the Hubble parameter H(t) scales as 3H(t) ≈ κ/t with κ = 2 (respectively

κ = 3/2) during a matter- (radiation-) dominated epoch. As a result, the field be-

haves as a damped oscillator with a time-dependent damping ratio ζ(t) ≡ 3H(t)/2m.

Since H(t) falls with time, a field which is initially overdamped will inevitably be-

come underdamped and experience decaying oscillations.

For simplicity, the energy-momentum tensor for such a field can be modeled as

a perfect fluid with energy density ρ and pressure p given by

ρ =
1

2

[
(∂φ/∂t)2 +m2φ2

]
,

p =
1

2

[
(∂φ/∂t)2 −m2φ2

]
. (3.2)

If φ is initially in an overdamped phase with ∂φ/∂t = 0, then ρ = −p: the energy

density ρ associated with such a field in this phase behaves as vacuum energy. By

contrast, after φ transitions to an underdamped phase, the field eventually experi-

ences oscillations which are approximately virialized: in this phase p = 0 and the

corresponding energy density ρ can be associated with massive matter. Of course,

there is also an intermediate time interval during the transition from the overdamped
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to underdamped phase within which the behavior of the field exhibits transient fea-

tures that eventually dissipate.

The equation of motion (3.1) can be simplified by defining a dimensionless time

variable τ ≡ mt. The solutions can then be expressed analytically in terms of Bessel

functions of the first and second kind. The exact evolution of the corresponding

energy density ρ is shown in Fig. 3.1, where τζ denotes the critical damping time at

which ζ = 1. The different phases of the system are clearly evident in Fig. 3.1. For

early times τ � τζ , the system is overdamped and the energy density ρ is essentially

constant: ρ ∼ ρ0. For late times τ � τζ , by contrast, the system is underdamped

and the energy density ρ scales as ρ ∼ τ−κ. Finally, during the intermediate times

τ ∼ τζ , the energy density ρ exhibits a corresponding transition between the two

limiting behaviors above, punctuated by small transient oscillations. Although the

specific dynamics of the field during this transitional period does not affect the late-

time asymptotic scaling of ρ with time, these transients are nevertheless important

in determining the overall scale of the late-time energy density.

In this example, we have taken the mass m to be a constant, non-zero for all

time. However, in many cosmological situations, masses are generated by phase

transitions. In such cases, the masses of such fields can be time-dependent. A

well-motivated example of this is case of the QCD axion: the axion potential is flat

(i.e., m = 0) at temperatures T � ΛQCD, but this flat potential is modified at lower

temperatures by instanton effects which generate an effective mass.

Time-dependent masses m(τ) can significantly modify the evolution of such

scalar fields. In this chapter, we are primarily interested in cases in which at least

a portion of the contributions to the scalar masses are generated as the result of

phase transitions. We shall therefore generally consider cases in which m(τ) has one

(smaller) value at early times, a second (larger) value at asymptotically late times,

and a smooth time-dependent transition between the two. Indeed, we shall let τG

represent the “central” time at which this mass-generating phase transition occurs,
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Figure 3.1: The energy density ρ, normalized to its initial value ρ0, for a solution
to Eq. (3.1) in a radiation-dominated (RD) universe, i.e., κ = 3/2 (red), or a matter-
dominated (MD) universe, i.e., κ = 2 (blue). In the overdamped phase, the energy density
remains nearly constant at ρ = −p > 0, behaving as vacuum energy. By contrast, once
the critical damping ζ = 1 threshold is crossed at τζ (a critical time which is slightly
different for RD and MD universes), the energy density begins to dissipate, asymptotically
exhibiting the simple power-law scaling behavior ρ ∼ τ−κ expected for matter.

and imagine that this transition unfolds over a time interval of duration or width

∆G. We then obtain the situation illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.2.

The introduction of a non-zero time interval ∆G during which our phase transi-

tion unfolds can have a significant effect on the time-evolution of φ. When ∆G = 0,

there are essentially two regimes which one can consider, each with its own distinc-

tive phenomenology: τζ < τG and τζ > τG. However, a non-zero width ∆G opens

up a third possibility, with τζ ∼ τG. Indeed, more generally, the introduction of a

non-zero ∆G introduces a new timescale into the problem, and we shall see that this

can have dramatic effects. We shall explore the phenomenology of this region as

part of our larger general study. We emphasize, however, that phenomenon of hav-

ing τζ ∼ τG is completely different from having τG during the “damping transition”

region of Fig. 3.1. Indeed, while ∆G may be considered to represent a width around
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τ

m(τ)

3H
(τ)/2

∆G

τζτG

Figure 3.2: Two time-dependent mass scales: a growing mass function m(τ) and a falling
Hubble friction scale 3H(τ)/2. Their intersection determines the transition time τζ . We
assume that the growth of m(τ) takes place during an interval of approximate duration
∆G centered at τG. As we shall see, the introduction of a non-zero ∆G can have many
dramatic effects on the late-time energy densities of those fields which (either directly
or indirectly) are sensitive to this change in mass. For example, one new possibility is
that the transition between overdamped and underdamped phases can occur during the
mass-generating phase transition.

τG, the “damping region” of Fig. 3.1 can instead be considered a width around τζ ,

a width which exists — as shown in Fig. 3.1 — even if the mass is constant .

3.1.2 Defining Our Toy Model

The introduction of non-zero time interval ∆G for our phase transition is just one

feature we wish to study in this chapter. The other concerns the possibility of mixing

between different field components φi, i = 1, . . . , N . The phenomenological effects

stemming from each can certainly be studied in isolation. However, as we shall

find, these two features can conspire to produce a number of remarkable effects that

transcend what is possible with either alone. For this reason, we shall study the

implications of both features together. The effects of either feature in isolation can
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then be extracted through the limiting cases in which the effects due to the other

feature are gradually turned off.

In this chapter, we shall explore these effects within the context of a simple toy

model involving only two components, φ0 and φ1. As we shall see, our toy model is

simple enough to be tractable, yet rich enough to incorporate all of the phenomena

of interest.

Our model consists of two real scalar fields, φ0 and φ1. If we again assume that

the spatial variations in these fields are negligible, their equations of motion in a

flat FRW universe take the form

∂2φi
∂t2

+ 3H(t)
∂φi
∂t

+
∑

j

M2
ij φj = 0 (3.3)

where M2 is the corresponding squared-mass matrix. At times t� tG, long before

mass generation occurs, we shall take M2 constant and diagonal. In fact, for sim-

plicity, we shall further assume that φ0 is massless at such early times. Thus, at

early times, we shall assume

M2 −−−−→
t�tG


 0 0

0 M2


 (3.4)

where M 6= 0 is a general unfixed mass parameter. By contrast, long after the

phase transition has occurred, we assume that new components m2
ij will have been

generated in the squared-mass matrix:

M2 −−−−→
t�tG


 0 0

0 M2


+


m

2
00 m2

01

m2
01 m2

11


 , (3.5)

In order to connect these two asymptotic extremes, we shall let m2
ij(t) denote time-

dependent elements of the mass matrix which interpolate between zero at early times
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and mij at late times. We can then write

M2(t) =


 0 0

0 M2


+


m

2
00(t) m2

01(t)

m2
01(t) m2

11(t)


 . (3.6)

Having specified the mass matrix, we can now introduce a dimensionless time

variable τ ≡Mt, as in the single-component case. Our equations of motion then

take the form

φ̈i + 3H(τ)φ̇i +
∑

j

M2
ij(τ)φj = 0 (3.7)

where the dots indicate ∂/∂τ and where our mass matrix is also dimensionless and

takes the form

M2(τ) =


m

2
00(τ) m2

01(τ)

m2
01(τ) 1 +m2

11(τ)


 (3.8)

with each dimensionless mij now understood to be a fraction of M . We shall adopt

these conventions throughout the rest of this chapter.

In general, there is no reason to expect that the mass generation occurs in

the same basis as in Eq. (3.4). We shall therefore allow for the possibility that

m2
01 6= 0 — i.e., the possibility that our phase transition induces a mixing between

our primordial field components φ0 and φ1. However, we shall nevertheless make the

simplifying assumption that the time-dependence of each component is identical,

allowing us to focus on those effects that come from a single common timescale

for mass generation. Indeed, since the mass matrix is nothing but the curvature

matrix associated with the potential V (φ0, φ1) induced by the phase transition, this

assumption is tantamount to assuming a single time-dependence for the potential

as a whole. As a result, we can write each of the individual mass components in a

factorized form

mij(τ) = mij · h(τ) , (3.9)

where h(τ) is a smooth function of time which describes the time-development of
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the phase transition.

Our next step in specifying our toy model is to choose a suitable function h(τ).

As indicated above, we require that h(τ)→ 0 as τ → 0 and h(τ)→ 1 as τ →∞.

However, because one of our main interests in this chapter concerns the timescale

associated with the mass-generating phase transition, we would also like h(τ) to

incorporate a dimensionless parameter σ which controls how abruptly the phase

transition occurs. The limit σ → 0 might then correspond to a phase transition

which is effectively instantaneous, while non-zero values of σ correspond to phase

transitions which occur increasingly slowly. It is also desirable, regardless of the

width of the transition, that the midpoint at τG be a fixed point of reference. We

therefore include in our construction the requirement that h(τG) = 1/2 for all σ.

Indeed, this may be taken as a definition of τG.

Beyond these constraints, the choice of h(τ) is completely arbitrary, and many

functions may be chosen. For concreteness, however, we shall take

h(τ) =
1

2

{
1 + erf

[
1

σ
log

(
τ

τG

)]}
, (3.10)

where the error function erf(z) is given by

erf(z) ≡ 2√
π

∫ z

0

e−x
2

dx . (3.11)

As illustrated in Fig. 3.3, this function satisfies all of our requirements. Of course,

many other choices for h(τ) are possible. However, none of the qualitative results of

this chapter will ultimately depend on the specific choice for h(τ). Thus, any smooth,

monotonic function h(τ) satisfying the above constraints will lead to similar results.

Corresponding to each non-zero value of the parameter σ there exists a non-zero

timescale ∆G over which the phase transition occurs. In general, we may define ∆G
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Figure 3.3: The general form of the h-function in Eq. (3.10), plotted for several choices
of the parameter σ. In all cases we see that h(τ) rises smoothly from h = 0 to h = 1 and
crosses h = 1/2 at τ = τG. Large values of σ correspond to more gradual transitions, while
for σ → 0 we find that h approaches the Heaviside step function Θ(τ − τG).

in terms of the slope of the h(τ) function at its midpoint τG:

h(τG + δτ) ≈ 1

2
+

δτ

∆G

for δτ � ∆G . (3.12)

Adopting this definition for ∆G, we then find for our h(τ) function that

∆G ≡
√
πστG . (3.13)

We thus see that ∆G → 0 as σ → 0, as expected. Indeed, this limit corresponds to

the case of an instantaneous phase transition, with the h(τ) taking the form of the

Heaviside step function Θ(τ − τG).

In this chapter, we shall consider the effects that arise when σ is non-zero.

There is, however, a critical value σ∗ above which the behavior of h(τ) changes in

an important way. To see this, let us first consider the limit in which σ →∞. In this
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limit, we find that h(τ) is essentially constant and τG-independent: h(τ) ≈ 1
2
Θ(τ)

for all τ . This limit may therefore be interpreted as one in which our original

phase transition at τG effectively disappears and is replaced by a new, infinitely

sharp “phase transition” at τ = 0. Note that this latter transition is nothing but

an artifact of our boundary condition that h = 0 at τ = 0. As a result, dialing σ

from 0 to ∞ has the effect of slowing our original phase transition near τG while

simultaneously building up an artificial phase transition near τ = 0. Indeed, if σ

grows too large, the most rapid changes in the mass parameters of our system will

no longer be associated with our original phase transition near τ = τG, but with the

artificial one near τ = 0.

In this chapter, we wish to maintain the notion that increasing the value of

σ corresponds to slowing the time-development of our mass matrix. Even more

importantly, we also wish to ensure that the time period exhibiting the most rapid

time-development of our mass matrix is still associated with our original phase

transition near τG and not the artifact near τ = 0. Therefore, in this chapter, we

shall always restrict our attention to values 0 ≤ σ ≤ σ∗ where σ∗ is that value of

σ for which maxτ (dh/dτ) is minimized. For the h(τ) function given in Eq. (3.10),

we find that σ∗ =
√

2 for all τG. As a result, in what follows we shall only consider

values of ∆G in the range

0 ≤ ∆G ≤
√

2π τG . (3.14)

In order to gain insight into the values of σ that we might expect for a well-

motivated phase transition, let us consider the case of the instanton-induced phase

transition during which a mass is generated for the QCD axion. Detailed lattice

studies [89, 90] have yielded approximate expressions for the mass of the QCD

axion as a function of temperature T . However, the cosmological time-temperature
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Figure 3.4: The function hQCD describing the instanton-induced time-dependent mass
of the axion (solid blue line), plotted as a function of t/tG. This curve is generated for
ΛQCD = 200 MeV, with tG defined as that location where the curve crosses h = 1/2. For
comparison purposes, our h-function in Eq. (3.10) with σ ≈ 0.47 is superimposed (dashed
red line). We see that our h-function matches hQCD surprisingly well throughout the
entire range of values of plotted, and fits particularly well near the “center” of the phase
transition at t = tG.

relation appropriate for a radiation-dominated epoch is given by

T (t) =

(
5

2g∗

)1/4(
3MP

πt

)1/2

, (3.15)

where MP is the Planck mass and where g∗ is the temperature-dependent effective

number of relativistic degrees of freedom. Use of this relation then allows us to

determine the axion mass as a function of cosmological time t, with the results

shown in Fig. 3.4. For comparison, our h-function with σ ≈ 0.47 is also shown in

Fig. 3.4. It is clear that these two functions match quite well over the entire range

of times shown.

The only remaining ingredient to be specified as part of our toy model is a set of

initial conditions to be imposed at some early time τ0. For the differential equations
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in Eq. (3.7), this means specifying initial values for our two fields φ0,1 and their first

derivatives φ̇0,1. While many possibilities exist, one particularly natural choice is to

consider a mere displacement for the φ0 field:



φ0

φ1



τ=τ0

=



A0

0


 ,



φ̇0

φ̇1



τ=τ0

=




0

0


 . (3.16)

There are three special properties associated with this initial configuration which

make this choice especially appealing. First, as long as τ0 � τG, this configuration

does not introduce any initial energy into the system. Thus, all of the energy that

our system accrues will be solely that injected through the phase transition. Second,

as long as τ0 � τG, the specific choice of the initial time τ0 will be irrelevant. In other

words, given our other assumptions, the system is essentially time-independent for

all τ � τG and thus completely insensitive to variations of τ0. As a result, we shall

never need to refer to τ0 again, understanding implicitly throughout this chapter that

τ0 has always been chosen to be sufficiently early that our results are independent

of τ0. Finally, the choice of A0 in Eq. (4.13) merely serves to set an overall mass

scale for our system. However, since we shall always be considering ratios of field

values or energy densities in this chapter, our results will also be insensitive to A0.

This completes the specification of our toy model. It contains only five free

parameters: two (namely τG and ∆G ∼ σ) which describe the time-development of

the phase transition, and three (namely m2
00, m2

11, and m2
01) which describe the

effects of the phase transition and the mixing it induces. Despite its simplicity,

however, we shall find that this toy model is not only of sufficient generality to

accommodate a wide variety of physical systems but also of sufficient richness to

give rise to a number of surprising phenomena.
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3.1.3 Preliminary Analysis: Constraints on Mixing

In subsequent sections, we shall analyze the behavior of our fields and of their corre-

sponding energy densities within different regions of our five-dimensional parameter

space. However, even before proceeding, there are a number of preliminary observa-

tions that hold more generally and which serve to significantly constrain the allowed

parameter space.

These constraints all ultimately stem from the observation that not every choice

of the masses m2
ij can be made independently. Requiring that the eigenvalues of

M2 be real is tantamount to demanding that M2 be Hermitian. However we must

further demand that these eigenvalues be non-negative, which requires that M2

be positive-semidefinite. This requires that all m2
ij be real and satisfy the three

constraints 



• m2
00 ≥ 0

• m2
11 ≥ −1

• m2
00(1 +m2

11) ≥ m4
01 .

(3.17)

These constraints provide a set of intrinsic limits on the magnitude of the mixing

that may occur within our toy model. Indeed, these constraints imply that

∣∣m2
01

∣∣ ≤ [m2
01]max ≡

√
m2

00(1 +m2
11) . (3.18)

However, for many purposes it will prove useful to introduce the variables

m2
sum ≡ M2

11 +M2
00 = 1 +m2

00 +m2
11

∆m2 ≡ M2
11 −M2

00 = 1−m2
00 +m2

11 (3.19)

in terms of which our squared-mass matrixM2 in Eq. (3.8) takes the more symmetric
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form

M2 =




1
2

(m2
sum −∆m2) m2

01

m2
01

1
2

(m2
sum + ∆m2)


 . (3.20)

Note while the individual m2
ij quantities each carry the same time-dependence [pro-

portional to h(τ)2], the same is no longer true for m2
sum and ∆m2. In terms of these

variables, the constraints in Eq. (3.17) then take the form





• m2
sum ≥ 0

• |∆m2| ≤ m2
sum

• |m2
01| ≤ 1

2

√
(m2

sum)2 − (∆m2)2 ,

(3.21)

whereupon we find from Eq. (3.18) that

[m2
01]max =

1

2

√
(m2

sum)2 − (∆m2)2 . (3.22)

Finally, perhaps the most useful way to parametrize the mixing in our toy model

is in terms of a rotation angle θ which relates the mass eigenstates φλ0 and φλ1 at

any instant of time to the original mass eigenstates prior to the onset of the phase

transition: 
φλ0
φλ1


 =


cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ




φ0

φ1


 , (3.23)

from which it follows that

tan(2θ) =
2m2

01

∆m2
. (3.24)

Indeed, while θ generally populates the range −π ≤ θ ≤ π in Eq. (3.23), we see

from Eq. (3.24) that it is sufficient to focus on −π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 for the pur-

pose of calculating mixing angles, since these are invariant under the mapping

(φλ0 , φλ1)→ −(φλ0 , φλ1). The same will also be true for calculating energy den-

sities — our main interest in this chapter — because these energy densities will
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depend only quadratically on the fields in Eq. (3.23). However, we further observe

that in the {φλ0 , φλ1} basis introduced in Eq. (3.23), the equations of motion in

Eq. (3.7) now take the form

φ̈λ0 + 3Hφ̇λ0+
(
λ2

0 − θ̇2
)
φλ0

= − 2θ̇φ̇λ1 −
(
θ̈ + 3Hθ̇

)
φλ1

φ̈λ1 + 3Hφ̇λ1+
(
λ2

1 − θ̇2
)
φλ1

= + 2θ̇φ̇λ0 +
(
θ̈ + 3Hθ̇

)
φλ0 . (3.25)

These equations of motion exhibit an invariance under the simultaneous correlated

transformations (φλ0 , φλ1)→ (φλ0 ,−φλ1) and θ → −θ. Since this is also an invari-

ance of our initial conditions in Eq. (4.13), our toy model will exhibit this invari-

ance at all points during its time-evolution. Note that this invariance is also tan-

tamount to the simultaneous correlated transformations (φ0, φ1)→ (φ0,−φ1) and

m2
01 → −m2

01. We can henceforth truncate our attention tom2
01 ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2

without loss of generality, and we shall do so throughout the rest of this chapter. The

region 0 ≤ θ < π/4 then corresponds to ∆m2 > 0, while the region π/4 < θ ≤ π/2

corresponds to ∆m2 < 0.

It then follows from Eq. (3.24) that for any values of m2
sum and ∆m2, the allowed

mixing angles θ are those for which

| tan(2θ)| ≤ | tan(2θmax)| ≡
√(

m2
sum

∆m2

)2

− 1 (3.26)

where θmax is defined as the value of θ which maximizes | tan(2θ)|. Thus θ ≤ θmax for

θmax ≤ π/4, while θ ≥ θmax for θmax ≥ π/4. These angles are illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

Note that for ∆m2 = ±m2
sum (corresponding to m2

00 = 0 or m2
11 = −1, respectively),

the corresponding values of θ are restricted to 0 or π/2. Indeed, any other values

would lead to a squared-mass matrix M2 with at least one negative eigenvalue,
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Figure 3.5: Allowed ranges for the mixing angle θ (blue shaded region), plotted as a
function of ∆m2/m2

sum. Note that θ is restricted to 0 or π/2 when ∆m2 = ±m2
sum —

i.e., when m2
00 = 0 or m2

11 = −1, respectively. By contrast, when ∆m2 = 0, the allowed
range for θ depends on the value of m2

01: for m2
01 6= 0, the only allowed θ-value is θ = π/4

(blue dot), while for m2
01 = 0 we find that tan(2θ) is indeterminate and any value for θ is

allowed (red line), depending on how relevant limits are taken.

corresponding to a tachyonic mode. Finally, for ∆m2 = 0, we have θ = π/4 for all

m2
01 > 0, while the angle θ is in principle undetermined for m2

01 = 0.

We conclude this section with some further definitions that shall also prove

useful in what follows. Quite often, we shall be evaluating a quantity X which

is a function of the time τ . For example, such quantities might include the mass

parameters mij(τ), the mixing angle θ(τ), the field values φλ(τ), or the total energy

density ρ(τ). For any such quantity X(τ), we shall define

X ≡ lim
τ→∞

X(τ) . (3.27)

In other words, X shall denote the asymptotic late-time value of X(τ), where in

practical terms the notion of a “late” time can be taken as referring to a time
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at which both fields φλ have reached the asymptotic underdamped regime, with

corresponding energy densities ρλ exhibiting the virialized damped scaling behavior

ρλ ∼ τ−κ shown in Fig. 3.1. Finally, we shall also find that a crucial measure for the

degree of mixing that might be present in a given system is not the absolute value of

the mixing parameter m2
01 (or θ), but rather the value of this parameter as a fraction

of the total degree of mixing that would have been allowed for that system, given the

constraints discussed above. The same is often true for the splitting parameter ∆m2.

Towards this end, we define the mixing saturation

ξ ≡ m2
01

[m2
01]max

=
|tan(2θ)|
|tan(2θmax)| =

m2
01√

m2
00(1 +m2

11)
(3.28)

as well as the analogous splitting saturation

η ≡ ∆m2

[∆m2]max

=
∆m2

m2
sum

=
1−m2

00 +m2
11

1 +m2
00 +m2

11

. (3.29)

Note that in terms of these variables1 we have

tan(2θ) =
ξ

η

√
1− η2 . (3.30)

We emphasize, however, that a maximally saturated mixing configuration with ξ = 1

does not necessarily imply that the mixing itself is maximal or even large on an

absolute scale. For this reason, we shall usually specify the degree of mixing in a

given configuration by quoting both ξ and θmax. Indeed, for many quantities, it will

be ξ rather than θ or θmax which characterizes the behavior of interest and which

1 We caution the reader that unlike the other variables we have thus far introduced, neither ξ
nor η has a unique time-dependence. In other words, knowledge of the value of either ξ or η at a
given time does not fix the value of ξ or η at other times without knowledge of the values of the
more primordial m2

ij variables from which ξ and η are derived. Thus, when we write a relation such
as that in Eq. (3.30), we are illustrating the functional dependence of θ on ξ and η and asserting
that θ does not depend on the more primordial variables except in these combinations. However,
the time-dependence of θ cannot be determined from such an expression and must be calculated
directly in terms of the primordial variables themselves.
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allows us to compare across systems with different values of θ or θmax.

Note that for ∆m2 = 0, ambiguities can arise when defining ξ. In particular,

the middle expression in Eq. (3.28) is formally indeterminate in such situations. In

this chapter, for ∆m2 = 0, we shall therefore define ξ through the final expression

in Eq. (3.28). Thus ξ can vary even though θ may be fixed at π/4. Moreover, again

following the final expression in Eq. (3.28), in this chapter we shall define

X
∣∣
∆m2=0

ξ=0
≡ lim

m2
01→0

(
X
∣∣
∆m2=0

)
(3.31)

for any quantity X. Thus the ξ → 0 limit will always be a smooth one with θ = π/4,

even for ∆m2 = 0.

3.1.4 Temporal Properties of the Model: Basic Features

Given the definition of our toy model, it is now relatively straightforward to study

the corresponding dynamics. Indeed, this can be done numerically if not analyt-

ically, and certain features are entirely as expected and relatively easy to under-

stand. However, many other features are surprising and will play a significant role

in what follows. In the remainder of this section, therefore, we shall discuss general

features of the time-evolution of this model. In particular, we shall focus on the

time-dependence of the mass eigenvalues, mixing angles, and mass eigenstates —

quantities upon which our future results will rest.

We begin by studying the mass eigenvalues in our model. At any moment in

time, these masses are given by

λ2
0,1 = 1

2
m2

sum

[
1∓

√
η2 + (1− η2)ξ2

]

= 1
2
m2

sum (1∓ η sec 2θ) . (3.32)

The late-time values of these masses are shown in Fig. 3.6, while the evolution of
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these masses from early to late times is shown in Fig. 3.7. Numerous features are

immediately apparent. First, as predicted from Eq. (3.32), we see that the eigenval-

ues at early and late times (τ � τG and τ � τG, respectively) are independent of

the sign of ∆m2 (or η). [In this connection we recall from Fig. 3.5 that sec(2θ) < 0

when η < 0.] Thus, the early- and late-time values of λ2
0,1 are identical in the left and

right panels of Fig. 3.7. However, we see that the time-evolution of the eigenvalues

between these two endpoints is highly sensitive to the sign of ∆m2. For ∆m2 > 0,

the eigenvalues evolve from initial to final values without any tendency towards

level-crossing. For ∆m2 < 0, by contrast, the eigenvalues initially head towards

each other as if to experience a level-crossing. However, whether this level-crossing

actually occurs depends on the value of the mixing. For ξ > 0, the non-zero mix-

ing between mass eigenstates induces a level repulsion which ultimately prevents a

direct level-crossing. As a result, the eigenvalues veer away from each other, and

ultimately assume the same late-time values that they had for ∆m2 > 0.

The case with ∆m2 < 0 and ξ = 0 is more subtle, and deserves special discussion.

As ξ → 0, we see from the left panel of Fig. 3.7 that our eigenvalues λ0 and λ1

actually meet near τG before bouncing off each other. [Note, in this connection,

that λ0 is always defined as the lighter eigenvalue, consistent with Eq. (3.32).] In

this sense, no actual level-crossing occurs, even for ξ = 0; instead, each eigenvalue

develops a “kink” — i.e., a discontinuous slope — at their meeting point near

τ = τG.

Finally, for ∆m2 = 0, we see from Fig. 3.7 that there is no tendency towards

level-crossing. However, for ξ = 0, the two eigenvalues approach each other asymp-

totically.

We can also study the mixing angle θ as a function of time. The result is shown

in Fig. 3.8. As we see, for ξ > 0 the mixing angle begins at zero, as expected, and

rises to a non-zero late-time value θ; this corresponds to ∆m2 transitioning from

its initial value ∆m2 = m2
sum = 1 to its final value ∆m2. Once again, however, the
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Figure 3.6: The asymptotic (late-time) eigenvalues λi plotted as functions of the late-

time splitting and mixing parameters η and ξ. For all values of η, we see that λ
2
0 → 0 and

λ
2
1 → m2

sum as ξ → 1.

behavior of the angle θ is highly sensitive to the sign of the late-time value ∆m2.

For ∆m2 > 0, the angle θ remains below π/4 (i.e., within the lower right “lobe” of

Fig. 3.5). For ∆m2 < 0, by contrast, the angle θ eventually grows above π/4, moving

from the lower right lobe of Fig. 3.5 to the upper left. The case with ∆m2 = 0 will

be discussed below.

It is natural to define the time τθ at which θ crosses its midpoint value θ/2; in

general, this is the time for which

h(τθ) =
1√

1 + λ
2

1 − λ
2

0

. (3.33)

Likewise, for ∆m2 < 0, we find that the transition between lobes at θ = π/4 occurs

at the time τ ∗ for which

h(τ ∗) =
1√

1−∆m2
. (3.34)

In general, this “lobe-crossing” time τ ∗ is distinct from τG and τθ. However, τ ∗ and
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Figure 3.7: The time-evolution of the two mass eigenvalues λ2
0,1 as the phase transi-

tion unfolds, plotted for different mixing saturations. Typical behaviors are shown for
∆m2 < 0 (left panel), ∆m2 = 0 (middle panel), and ∆m2 > 0 (right panel). In all cases,
the eigenvalues begin at {0, 1}, as expected. For ∆m2 > 0, the eigenvalues slowly transi-
tion to their late-time values without any tendency towards level-crossing. For ∆m2 < 0,
by contrast, the eigenvalues meet and rebound off each other in the case of zero mixing
(ξ = 0) but such a meeting is thwarted by level repulsion for all non-zero mixing. In gen-
eral, the strength of the level repulsion increases with degree of mixing ξ. Despite these
different features at intermediate times, we observe that the eigenvalues ultimately arrive
at the same late-time values regardless of whether ∆m2 is positive or negative, in accor-
dance with Eq. (3.32). Finally, for ∆m2 = 0, we see that there is no tendency towards
level-repulsion, but for ξ = 0 the two eigenvalues approach each other asympotically.

τθ coincide when θ = π/2. As we see from Fig. 3.8, this happens only when ∆m2 < 0

and ξ = 0.

Once again, this case with ∆m2 < 0 and ξ = 0 deserves special mention. At

early times we have ∆m2 = m2
sum = 1, and our mixing angle θ begins at zero. This

angle then remains at zero all the way until the eigenvalue meeting time shown in

the left panel of Fig. 3.7; note that this eigenvalue meeting time is indeed nothing

but τ ∗ = τθ. At this time, θ changes instantaneously to θ = π/2, consistent with

the fact that after τ ∗ we have ∆m2 < 0. Thus we see that θ behaves as a step

function in this limit, with an effectively instantaneous field rotation. Note that

this “instantaneous” behavior in the ξ → 0 limit applies only for ∆m2 < 0.

The situation with ∆m2 = 0 also deserves special attention. As usual, we have

θ = 0 at early times. For all ξ 6= 0, this mixing angle θ then transitions to θ = π/4

at late times. Moreover, as discussed above, it follows formally from Eq. (3.31) that
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Figure 3.8: The mixing angle θ, plotted as a function of time for ∆m2 = ±2 and different
values of ξ. For early times τ � τG, we generally have ∆m2 = m2

sum = 1 and θ = 0. The
subsequent time dependence then depends critically on the sign of the late-time value
∆m2. If ∆m2 < 0, then ∆m2 eventually switches from positive to negative values; this
occurs at τ = τ∗, where τ∗ is defined in Eq. (3.34). At this point, the mixing angle θ passes
from the lower “lobe” of Fig. 3.5 to the upper lobe through the only allowed transition
point between the two lobes at ∆m2 = 0 and θ = π/4. For ∆m2 > 0, by contrast,
the mixing angle stays entirely within the lower lobe of Fig. 3.5 and thus remains below
π/4. Finally, for ∆m2 = 0, the angle θ moves to the central point between the two lobes,
consistent with our expectation that θ = π/4. However, as discussed in the text, it takes
infinite time to do this as ξ → 0.

θ = π/4 even for ξ = 0. However, there is an important subtlety in the latter case.

As ξ → 0 with ∆m2 = 0, it turns out that h(τθ) = 1. This in turn implies that

τθ →∞! Thus, even though θ = π/4 in this case, we never actually reach the point

at which the corresponding mixing occurs. Rather, our two original states φ0 and φ1

remain unmixed at all finite times. Indeed, in some sense, the transition to θ = π/4

occurs only when the two corresponding eigenvalues λ0 and λ1 actually meet. Note,

in this connection, that even though the field rotation does not occur at any finite

time, the mass eigenvalues λ2
0,1 nevertheless experience their normal evolution in the

neighborhood of τG, a result which follows directly from the time-dependence of the
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original mass matrix and which is independent of mixing. In other words, in this

special case, the two timescales τG and τθ are maximally separated.

Our discussion thus far has focused on the eigenvalue/mixing structure of the

mass matrix as a function of time. However, the corresponding field values also

generally behave as one might expect, at least as far as their grossest features are

concerned. For times τ � τθ, our two fields φλ0,1 are effectively uncoupled: φλ0

evolves independently of φλ1 , and indeed φλ1 remains vanishing. For times τ ∼ τθ,

by contrast, the phase transition generates a non-zero, time-dependent mixing which

couples the two fields together and thereby causes φλ1 to accrue a non-zero value

as well. Finally, for times τ � τθ, our mixing angle θ is non-zero but essentially

constant. This means that a similar decoupling exists during this period as well,

except that our decoupled fields are now those linear combinations which are rotated

relative our original fields by θ. In general, each of these linear combinations will

have a non-zero field value, and will evolve independently according to whether it

is individually overdamped or underdamped.

The limiting case with ∆m2 < 0 and ξ = 0 is again worthy of special note. In this

case, φλ0 retains its original amplitude until the eigenvalue meeting time τ ∗ = τθ.

The entire amplitude of φλ0 then transfers instantaneously to φλ1 , where it remains

for all later times. (This follows from the observation that in this limit we have an

instantaneous rotation of our fields from θ = 0 to θ = π/2.) This rapid amplitude

transfer is consistent with the instantaneous infinite value of θ̇ at τ ∗ = τθ. As a

result of this amplitude transfer, quantities which depend on the field amplitudes

(such as the associated energy densities) transfer instantaneously from φλ0 to φλ1

at this time. In other words, they “ride” smoothly across the eigenvalue collision in

the left panel of Fig. 3.7, transitioning from φλ0 to φλ1 . Of course, this is completely

as expected, reflecting nothing more than the fact that the energy density began in

our original field φ0 and remains there when ξ = 0. All that has suddenly changed

at the eigenvalue collision time is the identification between this field φ0 and our
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mass-eigenstate fields φλ0,1 .

One could, in principle, continue along this line of inquiry. For example, one

could proceed to study the phase-space trajectories of our mass-eigenstate fields

φλ0 and φλ1 , and map out how these trajectories depend on the different defining

parameters of our model. However, an exhaustive study of this toy model is not

our purpose in this chapter. Rather, as stated in the Introduction, in this chapter

our interest in this toy model stems from the fact that — despite its simplicity —

it gives rise to certain features which have the potential to transcend our typical

expectations when interpreted in a cosmological setting. It is therefore to these new

features that we now turn.

In keeping with the above observations, in the rest of this chapter we shall mostly

concentrate on those regions of parameter space in which our fields are already

underdamped — or are in the process of becoming underdamped — during the mass-

generating phase transition. This is important, since the time-dependent effects of

our mass-generating phase transition tend to be washed out if our fields remain

overdamped while it occurs. Thus, in this way, we shall be focusing on precisely

those parameter-space regions of interest: those which are likely to exhibit a non-

trivial interplay between the width of the mass-generating phase transition, the

transition between overdamped and underdamped regimes, and the mixing between

all of the fields experiencing these effects.

3.2 Total Late-time Energy Density

The total energy density ρ is the quantity of central interest in this chapter. The

role it plays as a cosmological observable gives it direct importance in any analysis

of our toy model — particularly at late times, after our phase transition has been

completed. In general, we are interested not only in the total late-time energy

density ρ, but also in its distribution between the two individual components ρλ.

Moreover, in each case, we are particularly interested in knowing the extent to which
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our mass-generating phase transition might leave imprints on these late-time energy

densities. These are the issues that we shall study in this section.

Calculating the energy density of the system proceeds directly from the equations

of motion for our two fields and their derivatives. In the original {φ0, φ1} basis, the

total energy density is given by

ρ =
1

2

(∑

i

φ̇2
i +

∑

ij

φiM2
ijφj

)
. (3.35)

By contrast, in the mass-eigenstate basis {φλ0 , φλ1} introduced in Eq. (3.23), the

total energy density is given by

ρ =
1

2

∑

λ

[
φ̇2
λ +

(
λ2 + θ̇2

)
φ2
λ

]
+ θ̇

∑

λλ′

φ̇λελλ′φλ′ , (3.36)

where ελλ′ is the Levi-Civita symbol with ελ0λ1 ≡ +1.

The first thing we observe is that in neither case can we express our total energy

density as a sum of individual contributions. Indeed, we cannot write ρ in the form

ρ =
∑

i ρi or ρ =
∑

λ ρλ. The reason for this, as most evident from Eq. (3.36), is

ultimately that our fields experience a time-dependent mixing, with θ̇ 6= 0. Without

mixing — or even with only a constant mixing — such a decomposition could have

been done and individual contributions identified. Thus, in this chapter we shall

never refer to the individual contributions to the total energy density except at late

times when the mixing has essentially stabilized and θ̇ = 0. Indeed, at late times,

we can then identify

ρλ =
1

2

(
φ̇2
λ + λ

2
φ2
λ

)
, (3.37)

where the overbar indicates late-time values in accordance with Eq. (3.27).

As already discussed at the end of Sect. 3.1, the effects of the mass-generating

phase transition are washed out if our fields are still overdamped when it occurs.

Likewise, given the formulation of our toy model, there is no meaningful way for
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the mass-generating phase transition to occur very much later than the critical

overdamped/underdamped transition for either of our two fields: the lighter field

is massless prior to the mass-generating phase transition and as such remains over-

damped during this entire period, while the heavier field, either formally overdamped

or underdamped, has no amplitude of its own until the mass-generating phase tran-

sition. For this reason, in this section we shall focus on those regions of parameter

space in which our fields become underdamped near the time at which the phase

transition begins.

The most complete way of surveying physics within this regime is to vary both

τG and ∆G, with τG limited to the range τG >∼ τ
(i)
ζ , where each τ

(i)
ζ is implicitly

defined (as in Fig. 3.2) as the time at which 3H = 2λi. This method, which by

construction surveys all possibilities, thus involves variations in two independent

parameters. However, another way of surveying many aspects of the physics within

this regime is to fix τG, and instead to vary the width of the phase transition ∆G.

By considering fiducial values of τG which are carefully chosen with respect to the

m2
ij values, we can reach situations in which τ

(i)
ζ are near τG or just prior to it. These

values of τ
(0)
ζ are illustrated in Fig. 3.9, and we see that this method also allows us

to reach the desired values of τ
(0)
ζ . It is therefore this latter approach that we shall

follow in the next two sections.

Given our choices for τG and ∆G, we can then calculate the late-time total

energy density ρ for different values of the m2
ij parameters — i.e., for different

values of m2
sum, ∆m2, and (ξ, θmax). Our goal is to understand the effects on the

total late-time energy densities ρ that emerge when a non-zero mixing, parametrized

by ξ, and a non-zero width ∆G for our mass-generating phase transition are present

simultaneously.

Our results are shown in Figs. 3.10 through 3.12: In Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 we

assume τG = 1 (for radiation- and matter-dominated universes respectively), while

in Fig. 3.12 we assume τG � 1 (for which matter- and radiation-dominated universes
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Figure 3.9: The critical damping time τ
(0)
ζ for the lighter field φλ0 in a matter-dominated

universe, expressed as a number of widths ∆G prior to the central phase-transition time
τG and plotted as a function of ∆G/τG for different values of τG. For τG ∼ 1, the critical
damping transition essentially occurs during the central portion of the mass-generating
phase transition for all ∆G; for large τG, by contrast, the critical damping transition occurs
just prior to the mass-generating phase transition. These two cases thus survey our main
regions of interest in this chapter.

yield the same results). In each of these figures we survey values of the late-time

mixing saturation ξ within the range 0 ≤ ξ < 1; note that we refrain from considering

the actual limiting case with ξ = 1 when discussing late-time quantities such as the

late-time energy density ρ because the lighter field φλ0 remains massless at late

times when ξ = 1 (as evident from Fig. 3.6) and therefore never technically enters

the asymptotic underdamped region which characterizes our definition of “late”

times. We also note that although the left, center, and right panels within each

figure correspond to different values of the maximum allowed mixing angle θmax, we

see that it is only in terms of the mixing saturation ξ that we can make sensible

comparisons across the different panels. Indeed, although a fixed change in ξ within

a panel with large θmax corresponds to a much larger change in the absolute mixing

angle θ than it does within a panel with small θmax, we see that it is only the
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changes in ξ rather than θ which can be compared meaningfully across panels. For

this reason, even though the value of θmax is important in order to express our

results in terms of absolute mixing angles, in the following we shall simply describe

our mixings as small or large depending on the corresponding values of ξ.

These figures illustrate the effects of turning on a finite width ∆G for the mass-

generating phase transition in conjunction with non-zero mixing between our two

fields. For the small-τG regime plotted in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11, we observe that small

mixing actually enhances the late-time energy density ρ. By contrast, we see that

large mixing actually suppresses the late-time energy density ρ. Indeed, we see from

Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 that these effects (in both directions) are more pronounced for

matter-dominated universes than radiation-dominated universes and for situations

in which ∆m2 is positive rather than zero or negative.

For the large-τG regime plotted in Fig. 3.12, by contrast, we see that matter-

and radiation-dominated universes give rise to identical results. All late-time en-

ergy densities ρ, regardless of the mixing saturation ξ, share a common value when

∆G = 0. However, unlike the small-τG case, the late-time energy densities experience

no enhancement at all, even in the absence of mixing (ξ = 0). Indeed, ρ experiences

only a suppression for non-zero ∆G — a suppression which, given the logarithmic

ρ axes within Fig. 3.12, grows much more severe than it was for small τG. More-

over, we see that this suppression of the late-time energy density ρ is stronger for

negative ∆m2 (i.e., for negative η) than for zero or positive — a feature which is

completely reversed relative to the small-τG case! Finally, we observe the emergence

of a non-monotonic “oscillatory” behavior for ρ as a function of ∆G when τG is large

and when the mixing saturation ξ grows close to 1. This feature is most pronounced

when ∆m2 is positive, but exists for all ∆m2. These oscillations will be discussed in

Sect. 3.4, and indicate a strong sensitivity of the suppression factor relative to even

small variations in the phase-transition width ∆G.

All of these results illustrate the dramatic consequences that ensue when we con-
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Figure 3.10: Behavior of the total late-time energy density ρ(∆G, ξ) when mixing effects,
parametrized by ξ, are combined with a non-zero width ∆G for the mass-generating phase
transition. For these plots we adopt a relatively small fiducial time τG = 1.0 and assume
a radiation-dominated universe. We also hold m2

sum = 4 and take ∆m2 = −3, 0,+3 for
the left, center, and right panels, respectively. In each case we plot the late-time energy
density ρ as a function of the phase-transition width ∆G for different values of the mixing
saturation ξ, where in each panel ρ is normalized to its value for ∆G = 0 and ξ = 0.
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Figure 3.11: Same as Fig. 3.10, but for a matter-dominated universe.
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Figure 3.12: Same as Figs. 3.10 and 3.11, except that we now adopt a relatively large
fiducial time τG = 104. For such large values of τG, the results are nearly the same for
both radiation- and matter-dominated universes. Note that unlike Figs. 3.10 and 3.11,
the vertical axes here are logarithmic.
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sider the timescales associated with both our mass-generating phase transition and

the mixing it generates. For example, we see from the ∆m2 > 0 plot in Fig. 3.11 that

mixing has no effect on the total late-time energy density ρ when the mass-generating

phase transition is rapid (i.e., when ∆G = 0). Thus, it is only the existence of a

non-zero phase-transition timescale which allows the mixing to leave a non-trivial

imprint at late times! Moreover, we see from these figures that the enhancements

and suppressions experienced by ρ are typically quite large, stretching from 20%

or 30% in the case of enhancements all the way to many orders of magnitude in

the case of suppressions! These effects can thus have dramatic implications for the

relative size of the corresponding slice of the “cosmic pie” — i.e., for the overall

composition of the total late-time energy budget of the universe.

It is also instructive to understand those limits of the above results in which

one or the other of our two variables ξ and ∆G is taken to zero. We begin by

focusing on the effects that emerge solely due to the presence of a non-zero width

∆G for the mass-generating phase transition (i.e., the effects that occur when ξ = 0).

Results are shown in Fig. 3.13, where we plot contours of the total normalized late-

time energy density ρ(σ)/ρ(0) within the (τG, σ) plane, where σ ≡ ∆G/(
√
πτG) as

in Eq. (3.13). Generally, we see from Fig. 3.13 both suppression and enhancements

in the late-time energy density are possible, depending on whether τG >∼ 5 or τG <∼ 1

respectively. These results therefore explain the behaviors of the ξ = 0 curves in

Figs. 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12. Furthermore, we see from Fig. 3.13 that ρ(∆G) is largely

insensitive to σ, and instead depends almost exclusively on the value of τG. Indeed,

for τG >∼ 1, we see from Fig. 3.13 that ρ(∆G) scales approximately as τ−1
G . This in

turn implies that ρ(∆G) ∼ ∆−1
G in this region. This observation will be discussed

further in Sect. 3.3.

Conversely, we can also study the effects that arise due to mixing alone (i.e.,

with ∆G = 0). It turns out that when ∆G = 0, the late-time energy density ρ can

actually be calculated analytically for arbitrary mixing; the general result is given
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Figure 3.13: Contours of the total late-time energy-density enhancement/suppression
factor ρ(∆G)/ρ(0), plotted in the (τG, σ) plane, assuming a matter-dominated universe
without mixing (ξ = 0) and m2

00 = 1. The thick black line running vertically and along
the σ = 0 axis is the contour for which we have neither enhancement nor suppression. The
corresponding contours for a radiation-dominated universe are similar. We observe that
in the absence of mixing, a finite width for the mass-generating phase transition tends
to modify the late-time energy density ρ(σ) compared to what it would have been for an
instantaneous phase transition; this suppresses ρ(σ) rather significantly for τG >∼ 5, but
enhances ρ(σ) for τG <∼ 1. Remarkably, these results are generally insensitive to σ as long
as σ >∼ 0.1, and follow an approximate scaling behavior ρ ∼ ∆−1

G in this region.

in Eq. (A.8). In Fig. 3.14, we choose values ∆m2 = 3 and m2
sum = 4, and plot the

corresponding late-time energy density ρ(ξ) as a function of the late-time mixing

saturation ξ, normalized to its unmixed value ρ(ξ = 0), for a variety of different τG.

For ξ = 0, this corresponds to a situation in which our two original unmixed fields

φ0,1 remain uncoupled, with all of the energy density remaining in φ0; by contrast, as

ξ increases, increasing amounts of energy density are shared between our two fields

during the mass-generating phase transition. Surprisingly, we see from Fig. 3.14 that

increasing ξ results in an enhanced dissipation of the total energy density, so that

the total late-time energy density ρ(ξ) is suppressed relative to what it would have

been in the absence of mixing. Indeed, we see from Fig. 3.14 that this suppression is

strongest for relatively small τG and relatively large mixing saturations ξ. Moreover,
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Figure 3.14: Suppression of the late-time energy density ρ due to mixing effects alone,
with ∆G = 0, in a radiation-dominated universe. We assume an instantaneous phase
transition at τ = τG, and plot the corresponding late-time energy density ρ(ξ) as a function
of the late-time mixing saturation ξ, normalized to its value at ξ = 0, for different choices
of τG. We see that in all cases the late-time energy density ρ(ξ) experiences a suppression
which grows increasingly severe as the mixing saturation is increased. As discussed in the
text, the magnitude of this effect increases as η ≡ ∆m2/m2

sum → 1 (i.e., as m2
00 → 0), and

is entirely absent if the phase transition instead occurs during a matter-dominated epoch
or more generally if τG � 1.

as evident from the calculation in Appendix A, this effect exists in all cases except

for a matter-dominated epoch. This effect was first observed in Ref. [138] within

the context of an infinite tower of Kaluza-Klein axion modes, where it was exploited

in order to permit a higher-dimensional loosening of the usual four-dimensional

overclosure bounds on the Peccei-Quinn scale fPQ. However, we now see that this

effect is completely general, and persists even when only two modes are involved.

We thus conclude that for phase transitions occurring during a radiation-

dominated epoch, mixing alone induces a significant suppression in the late-time

energy density. Indeed, this is true even if the phase transition is treated as instan-

taneous. This effect grows in significance as ∆m2 → m2
sum and ξ → 1. This effect

is also largest when τG ∼ τ
(i)
ζ , and ultimately vanishes for τG � τ

(i)
ζ .
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Note that all of these observations are consistent with the plots shown in

Figs. 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12. For ∆G = 0, we see that all of the plotted curves be-

gin at ρ(∆G, ξ)/ρ(0, 0) = 1 except for those in Fig. 3.10, where the mere fact of

having ξ 6= 0 induces a suppression of the late-time energy density, even for ∆G = 0.

Finally, along the same lines, it is interesting to contemplate what happens

for more general universes beyond those that are radiation-dominated. The corre-

sponding results for universes with general values of κ are shown in Fig. 3.15. We

see that mixing alone indeed produces a suppression of the late-time energy density

for universes with κ < 2, but this suppression actually becomes an enhancement for

universes with κ > 2! Moreover, as expected, both effects become stronger as the

mixing saturation ξ increases — strong enough to change the late-time energy den-

sity by factors of two or three or even more. Indeed, it is only for a matter-dominated

universe (corresponding to κ = 2) that this effect disappears.

3.3 Individual Late-time Energy Densities

In the previous section, we focused on only one quantity: the total late-time energy

density ρ. However, another important feature is the actual distribution of this total

energy density ρ amongst the two fields of our system. We shall now proceed to

study this issue.

In Fig. 3.16, we show the behavior of the individual late-time energy densities as-

sociated with φλ0 (the lighter field) and φλ1 (the heavier field) for a mass-generating

phase transition occurring at τG = 104. It is therefore the sum of these two energy

densities which produces the results in Fig. 3.12; recall that these results are the

same for matter- and radiation-dominated universes. It turns out that there are

many features illustrated within Fig. 3.16 which will be important for our future

results. We shall therefore step through these features, one by one.

We begin by concentrating on the special case without mixing (i.e., with ξ = 0).

This will allow us to study the effects of the non-zero phase-transition width ∆G for
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Figure 3.15: Suppression of the late-time energy density ρ due to mixing effects alone,
with ∆G = 0, for arbitrary universes parametrized by κ. As in Fig. 3.14, we assume an
instantaneous phase transition at τ = τG, but we now plot the corresponding late-time
energy density ρ(ξ) as a function of κ, normalized to its value at ξ = 0, for different
choices of ξ. We see that mixing causes a suppression of the late-time energy density
within κ < 2 universes but an enhancement within κ > 2 universes — indeed, these effects
disappear only in the special case of a matter-dominated universe. These effects can
therefore produce significant modifications of the final late-time energy density, even for
instantaneous mass-generating phase transitions.

a single component alone without the complications due to mixing. For ∆m2 ≥ 0,

all of the energy density arising due to the mass-generating phase transition accrues

to the lighter field φλ0 . For ∆m2 < 0, by contrast, all of the late-time energy density

is associated with the heavier field φλ1 , as discussed at the end of Sect. 3.1.

In either case, we observe from Fig. 3.16 that the corresponding late-time energy

density ρλ remains essentially constant (i.e., independent of ∆G) for ∆G
<∼ 2π/λ.

This makes sense, as the effects of introducing a non-zero width for our phase transi-

tion will be essentially invisible if the mass generation occurs more rapidly than the

natural timescale of oscillations of our (underdamped) field φλ. In other words, for

∆G
<∼ 2π/λ, the process of pumping energy density into our system occurs with what

may be considered to be maximum efficiency, since the phase transition appears to
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Figure 3.16: Behavior of the individual late-time energy densities ρλ0,1(∆G, ξ) when

mixing effects, parametrized by ξ, are combined with a non-zero width ∆G for the mass-
generating phase transition. For these plots we adopt the large fiducial time τG = 104

utilized for Fig. 3.12, which leads to identical results for radiation- and matter-dominated
universes. The top row shows results for ρλ0 (associated with the lighter state in all
cases), while the bottom row shows results for ρλ1 (associated with the heavier state); we
have also held m2

sum = 4 and take ∆m2 = −3, 0,+3 for the left, center, and right columns,
respectively. In each case we plot the late-time energy density ρλ as a function of the
phase-transition width ∆G for different values of the mixing saturation ξ, normalized to
its value for ∆G = 0. Note that we refrain from plotting curves for ξ = 0 (and instead plot
curves for ξ = 0.05) in cases where the corresponding energy densities vanish.
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be effectively instantaneous with respect to the natural oscillation timescale. How-

ever, for ∆G
>∼ 2π/λ, the field oscillations tend to compete against the process of

mass generation. As a result, the mass-generating phase transition is less efficient

in pumping energy density into our system, thereby inducing a suppression in the

late-time energy ρλ which ultimately scales as an inverse power of ∆G:

ρλ(∆G, 0) ∼ 1/∆G for ∆G � 2π/λ . (3.38)

Thus, once ∆G exceeds the natural oscillation period of our mass eigenstate, in-

creasing the width of the phase transition has the effect of introducing a power-law

suppression of the corresponding late-time energy density.

These results hold for the unmixed scenarios with ξ = 0. However, for the lighter

fields φλ0 (corresponding to the top row of Fig. 3.16), we see that the above asymp-

totic behavior continues to hold regardless of the value of the mixing :

ρλ0(∆G, ξ) ∼ 1/∆G for ∆G � 2π/λ0 . (3.39)

Thus, we see that increasing the width of the phase transition continues to be

associated with a power-law suppression of the late-time energy density of the lighter

field — even in the presence of non-zero mixing.

Turning on a mixing between our two fields also has a number of other important

effects on their individual late-time energy densities. For the lighter fields φλ0 (as

considered along the top row of Fig. 3.16), the most prominent effect is of course the

set of very strong oscillations which are induced for very large mixing saturations

ξ <∼ 1 and “intermediate” widths 1 <∼ ∆G
<∼ 100. We shall defer our discussion of

these oscillations until the next section, but we see from Fig. 3.16 that these oscilla-

tions are relatively large, occasionally enhancing the corresponding late-time energy

densities above what they would have been in the absence of mixing by several or-

ders of magnitude! Indeed, this enhancement of the corresponding late-time energy
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densities above their ξ = 0 values persists even for values of ∆G which lie beyond

the actual oscillations themselves.

As a result, we see that in the presence of a non-zero width for the phase transi-

tion, mixing has a general tendency to enhance the late-time energy density of the

lighter field — all without disturbing the power-law suppression discussed above.

Indeed, for the lighter fields φλ0 , the effects of the non-zero transition width ∆G

and the non-zero mixing saturation ξ tend to pull in opposite directions: the width

tends to suppress the corresponding late-time energy density while the mixing tends

to enhance it. As evident from the plots along the top row of Fig. 3.16, the nature

of the net result (either an overall enhancement or overall suppression) therefore

depends non-trivially on the precise values of ∆G and ξ involved.

By contrast, for the heavier fields φλ1 (for which the corresponding energy den-

sities are plotted along the bottom row of Fig. 3.16), the effects of non-zero mixing

are quite the opposite: the enhancement discussed above is gone, and instead there

is now an additional suppression which helps to drive the corresponding energy

densities to even smaller values, as functions of ∆G, than we had for the lighter

fields!

It is important to understand the origins of this additional suppression. Unlike

the lighter field φλ0 , which obtains its energy density directly from the phase transi-

tion through the generation of a non-zero mass, the heavier field φλ1 actually gains

its energy density when it gains an overall field amplitude through mixing with the

lighter field. The magnitude of the resulting energy density is then governed by two

factors: the magnitude of the field amplitude generated, and the masses that are

also generated by the phase transition.

Thus, while the natural timescale governing the rate at which the energy density

is originally pumped into the lighter field is given directly by ∆G — and thus by

the function h(τ) plotted in Fig. 3.3 — the natural timescale governing the rate at

which the energy density is pumped into the heavier field is governed not only by ∆G
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Figure 3.17: The ratio of the two timescales ∆G and ∆θ, plotted as a function of η
for different mixing saturations ξ. In all cases, we see that ∆θ < ∆G, with ∆θ � ∆G

for η < 0 and ξ � 1. The dots represent the approximate analytical result in Eq. (3.41).
The distinction between ∆θ and ∆G has important implications for the energy density
associated with the heavier field φλ1 , since ∆G governs the rate at which the mass of
this field is modified during the phase transition while ∆θ governs the rate at which the
amplitude of this field is generated as a result of its mixing with the lighter field.

but also by the rate of change of the mixing angle θ plotted in Fig. 3.8. In analogy

with Eq. (3.12), we may even define a corresponding width ∆θ for the mixing angle

θ via the slope of θ(τ) at its midpoint θ/2:

∆θ ≡ (θ/θ̇)
∣∣∣
τθ

; (3.40)

here τθ, as defined in Eq. (3.33), is defined analogously to τG as the time at which

θ = θ/2. A rough analytical approximation for ∆θ when η < 0 is given by

∆θ ≈
ξ

3|η| ∆G for η < 0 . (3.41)

The magnitudes of ∆G and ∆θ are compared in Fig. 3.17, from which we see that
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∆θ never exceeds ∆G. Indeed, we see from Fig. 3.17 that ∆θ can be much smaller

than ∆G for η < 0 and ξ � 1. We thus see that during our mass-generating phase

transition, the mixing angle θ always changes at least as rapidly as do the eigenvalues

λi, and can in fact under certain circumstances change even more rapidly, the latter

despite the fact that both sets of changes arise due to the same phase transition.

This observation is directly relevant for the manner in which the heavier field

accrues its energy density from the mass-generating phase transition. As such, this

feature is thereby directly relevant for the resulting behavior of the late-time energy

density ρλ1 . There are three distinct cases to consider.

• ∆G � 2π/λ1: In this case, the oscillations of the heavier field are so slow

during the phase transition that all aspects of the phase transition appear

effectively instantaneous. This is true for the generation of the amplitude of

the heavier field as well as the change in its mass . Energy density is thereby

delivered to the heavier field with maximum efficiency, in a manner which

is completely insensitive to the non-zero timescales ∆θ and ∆G associated

with the phase transition and which is thereby protected against all of their

associated dissipating effects. This behavior is evident for sufficiently small

∆G within the plots along the lower row of Fig. 3.16.

• ∆θ . 2π/λ1 . ∆G: In this case, the oscillations of the heavier field are suffi-

ciently slow that the generation of its field amplitude appears to be effectively

instantaneous; these oscillations are nevertheless sufficiently rapid that full

oscillations can occur during the change in field mass. The net result is that

the heavy-field energy density ρλ1 experiences the same suppression as does

the light-field energy density ρλ0 , with both depending non-trivially on ∆G

and ultimately scaling inversely with ∆G. Note that this case exists only for

situations in which ∆θ is significantly smaller than ∆G, which according to

Fig. 3.17 tend to emerge only for ∆m2 < 0 and relatively small mixing.
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• 2π/λ1 . ∆θ: In this case, the field oscillations of the heavier field are suffi-

ciently rapid that full oscillations are occurring not only during the change in

its mass but also during the generation of its amplitude. This latter feature

leads to an additional source of suppression for the late-time energy density

beyond what the lighter field experiences, and causes ρλ1 to exhibit an even

more dramatic suppression as a function of ∆G than that exhibited by ρλ0 .

This behavior is clearly evident for sufficiently large ∆G in the plots along the

lower row of Fig. 3.16.

The above discussion describes the behaviors of the individual components ρλ as

functions of ∆G and ξ. However, our final task is to determine how much each of

these individual components contributes to the total energy density ρ. Of course, to

do so requires that we understand not just the intrinsic behaviors of these individual

components as functions of ∆G and ξ, but also the relative sizes of these individual

components. In other words, we need to understand the relative normalization of

the curves for ρλ0 in the top row of Fig. 3.16 relative to those for ρλ1 in the bottom

row. However, this relative normalization may easily be determined in the ∆G = 0

limit, for which analytical results are given in Appendix A. Indeed, use of the virial

approximation λiτG � 1, which is valid for the plots in Fig. 3.16, yields the ratio

ρλ0(0, ξ)

ρ(0, ξ)
=

λ
2

0 cos2 θ

λ
2

0 cos2 θ + λ
2

1 sin2 θ
= cos2 θ

(
1− η sec 2θ

1− η

)
(3.42)

as the fraction of the total late-time energy density remaining in the lighter field.

As expected, this quantity evolves monotonically from unity at θ = 0 to zero at

θ = θmax [where θmax is defined in Eq. (3.26)]. It may thus be greater or less than

50%, depending on the eigenvalues and mixing angles in question. Note that in

the limit of small mixing (which corresponds to θ ≈ 0 or θ ≈ π/2), the result in

Eq. (3.42) implies that whether the bulk of the energy density winds up at late

times associated with the lighter or heavier field depends simply on the sign of
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Figure 3.18: The fraction of the total late-time energy density ρ(∆G, ξ) which is as-
sociated with the lighter field φλ0 , plotted as functions of ∆G for different values of ξ,
with τG = 104. Regardless of the small-∆G values of this fraction [as given analytically
in Eq. (3.42)], we see that increasing the width ∆G of the phase transition generally has
the net effect of transferring more and more of the total energy density into the lighter
field. Thus, simply by adjusting the width of the phase transition, we see that we can
often entirely reverse the distribution of the late-time energy density.

η rather than its magnitude. (Recall, in this connection, that η → −η implicitly

changes θ → π/2− θ.)

The result in Eq. (3.42) holds only for ∆G = 0. However, as ∆G grows larger,

this ratio will change. For the total energy densities plotted in Fig. 3.12, the corre-

sponding fractional results are shown in Fig. 3.18 as a function of ∆G. It is easy to

understand the behavior shown in Fig. 3.18. Regardless of the fraction of the total

late-time energy density associated with the lighter field φλ0 when ∆G = 0, we have

already seen that the energy densities associated with the heavier fields are typi-

cally more suppressed as a function of ∆G than are the energy densities associated

with the lighter fields. Thus, regardless of the late-time energy-density configuration

when the phase transition is instantaneous, we see that increasing the width of the

phase transition has the effect of throwing an increasingly large share of the total

late-time energy density into the lighter field. Indeed, in some cases, we see that we

can entirely reverse the distribution of the total energy density from the heavier field

to the lighter field, simply by adjusting the timescale over which the phase transition

occurs !
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3.4 Parametric Resonance

We now turn to what is perhaps the most prominent feature within the plots shown

in Figs. 3.12, 3.16, and 3.18: the appearance of non-monotonicities in the late-time

energy densities ρλ associated with the lighter fields φλ0 as functions of the phase-

transition width ∆G. As indicated in Sect. 3.2, these oscillations grow particularly

large when τG is large and when the mixing saturation ξ grows close to 1. These

non-monotonicities indicate that within this region of parameter space there exists

an extremely strong sensitivity of the late-time energy density ρλ0 to even small

variations in the phase-transition width ∆G. Moreover, as evident from Fig. 3.16,

these non-monotonicities can often enhance ρλ0 by several orders of magnitude!

These non-monotonicities are yet another consequence of the interplay between

the width of our phase transition and the mixing it induces. It is not difficult to

understand the origin of these oscillations: ultimately they are parametric reso-

nances triggered by our mass-generating phase transition. Recall that a parametric

resonance generically occurs when the mass of an oscillator itself exhibits an os-

cillatory behavior whose frequency is approximately twice the natural frequency of

the oscillator. (An example of this is a child “pumping” a swing by alternatively

standing and squatting on the swing seat at the correct moments during the period

of the swing.) In such systems, the amplitude of oscillation grows exponentially and

without bound unless the oscillator also has a frictional damping term. A similar

behavior can also emerge if the friction term (rather than the mass term) experiences

the oscillatory behavior.

At first glance, it may seem that our system of coupled scalar fields has no means

of experiencing a parametric resonance. The equations of motion of our model are

given in Eq. (3.7), and although both the Hubble damping term H(τ) and the mass

matrix M2
ij in our model are time-dependent, the Hubble term is monotonically

falling. Likewise, the h(τ)-function — which governs the time-development of our
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mass matrix, as in Eq. (3.9) — is also monotonic.

However, this is where the mixing plays a critical role. Because of the non-zero

mixing inherent in this sytem, the aspects of the mass matrix which are important

are not its individual components m2
ij but rather its eigenvalues λi. Indeed, even

though the mass-matrix components m2
ij(τ) are all monotonic as functions of time

τ , the eigenvalues λi need not be. These eigenvalues were plotted as functions of

time in Fig. 3.7, and we see that for the smaller eigenvalue λ0 the mixing induces

a level-repulsion that often results in a non-monotonic “pulse”. This pulse is more

prominent for ∆m2 < 0 than for ∆m2 > 0, but it is ultimately a generic feature of

the behavior of the lower eigenvalue for sufficiently saturated mixing. Indeed, this

pulse grows increasingly dramatic as ξ → 1, and has a width governed by ∆G. In

general, it is straightforward to show that a pulse will always appear for the lightest

eigenvalue if the extra contribution to the squared-mass matrix that comes from the

mass-generating phase transition has negative determinant — i.e., detm2
ij < 0.

Strictly speaking, a single pulse does not oscillatory behavior make. However,

during the relevant time interval near τG, this pulse may be regarded as one oscil-

lation within a full sinusoidal pattern. This situation is illustrated schematically in

Fig. 3.19. Of course, variations in ∆G directly affect the width of this pulse, and

thereby change the effective pulse frequency. As a result, there will exist a single

value of ∆G for which this frequency is exactly twice the natural frequency of our

oscillator, and for which our primary parametric resonance emerges. Even greater

values of ∆G then correspond to the higher harmonics of this resonance.

This, then, is the origin of the parametric oscillations apparent in the plots

shown in Figs. 3.12, 3.16, and 3.18. As such, this entire phenomenon is a prime

example of the interplay between the mixing ξ and the width of the mass-generating

phase transition: the non-zero mixing produces the level repulsion that leads to the

pulse, while the non-zero width of the phase transition endows this pulse with the

specific width/frequency needed for it to potentially trigger an actual resonance.
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Figure 3.19: A schematic illustration of the “pulse” (solid blue curve) experienced by
the smaller eigenvalue λ0(τ) near τ ≈ τp and a full sinusoidal function (dashed red curve)
to which it may be approximated in the vicinity of the pulse. As discussed in the text, this
approximation allows us to extract the effective frequency ωeff associated with the pulse
and thereby determine the mathematical condition under which an nth-order parametric
resonance occurs.

Moreover, with this explanation, we now understand why these resonances occur

only for certain values of ∆G, and only for the lighter field. This also explains

why these resonances grow stronger as ξ → 1. Furthermore, although this pulse

exists for both ∆m2 < 0 and ∆m2 > 0 (as evident in Fig. 3.7), we have already

learned in the previous section that for the intermediate values of ∆G relevant for

the parametric resonance, the energy density of the lighter field contributes a greater

fraction of the total energy density for ∆m2 > 0 than it does for ∆m2 < 0. This

behavior is illustrated, for example, in Fig. 3.18. It is for this reason that the

total energy density ρ exhibits a stronger parametric resonance for ∆m2 > 0 than

for ∆m2 < 0 (as evident in Fig. 3.12), even though the individual component ρλ0

exhibits a stronger parametric resonance for ∆m2 < 0 than for ∆m2 > 0 (as evident

in Fig. 3.16).

In general, it is easy to determine the values of ∆G for which such parametric

resonances occur. As indicated above, we imagine that λ2
0(τ) experiences a “pulse”

centered at τ = τp, as sketched in Fig. 3.19. Within the region of the pulse, we
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then approximate the behavior of the pulse as part of a sinusoidal function with an

effective frequency ωeff :

λ2
0(τ) ≈ 1

2
λ2

0(τp)

{
1 + cos[ωeff(τ − τp)]

}
(3.43)

for τ ≈ τp. From Eq. (3.43) we then find that

ω2
eff = − 4

(
λ̈0

λ0

)∣∣∣∣∣
τ=τp

. (3.44)

A pulse with this frequency will lead to an nth-order parametric resonance only

if ωeff is (2/n) times the natural oscillation frequency of our system. The case with

n = 1 produces the primary parametric resonance, while the cases with n ∈ Z > 1

produce its higher-order harmonics. However, near τ ≈ τp, the natural oscillation

frequency associated with the lightest field is nothing but λ0(τp), since it is the mass

of the field which drives its oscillations. We thus must demand

ωeff =
2

n
· λ0(τp) . (3.45)

In other words, a parametric resonance will occur only when two timescales are

balanced: the timescale 1/ωeff of the pulse, and the timescale 1/λ0(τp) of the field

oscillations in the vicinity of the pulse. Combining this with Eq. (3.44), we then

obtain a condition for an nth-order parametric resonance:

(
λ̈0

λ3
0

)∣∣∣∣∣
τ=τp

= − 1

n2
, n ∈ Z+ . (3.46)

Variations in ∆G will modify the value of the left side of this equation. Thus, there

exist a discrete set of values ∆
(n)
G for which this equation can be satisfied, one for

each value of n. These are then the phase-transition widths for which parametric
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Figure 3.20: The phase-transition widths ∆
(n)
G (n = 1, 2, 3) at which the first three para-

metric resonances occur, plotted as functions of η. Contours showing 2π/λ1 in relation
to ∆θ are also superimposed. The region with large η is thus one in which our para-
metric resonances occur while ∆θ � 2π/λ1 — i.e., a region in which the total late-time
energy density ρ is dominated by the contribution from the lighter field experiencing the
parametric resonance.

resonances exist.

The solutions for ∆
(n)
G can be obtained numerically, and our results are shown

in Fig. 3.20. We see that the values of ∆
(n)
G generally increase with n, as expected.

Likewise, these critical widths also increase as functions of η and ultimately diverge

as η → 1. Moreover, superimposed on this plot are contours showing the values

of 2π/λ1 in relation to ∆θ. As noted in Sect. 3.3, the smaller 2π/λ1 is in relation

to ∆θ, the more suppressed is the energy-density contribution of the heavier field

relative to that of the lighter field and hence the more the lighter field (which feels

the parametric resonance) dominates the total energy density. This then confirms

our previous expectation that the parametric resonance, through stronger within

ρλ0 when ∆m2 < 0, is nevertheless more pronounced within ρ when ∆m2 > 0.

Thus, we conclude that parametric resonances not only occur, but can also domi-

nate the total energy density of our system. Such parametric resonances can distort
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the resulting late-time energy densities by several orders of magnitude, and thus

may play an important role in early-universe cosmology.

3.5 Re-overdamping

We now turn to another novel feature which results from the confluence between

mixing and a finite phase-transition width: a phenomenon which we refer to as

“re-overdamping”.

As discussed at the beginning of Sect. 3.1, any scalar field φ with mass λ(t) will

experience overdamped behavior (and thus function as vacuum energy) at times t

for which 3H(t)/2 >∼ λ(t). By contrast, such a field will experience underdamped

behavior (and thus function as matter) when 3H(t)/2 <∼ λ(t). Of course, H(t) ∼ 1/t

in any post-inflationary epoch. Thus, in situations for which λ(t) is either constant

or monotonically increasing, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2, there exists a single, relatively

short era of times t for which 3H(t)/2 ≈ λ(t). Indeed, this is the period, as discussed

in Sect. 3.1, during which our scalar field φ is transitioning from overdamped to

underdamped behavior. After this transition, our field then remains underdamped

for all future times.

This is the standard situation, and assumes that λ(t) is either constant or mono-

tonically increasing. However, as we discussed in Sect. 3.4, this need not be true

when multiple fields mix in the presence of a mass-generating phase transition of non-

zero width. Indeed, as we have seen in Sect. 3.4 for our two-component toy model,

the mass of our lighter field can experience a “pulse”, as illustrated in Fig. 3.19;

this is the phenomenon underlying the parametric resonances discussed in Sect. 3.4.

In the presence of a pulse, however, the 3H(t)/2 curve may cross the λ(t) curve

not just once but three times, resulting in a field which begins overdamped, then

becomes underdamped, but then experiences a re-overdamped phase before even-

tually settling back into a final underdamped state. This behavior is illustrated

in Fig. 3.21. Moreover, as sketched in Fig. 3.21, the period during which the field
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τ

λ0(τ)

3H(τ)/2

∆G

τG

overdamped re-overdamped

Figure 3.21: A schematic illustrating the behavior of the lower-mass eigenvalue λ0(t)
in the presence of a “pulse”, plotted as a function of time with the Hubble parameter
3H(t)/2 superimposed. The corresponding field φλ0 therefore experiences not just the
usual transition from overdamped to underdamped behavior, as in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, but
also a novel re-overdamping transition. As shown, this re-overdamped phase can persist
for considerably longer than the width ∆G of the pulse that produced it, and thus can
have a significant impact on the resulting cosmological history.

exists in a re-overdamped phase can be of extremely long duration — even relative

to the width of the pulse that produced it. Indeed, as we shall discuss below, this

duration can become arbitrarily long, depending on the values of the underlying

input parameters of our model. As a result, the re-overdamped phase can persist

throughout a sizable portion of cosmological history.

It is important to stress that unlike the original overdamped phase, this re-

overdamped phase of the theory should not be associated with vacuum energy.

Indeed, at the moment of transition into the re-overdamped phase, oscillatory be-

havior ceases but our field value re-enters the overdamped phase carrying a non-zero

velocity φ̇. Thus, the re-overdamped phase is one in which our field value has a non-

zero but steadily decreasing first derivative. In this sense, then, the re-overdamped

phase represents a truly different behavior for our field values — one which is nei-

ther vacuum energy (constant field values) nor matter (oscillatory field values), but
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Figure 3.22: The lighter field φλ0 (top row) and corresponding total energy density ρ
(bottom row), plotted as functions of time for situations (left to right) in which ξ → 1 (or
ε ≡ 1− ξ → 0). Note that the fields and corresponding energy densities are normalized
so that φλ0 = 1 for τ � τG. Time intervals during which the system is overdamped are
shaded (blue), while the width ∆G of the original mass-generating phase transition is also
indicated (red). As the mixing saturation increases towards its maximum value (a point
of enhanced symmetry for the system), we see that a re-overdamped phase emerges with
increasing duration. For comparison purposes, superimposed on each plot are the field
values and/or total energy densities that our system would have exhibited in the ∆G → 0
limit (green); recall that in this limit it is the energy density of the heavier field which
dominates the total energy density. We thus see that the re-overdamped phase can easily
persist throughout a large period of cosmological history, with a phenomenology that is
quite different from those of the traditional overdamped or underdamped phases.
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something completely different which transcends our traditional expectations for

scalar fields in an expanding universe.

The re-overdamped phase tends to emerge in systems in which the mixing is

close to its maximum allowed value, with ξ → 1 (or ε ≡ 1− ξ → 0). The resulting

behavior for field values and energy densities in this limit are illustrated in Fig. 3.22.

As expected, we see that the re-overdamped phase has a phenomenology which is

quite distinct from those of the traditional overdamped or underdamped phases.

On the one hand, this re-overdamped phase can be considered to be a mere

“transient”. After all, it cannot last forever: as long as the field φ has non-zero

mass at late times, this phase must always give way to a final underdamped phase.

In other words, the re-overdamped phase can never represent the eventual end-state

for our system as t→∞. Moreover, even within this phase, the non-zero initial field

velocity φ̇ which characterizes its unique properties always eventually dissipates

to φ̇ ≈ 0 as long as this phase has sufficient duration. In such cases, this phase

eventually comes to resemble vacuum energy. On the other hand, however, this

attitude can be viewed as unnecessarily stringent. Even though the re-overdamped

phase must always eventually give way to one which is underdamped, we have seen

that it can, depending on the specific model under study, be made to persist for

arbitrarily long duration. Likewise, this phase can begin with arbitrarily large initial

velocity φ̇. Thus, in purely practical terms, this phase can be considered alongside

“vacuum energy” and “matter” as an equally valid new behavioral phase that a

scalar field can experience during a significant portion of cosmological evolution.

As a final comment, we remark that this re-overdamping phenomenon also leads

to a resonance-like behavior wherein quantities such as the late-time energy density

experience a non-monotonic sensitivity to quantities such as ∆G. This is because

the behavior of our field φ during the re-overdamped epoch depends very sensitively

on the particular field velocity φ̇ that happened to exist at the precise moment the

re-overdamping transition occurs. This gives rise to a periodic sensitivity of the final
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energy density to any quantity which affects the positioning of the re-overdamping

transition moment. However, it turns out that the mathematical conditions under-

lying this periodicity are essentially the same as those underlying the parametric

resonance discussed in Sect. 3.4; this makes sense as both concern the fitting of

(half-)integral numbers of field oscillations within the same eigenvalue pulse. More-

over, it turns out that the parametric resonance necessarily exists for all situations

in which re-overdamping exists (even though the converse is not true). As a re-

sult, in such situations both features are inherent in the solutions to our equations

of motion and the effects of this re-overdamping-induced oscillation are difficult to

disentangle from those of the parametric resonance.

3.6 Phenomenological Example: A Second Axion

As a phenomenological example of some of the main results of this chapter, let us

consider the effects that might come from adding a second axion to the standard

QCD axion theory. As we shall see, the introduction of a second possible axion can

severely distort the physics normally associated with the ordinary QCD axion, even

if the second axion is itself associated with a relatively heavy Peccei-Quinn scale or

is only mildly coupled to the first.

Our theoretical set up is as follows. We assume that φ0 and φ1 are both axion-like

particles — i.e., the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons associated with the breaking

of global symmetries U(1)0 and U(1)1 at energy scales f0 and f1, respectively. We

assume that both fields are coupled to the QCD gauge fields via the chiral anomaly,

with O(1) model-dependent coefficients ξ0 and ξ1. Moreover, in keeping with the

assumptions of our toy model, we assume that at early times φ0 is massless while φ1

has a non-zero mass M which possibly arises due to some earlier dynamics. Eventu-

ally, non-perturbative QCD instanton effects give rise to a temperature-dependent
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effective potential V (φ1, φ2) which takes the form

V (T ) = µ4
Λ h

2
QCD(T )

[
1− cos

(
ξ0φ0

f0

+
ξ1φ1

f1

+ Θ

)]
(3.47)

where µ4
Λ ≡ g2

sΛ
4
QCD/(32π2), where hQCD(T ) describes the temperature-dependence

of this effective potential as it turns on (as illustrated in Fig. 3.4), and where Θ

is the QCD theta-angle. Thus we see that the instanton-induced QCD confining

phase transition plays the role of our mass-generating phase transition: it occurs at

time tG = tQCD with width ∆G = ∆QCD =
√
πσtQCD, and gives rise to an additional

contribution to the squared-mass matrix of our axion-like fields which at late times

takes the form

m2
ij ≡

∂2V

∂φi∂φj

∣∣∣∣
〈φ〉

=
µ4

Λ

fifj
(3.48)

where we have set ξ0 = ξ1 = 1 for simplicity.

Given this setup, we thus have two mass eigenstates, φλ0 and φλ1 , with late-time

masses λ0 and λ1 respectively. As we survey the range from M = 0 to M =∞, we

find that these late-time masses increase monotonically within the ranges

0 ≤ λ0 ≤ µ2
Λ/f0 (3.49)

and

µ2
Λ

√
1

f 2
0

+
1

f 2
1

≤ λ1 ≤ ∞ . (3.50)

For reasons to be discussed shortly, we shall identify the lighter mass eigenstate

as our QCD axion, which means that we shall identify λ0 as the axion mass ma.

We shall also define x ≡ λ0f0/µ
2
Λ; thus 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Note that in this section we are

keeping M explicit in our expressions; thus, all quantities such as λi have their true

physical mass dimensions. Our goal is then to understand how the late-time energy

density associated with this field is influenced by the presence of the additional
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Figure 3.23: The quantities η (left panel) and ξ (right panel), plotted as functions of M
for different values of f1/f0. Superimposed on each plot are contours of x (dashed black
lines). The decoupling regions in each case correspond to taking f1/f0 →∞ for any M as
well as taking M →∞ for any f1/f0; these smoothly connect to form the curves labeled
“decoupling limit” on each plot. Note that we have ξ = 0 along the entire decoupling-limit
line, as expected since the decoupling limit is one in which there is no mixing between
the two axions. By contrast, the decoupling-limit line surveys all possibilities of η. We
also observe from either panel that x = 1 along the decoupling line for all M ≥ µ2

Λ/f0,
while x < 1 along the decoupling line for all M < µ2

Λ/f0; this is easier to see in the right
panel but is true as a general statement about the relationship between M and x in the
decoupling limit. Thus, an infinite M implies that x = 1 but x = 1 implies only that
M ≥ µ2

Λ/f0.

axion.

Note that there are two physically distinct ways in which to realize a limit in

which the second axion decouples from the first: either we can take M →∞ and

leave f1/f0 arbitrary, or we can take f1/f0 →∞ and leave M arbitrary. In the first

case, we find that x = 1 regardless of the value of f1. In the second case, by contrast,

we find that x = 1 for all M ≥ µ2
Λ/f0, but x = Mf0/µ

2
Λ < 1 for all M < µ2

Λ/f0. Of

course both decoupling limits smoothly merge together in the region for which both

M and f1/f0 are taken to infinity.

In order to quickly survey the expected phenomenologies of this two-axion system

as functions of {M, f0, f1}— and also to understand the properties of these different
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decoupling limits — let us calculate the corresponding values of η and ξ. In terms

of {M, f0, f1}, these are given by

η =
1 + (f1/f0)2 [2(Mf0/µ

2
Λ)2 − 1]

1 + (f1/f0)2 [2(Mf0/µ2
Λ)2 + 1]

(3.51)

and

ξ =
1√

1 + 2(f1/f0)2(Mf0/µ2
Λ)2

. (3.52)

These quantities are shown in Fig. 3.23. Although both decoupling limits result in

ξ → 0 (the absence of mixing), as expected, we immediately see that the decoupling

limit with f1 � f0 and arbitrary M generally gives rise to all possible values of η in

the range −1 ≤ η ≤ 1. By contrast, the decoupling limit with M →∞ gives rise to

η = 1 regardless of the value of f1/f0.

This is an important distinction because we have already seen in Sect. 3.3 that

η > 0 is the regime in which the majority of the energy density is found in the

lighter field at late times, whereas η < 0 is the regime in which the majority of the

energy density is transferred to the heavier field at late times. This behavior was

in fact discussed explicitly below Eq. (3.42) in the limit of an instantaneous phase

transition. Thus, it is only the decoupling limit with M →∞ and arbitrary f1/f0

for which the energy density actually remains in the lighter field where it started,

as we would expect for a proper decoupling limit.

We shall therefore adopt the limit with M →∞ and arbitrary f1/f0 as our

benchmark against which to measure the effects that come from the presence of the

second axion. Note that in the M →∞ limit, the physics of our system actually

becomes independent of f1/f0; we have already seen this behavior for the specific

quantities η and ξ in Fig. 3.23, but this feature indeed holds more generally for all

properties of the system.

Although we have been considering the lighter mass eigenstate φλ0 as our QCD

axion, it is important to realize that the entire notion of a “QCD axion” no longer
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strictly applies. For example, there is no mass eigenstate in our model whose mass

is inversely proportional to f0 or f1, as might be taken to characterize a QCD axion.

Likewise, there is no mass eigenstate in this model which solves the strong CP

problem; in particular, we see from Eq. (3.47) that it is only the linear combination

φ0/f0 + φ1/f1 which dynamically relaxes against the strong CP angle Θ. However,

in the M →∞ decoupling limit, our model reduces to the standard single-axion

model: the lighter mass eigenstate remains massless prior to the instanton-induced

phase transition, gathers a mass µ2
Λ/f0 after this transition, and solves the strong

CP problem. For this reason we shall continue to refer to the lighter mass eigenstate

as our “QCD axion”, even in the presence of mixing.

Given this, we now calculate the late-time energy density associated with the

lighter (QCD) axion as a function of the lighter (QCD) axion mass x ≡ λ0f0/µ
2
Λ,

normalized to our decoupled benchmark limit with M =∞ (for which x = 1). (As a

technical point, note that we describe this benchmark through the condition M =∞
rather than the condition x = 1, since the former implies the latter regardless of

f1/f0 whereas the latter fails to imply the former when f1/f0 →∞.) In all cases we

take tG = tQCD and ∆G = ∆QCD to have the specific fixed values that correspond to

the instanton-induced QCD phase transition, as plotted in Fig. 3.4.

Our results are shown in Fig. 3.24. We see from Fig. 3.24 that the late-time

energy density associated with the QCD axion is suppressed relative to what would

have been expected in the M →∞ decoupling limit. Indeed, this suppression is

significant, occasionally stretching over many orders of magnitude, and arises re-

gardless of the mass x of the QCD axion, its corresponding Peccei-Quinn scale f0,

or the Peccei-Quinn scale f1 associated with the second axion. Indeed, none of this

would have occurred were it not for the non-zero width of the instanton-induced

QCD phase transition. This then demonstrates the phenomenological relevance of

this non-zero width, and the need to incorporate these kinds of effects in studies of

multi-axion theories.
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Figure 3.24: The late-time energy density ρλ0(∆QCD,M) associated with the QCD axion
field φλ0 , plotted as a function of the late-time axion mass x ≡ λ0f0/µ

2
Λ and normalized to

what it would have been in the decoupling limit in which the second axion plays no role.
These plots thus illustrate the effects of the non-zero mixing between our two axion fields
in the presence of a non-zero QCD phase transition width ∆QCD. Note that although each
normalization factor ρλ0(∆QCD,M → ∞) is in principle different for each different f1/f0

curve, physics in the decoupling limit M →∞ is insensitive to the value of f1/f0. Thus
all curves in each panel share the same normalization factor.
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Figure 3.25: Same as Fig. 3.24 except that the late-time energy densities ρλ0(∆QCD,M)
are now normalized to the values that they would have had if the QCD phase transition
had been treated as instantaneous. These plots thus illustrate the effects that emerge due
to the actual non-zero width of the QCD phase transition — effects which survive even in
the M →∞ decoupling limit (for which x→ 1). Note that unlike the plots in Fig. 3.24,
here the normalization factors ρλ0(0,M) are different for each f1/f0 curve and in fact even
vary with x along each curve.
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Note that this suppression of the late-time energy density due to the presence

of the second axion field persists even in the limit for which f1 � f0. However,

this somewhat counter-intuitive result should not come as a surprise. As we know,

the limit f1/f0 →∞ corresponds to one in which ξ → 0 — i.e., one in which the

late-time mixing vanishes. However, this does not imply that the mixing is small

throughout the time evolution — in fact, both θ and its time derivative can be quite

sizable during the mass-generating phase transition. Indeed, this is particularly true

for the relatively small values of x which correspond to η < 0. Thus, it is during

the mass-generating phase transition that the bulk of the energy density can be

transferred to the second axion — even when f1 � f0! This is therefore an effect

that arises as a direct consequence of the non-zero width of the instanton-induced

QCD phase transition and its associated timescale.

Interesting as these results are, they only address the issue of how our late-time

energy density compares with what would arise in the decoupled case — i.e., the case

with no mixing (ξ = 0). In this chapter, however, we have also repeatedly studied

another comparison, namely to the case of an instantaneous phase transition —

i.e., the case in which we imagine our phase transition to have ∆QCD = 0. The

corresponding results are shown in Fig. 3.25.

Once again, it is not difficult to understand the features in these plots. First,

let us discuss the endpoints at x = 1. Of course, these endpoints correspond to the

decoupling limit (because x = 1 implies ξ = 0, as we have seen in Fig. 3.23); thus the

physics at these endpoints includes the effects from only the lighter (QCD) axion

itself. As we see from Fig. 3.25, even in this limit the resulting late-time energy

density is significantly suppressed by factors ranging from 5 to 500 as f0 ranges

from 1015 GeV to 1013 GeV. Thus the effects of properly accounting for the non-

zero width ∆QCD of our instanton-induced phase transition are extremely important,

even for a single QCD axion!

Moving away from the decoupling limit towards smaller values of x, we now begin
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to incorporate the additional effects of the mixing with the second axion field. As we

see from Fig. 3.25, these effects enhance the resulting late-time energy density above

what it would have been in the decoupling limit. In so doing, they can even possibly

overcome the above suppression completely — a prospect that depends on the value

of f1/f0 — and thereby potentially increase the late-time energy density above

what it would have been for an instantaneous phase transition! This enhancement

ultimately reflects the same physics that we have already seen in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11

for small mixing saturations in the tG ≈ t
(0)
ζ region. Indeed, we see from Fig. 3.23

that larger values of f1/f0 correspond to smaller mixing saturations ξ.

Finally, we can also understand why these curves all begin at 1 for x = 0. At

this endpoint of these plots, our axion fields remain overdamped during the mass-

generating phase transition. They thus remain insensitive to the transition width

∆QCD.

We can also consider the fraction of the total energy density of our two-axion

system which is associated with the lighter axion field. These results are shown in

Fig. 3.26. In general, we see that as f1/f0 increases, an increasing fraction of the

total energy density is associated with the heavier axion field. However, as x→ 1,

we see that virtually all of the total energy density can be associated with the lighter

axion field.

As a final comment, we remark that it is the combination φ0/f0 + φ1/f1 which

not only solves the strong-CP problem but which also couples to gluons. Depending

on the particular model under study, this combination may also couple to photons

and other Standard-Model (SM) particles. We can therefore decompose this combi-

nation into our late-time mass eigenstates in order to determine the effective mass

scales fλ0 and fλ1 that govern the relevant SM couplings of our mass eigenstates at

any moment in time:
φ0

f0

+
φ1

f1

≡ φλ0
fλ0

+
φλ1
fλ1

. (3.53)
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Figure 3.26: The late-time fraction ρλ0/ρ of the total late-time energy density which is
associated with lighter axion field, plotted as a function of x. We see that this fraction
generally decreases as f1/f0 increases, and also increases as a function of x.

The late-time values of these effective coupling scales are plotted in Fig. 3.27.

Several features of these plots are worthy of note. For example, we observe that

in all cases the fλi coupling scales associated with our mass eigenstates are never

significantly smaller than the fi coupling scales associated with our original unmixed

states. Thus neither of our mass eigenstates will decay too rapidly to SM states,

a situation which might potentially have resulted in phenomenological difficulty.

Likewise, combining the results in Fig. 3.27 with those of Figs. 3.23 and 3.26, we see

that there are a variety of different phenomenological situations which can emerge,

depending on the underlying parameters in our model.

For example, let us consider the case with Mf0/µ
2
Λ ≈ 0.4 and f1 ≈ 5f0. We im-

mediately learn from Fig. 3.27 that our QCD axion coupling scale is fλ0 ≈ 1015 GeV,

which is a full order of magnitude higher than the value that it would have had in

the decoupling limit. This implies that the QCD axion has an enhanced invisibility

as assessed through its interactions with SM states. However, we see from Fig. 3.23

that these parameter combinations correspond to x ≈ 0.4, whereupon we see from
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Figure 3.27: The effective coupling scales fλ0 and fλ1 associated with our axion mass
eigenstates φλ0 and φλ1 , plotted as functions of Mf0/µ

2
Λ. We see that these scales are

never significantly smaller than the fi coupling scales associated with our original unmixed
states, and that either one or the other typically takes a value which significantly exceeds
this when f1/f0 � 1.

Fig. 3.26 that this in turn corresponds to an energy-density fraction ρλ0/ρ ≈ 80%.

This is thus a situation in which our QCD axion is invisible but nevertheless carries

the bulk of the total late-time energy density.

A somewhat different situation emerges if we keep f1 ≈ 5f0 but now take

Mf0/µ
2
Λ ≈ 0.1. In this case, we learn from Fig. 3.27 that our QCD axion cou-

pling scale is even higher — fλ0 ≈ 1017 GeV — which suppresses its couplings to

SM states by three orders of magnitude compared with the decoupling limit. How-

ever, we see from Fig. 3.23 that these parameter combinations now correspond to

x ≈ 0.1, whereupon we see from Fig. 3.26 that this in turn corresponds to an energy-

density fraction ρλ0/ρ ≈ 3%. This is thus a situation in which our QCD axion is

invisible and carries almost none of the total energy density — all because of its

mixing with the second axion in the presence of a non-zero phase transition width!

The opposite situation, of course, emerges for large M . For example, with

Mf0/µ
2
Λ ≈ 10 we find that the physics of this model is roughly insensitive to the
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value of f1/f0; we find x ≈ 1 and ρλ0/ρ ≈ 100%. This, of course, signifies nothing

but the approach to our decoupling limit. However, as long as we are not precisely

at the decoupling limit, we still find from Fig. 3.24 that the energy density asso-

ciated with this lighter axion field remains considerably suppressed compared with

what we would have found at the full decoupling limit. Thus in this sense our QCD

axion has regular couplings to SM states but nevertheless carries relatively little

total energy density.

Needless to say, our goal in this section has not been to propose a complete

phenomenological model of axion physics. Rather, it has merely been to illustrate

the rich implications that can emerge for a QCD axion in the presence of mixing with

a second axion when the non-zero width of the QCD phase transition is properly

taken into account. As we have seen, the total energy density of such a two-axion

system can be significantly suppressed relative to what might have been expected in

the decoupling limit, and the individual energy densities associated with each axion

can be severely distorted. Indeed, this lesson has been one of the primary themes

of this chapter.

3.7 Beyond Two Fields

In Sect. 3.1, a toy model was constructed in order to study the effects that arise in

multi-scalar models due to the simultaneous presence of two key ingredients: mass-

generating phase transitions with finite widths, and non-zero mixing between the

different components. For the sake of simplicity, our toy model consisted of only two

scalar fields, as this is the minimum number that could be chosen for our purposes.

However there is no reason that we are limited to two fields, and indeed the number

of fields may be extended arbitrarily. Therefore, in order to gain a quick sense of

what possibilities might emerge with an increased number of fields, we shall now

briefly consider several aspects of the case with three fields. A more general study

of the N -field case will be presented in Ref. [8].
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In analogy with Eq. (3.8), we shall begin by assuming a rescaled (dimensionless)

mass matrix M2(t) which takes the form

M2(τ) =




m2
00(τ) m2

01(τ) m2
02(τ)

m2
01(τ) 1 +m2

11(τ) m2
12(τ)

m2
02(τ) m2

12(τ) 4 +m2
22(τ)


 . (3.54)

Here τ ≡Mt (where M is the overall mass parameter which has been scaled out, as

in Sect. 3.1), and we assume that all components have a common time-dependence

associated with a mass-generating phase transition whose properties are exactly

those of our two-component model. Note that the diagonal components of this

matrix imply that our three fields have masses 0, M , and 2M at early times prior to

the phase transition. These values are chosen for simplicity, and are also motivated

by the Kaluza-Klein masses that might result in a theory with a flat extra dimension

(in which case we would identify M as the inverse length of this dimension).

Inherent in this mass matrix are now three independent mixing angles which

correspond to m2
01, m2

02, and m2
12. However, just as in the two-field case in Sect. 3.1,

there are ultimately constraints on these mixing parameters which ensure that our

mass matrix M2 remains positive-semidefinite. Such constraints are illustrated in

Fig. 3.28 for the case with m2
00 = 5, m2

11 = 5, and m2
22 = 1 — a fixed parameter

choice we shall adopt for all of the plots in this section.

In our two-component toy model, we have seen that the lighter field can occasion-

ally develop a “pulse” which is ultimately responsible for the parametric-resonance

and re-overdamping phenomena in Sects. 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. However, in a

three-component model, it turns out that the two lightest fields can each develop a

pulse. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.29. Indeed these two pulses need not have the

same effective frequencies or correspond to the same values of ∆G. As we shall see,

this can then give rise to multiple resonances which can reinforce or interfere with

each other and thereby produce new effects which transcend those realizable with
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Figure 3.28: The region within the three-dimensional mixing space parametrized by
{m2

01,m
2
02,m

2
12} for which the mass matrix M2 in Eq. (3.54) is positive-semidefinite. For

this plot we have taken m2
00 = 5, m2

11 = 5, and m2
22 = 1.

only a single pulse. We also note that the pulse of our second mass eigenvalue λ2
1

can leave this eigenvalue with a smaller magnitude at late times than at early times

— a phenomenon which was not possible for λ2
0 in the two-field case. This has the

effect of allowing a further elongation of the time interval during which this field

can remain in a re-overdamped or parametrically resonant state.

To illustrate the interplay between the different resonances, we can consider

the late-time energy densities of this system. Since we now have three individual

contributions to the total energy density, we shall highlight their separate effects by

considering the partial sums

P` ≡
∑̀

i=0

ρλi . (3.55)

In Fig. 3.30 we have plotted these partial sums, with each normalized to the value

that it would have had if the mass-generating phase transition had been instanta-

neous. This demonstrates the combined effects of the mixing and the finite phase-
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Figure 3.29: The two smaller mass eigenvalues λ2
0 and λ2

1 in our three-field model,
plotted as a function of time for different values of m2

02 = m2
12. As in Fig. 3.28, we have

taken m2
00 = 5, m2

11 = 5, and m2
22 = 1. We see that each field can now separately have its

own pulse with its own effective frequency, resulting in the possibility of two parametric
resonances which can either reinforce or interfere with each other.

transition width. The left panel of Fig. 3.30 illustrates the behavior of P 0 ≡ ρλ0

alone: this behavior is similar to what we have already seen in our two-field toy

model, for which the pulse in the evolution of λ2
0 produces resonant peaks in the

corresponding energy-density component at late times. These peaks grow stronger

for larger m2
02, with the energy density in this field dissipating inversely with ∆G

once ∆G & 2π/λ0. However, the center panel shows the combined contribution to

the total energy density from the two lighter fields and thus exhibits something

new: the contributions of the two separate parametric resonances combine to rein-

force each other and even produce an effective enhancement plateau which stretches

over an extended interval in ∆G. Indeed, all along this plateau, the energy densities

of our system can be enhanced by as much as nearly an order of magnitude! Finally,

the right panel of Fig. 3.30 illustrates the behavior of the total energy density ρ.

Note that in this case, the heaviest field effectively dominates the energy density

for ∆G . 5, thereby washing out those parametric resonances that appear in that
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Figure 3.30: The partial-sum energy densities P `(∆G), ` = 0, 1, 2, plotted as functions
of the phase-transition width ∆G and normalized to the values P `(0) that they would
have had for an instantaneous phase transition. As in Figs. 3.28 and 3.29, we have again
taken m2

00 = 5, m2
11 = 5, and m2

22 = 1. We observe many features familiar from our two-
component toy model, including parametric resonances which enhance the corresponding
energy densities as well as suppressions by many orders of magnitude that develop for
sufficiently large ∆G. However, there are also new features which arise due to the fact that
we now have more than two fields in our system. The center panel, in particular, illustrates
the manner in which the separate resonances from the two lighter fields reinforce each
other and produce a plateau along which the partial-sum energy density P 1 is enhanced
by nearly an order of magnitude over a significant ∆G-interval.

range, while leaving those that appear for ∆G & 5.

The purpose of this section has merely been to provide several short examples of

new phenomena that can arise when more than two scalar fields are involved. We

shall defer a more detailed study of these general cases to Ref. [8].

3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we have examined some of the novel effects that emerge when multiple

scalars mix with each other and experience a time-dependent mass-generating phase

transition within the context of a time-dependent background cosmology. As we

have explicitly demonstrated within a relatively simple two-field toy model, these

effects include both enhancements and suppressions of the total late-time energy

density of the system as well as the late-time energy densities of the individual

scalar components. These enhancements and suppressions need not be mere O(1)
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effects; indeed, we have seen that the resulting late-time energy densities can often

be altered by many orders of magnitude. These alterations are even sufficient to

produce wholesale shifts in the identity of the field carrying the bulk of the late-time

cosmological abundance.

We also found that our late-time energy densities can exhibit large parametric

resonances which make them extremely sensitive to relatively small changes in the

degree of mixing or in the width of the phase transition. Thus, any effects which

might change — even slightly — the rate at which the phase transition unfolds

can have a significant impact on the late-time abundances of our fields. We also

demonstrated that our system can enter a so-called “re-overdamped” phase in which

the field values and energy densities behave in a manner quite different from what

would normally be associated with pure dark matter or vacuum energy. Indeed, we

saw that the system can remain in this re-overdamped phase for a considerable length

of time, suggesting that this phase be considered alongside “vacuum energy” and

“matter” as an equally valid new behavioral phase that a scalar field can experience

during a significant portion of cosmological evolution. Finally, we illustrated the

importance of some of these effects within the context of a simple model in which a

second axion is incorporated into the standard QCD axion theory.

As indicated in the Introduction, our results can be taken as an explicit demon-

stration of how critical it can be to properly incorporate the non-zero but finite

widths of mass-generating phase transitions when discussing late-time energy densi-

ties in cosmological settings involving multiple mixed scalars. Indeed, treating these

widths as being either zero or infinite (the latter corresponding to a so-called “adi-

abatic” approximation in the axion case) can lead to results for late-time quantities

such as cosmological abundances which are significantly distorted from their true

values, often by many orders of magnitude! Given the sensitivity with which the

different slices of the so-called “cosmic pie” have already been measured, such effects

will inevitably play critical roles in determining whether a particular cosmological
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scenario is viable or ruled out.

Needless to say, the features we have discussed in this chapter give rise to many

new possibilities for the phenomenology of the early universe and cosmological evo-

lution. As such, new approaches to model-building can readily be imagined. For

example, many extensions to the Standard Model involve scalar fields which are

massless (or effectively massless) at high scales, but for which masses are gener-

ated dynamically at lower scales. Examples include string moduli, string axions,

and other axion-like particles. However, these particles can be cosmologically prob-

lematic if these dynamically-generated masses are sufficiently large because they

can overclose the universe once they begin oscillating and act as massive matter.

Indeed, this is the crux of the cosmological moduli problem [141–143]. Moreover,

particles of this sort are often produced through mechanisms such as vacuum mis-

alignment which are completely decoupled from the dynamics of inflation. In such

cases, spatial fluctuations in the energy density of these particles therefore give rise

to isocurvature perturbations, the observational limits on which are quite severe [9].

Fortunately, mechanisms such as those we have discussed in this chapter can

suppress the resulting late-time energy densities by many orders of magnitude. This

enhanced energy dissipation can therefore provide a novel way of alleviating such

constraints on models of new physics, and may represent an alternative solution to

the moduli and isocurvature problems. They may also allow a general weakening of

the cosmological bounds on the energy scales associated with the new physics (such

as the Peccei-Quinn scale associated with axions).

As we have discussed, the features explored in this chapter can lead not only to

a reduction in the total late-time energy density of our system, but also to changes

in the late-time partitioning of that total energy density amongst the fields in our

theory. In new physics scenarios which involve multiple scalar fields, this too can

have observable phenomenological consequences. For example, certain classes of

string models are generically expected to give rise to large numbers of light axion-
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like particles [84–86, 136], the masses of which must be generated dynamically via

non-perturbative effects. In situations in which the same dynamics contributes to

the generation of mass terms for multiple such particles, the relative cosmological

abundances of those particles can be significantly altered by the effects we have

studied here.

There are many ways in which the analysis in this chapter might be extended and

generalized. For example, in this chapter we have focused primarily on scalar fields

which have a negligible back-reaction on the background cosmology, at least during

the epoch of dynamical mass generation. In other words, we have assumed that our

scalars do not contribute significantly to the total energy density of the universe

until well after their masses have settled into their late-time values. However, in

principle, we could relax this assumption and broaden this study to include scalars

which do have a significant impact on the background cosmology. This would then

establish a non-linear back-reaction which could possibly enrich the dynamics of

this system even further, with the evolution of the Hubble parameter H(t) itself

depending on the behaviors of the scalar energy densities as functions of time.

This possible extension of our work could be particularly important if the scalars

involved are those which are directly responsible for triggering periods of rapid cos-

mological expansion, including cosmic inflation. Indeed, a wide variety of infla-

tionary models involving multiple scalar fields exist in the literature; these include

hybrid inflation [144, 145], assisted inflation [98, 146–148], N -flation [97], and multi-

field stochastic inflation [149]. Likewise, several constructions have been proposed

through which a potential for the fields responsible for cosmic inflation is generated

dynamically [150–153]. Such constructions are typically motivated by the possibil-

ity of realizing a viable inflationary potential without the introduction of extremely

small couplings or arbitrary mass scales. It would therefore be extremely inter-

esting to explore the cosmological consequences of a time-dependent, dynamically-

generated inflaton potential in the context of multi-field inflation.
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In this connection, it is perhaps worth emphasizing that the parametric resonance

we have discussed in Sect. 3.4 is entirely unrelated to the parametric resonance which

gives rise to an epoch of explosive production of light scalars in inflationary models

with a preheating phase [154, 155]. Indeed, the effect we have discussed in this

chapter involves a resonance between the oscillation frequency of the light scalar, as

given by its mass λ0, and the effective modulation frequency ωeff of that mass. As

such, this parametric resonance is ultimately driven by the dynamics of the mass-

generation mechanism and leads to an enhancement in the amplitude for coherent

oscillations of the zero-momentum mode of φλ0 . By contrast, the effect discussed in

preheating scenarios involves a resonance between the frequency of the coherently-

oscillating inflaton field and the frequency associated with a given momentum mode

of the lighter scalar field into which it decays. Such a resonance is ultimately driven

by inflaton dynamics and results in particle-like excitations of this lighter scalar.

Other extensions and generalizations of our work are also possible. For example,

our original dynamical equations in Eq. (3.1) assume that there are no significant

spatial variations in our field values, but in general it is possible to allow our field

values to vary not only in time but also in space. This could then give rise to dis-

tinctly different physics in different spatial regions, with domain walls potentially

separating different regions experiencing different phases and different energy densi-

ties. Such spatial variations and domain walls would inevitably introduce additional

length scales into the problem, and thereby likely give rise to new complex dynamical

behaviors for our system as a whole.

In a similar vein, we could likewise imagine that our fundamental dynamical

equations in Eq. (3.1) are modified by the inclusion of source terms reflecting possible

interactions with more complex cosmological environments (e.g., with other fields).

Such source terms could then give rise to additional features which effectively modify

our mass eigenvalues and eigenstates, trigger enhancements or suppressions of late-

time energy densities, and produce additional kinds of resonances. Indeed, such
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effects would be analogous to the well-known “matter effects” (i.e., MSW effects)

that arise when neutrinos propagate through matter rather than through a pure

vacuum.

Another possible generalization of our toy model is to consider more than two

scalar fields. Indeed, as briefly discussed in Sect. 3.7, there is no limit to the number

of scalar fields which may be considered. These models can therefore grow in both

complexity and sophistication compared with the two-component model we have

studied here.

One natural possibility along these lines is to consider the case in which the

different fields φi are nothing but the Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes of a single higher-

dimensional field Φ. This is indeed a well-motivated possibility, as string theory

naturally gives rise to many scalars (axions, geometric/gravitational moduli, gauge-

neutral singlets, and so forth) that populate the “bulk” volume transverse to the

brane on which gauge interactions reside. As such, the different KK modes of such

bulk fields are natural dark-matter candidates, even though they might be unsta-

ble — an observation which has motivated the Dynamical Dark Matter framework

of Refs. [134, 135, 139]. In this case, the masses that we have assumed to exist

prior to the phase transition would be nothing but the corresponding KK masses,

while the extra time-dependent contributions mijh(τ) are presumably generated by

a phase transition which breaks the higher-dimensional symmetries that would oth-

erwise have aligned our mass eigenstates with KK eigenstates. The resulting mixing

structure is therefore determined according to the intrinsically higher-dimensional

geometric symmetries of the theory and the manner in which these symmetries

might be broken by the phase transition. (For example, in the five-dimensional

axion scenario of Refs. [135, 138, 139] the instanton-induced phase transition takes

place purely on the brane and thereby breaks a translation symmetry that otherwise

existed along the extra dimension.) In general, the cosmological properties of such

KK systems can be extremely rich, and will be discussed in more detail in Ref. [8].
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Given these observations, it might at first glance seem that the two-component

toy model we have studied in this chapter — while illustrative for pedagogical pur-

poses — might not have been worthy of the detailed attention we have afforded

it. However, this model can always be viewed as the low-energy limit of a more

complete model (such as the model of Kaluza-Klein cosmology discussed above) in

which only the contributions from the lightest two modes are considered. Indeed,

in many cosmological settings, the contributions of the lightest fields are likely to

dominate the resulting phenomenology and/or carry the largest abundances. Thus,

in this sense, our two-component toy model can be viewed as the common root

underlying a variety of much more general models — a “kernel” which gives rise to

rather universal features and behaviors that will continue to appear (perhaps with

further embellishments) in more complete or realistic settings. As such, then, this

toy model can be viewed as representing a universal low-energy limit of a wide class

of models of this type whose leading-order phenomenologies will be exactly those

we have investigated in this chapter.
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Chapter 4

Kaluza-Klein Towers in the Early Universe: Phase Transitions,

Relic Abundances, and Applications to Axion Cosmology

The presence of additional light scalar degrees of freedom is a common feature of

many extensions of the Standard Model (SM). Examples include the QCD axion [34–

37], a more general set of axions and axion-like particles [38], majorons [30, 31],

familons [32], chameleons [39–42], branons [33], dilatons, and a variety of other

string and geometric moduli [43–45]. Scalars of this sort are typically light due

to symmetries of the high-scale theory which prevent them from acquiring masses.

As a result, masses for these particles must be generated by dynamical processes

at lower scales which break these symmetries — often in conjunction with a cos-

mological phase transition. This dynamics also generically leads to a non-trivial

time-dependence for the masses of these fields, the details of which can have a sig-

nificant impact on their late-time energy densities. Understanding these effects is

crucial, since such particles can potentially have a variety of phenomenological and

cosmological consequences, both helpful and harmful. Indeed, scalars of this sort can

contribute to the total abundances of dark matter or dark energy; induce additional,

late periods of reheating after cosmic inflation, potentially resulting in substantially

modified cosmologies [156]; prematurely induce matter-domination and/or overclose

the universe; and disrupt the formation of light elements through late decays.

While the detailed dynamics of mass generation can have important consequences

even in scenarios involving only a single light scalar, the situation becomes far richer

in scenarios involving multiple such fields. Indeed, in cases in which these scalars

have the same quantum numbers, the dynamics of mass generation can lead them

to experience time-dependent mixing. This mixing in turn leads to a continual re-
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distribution of energy density among the scalars during the mass-generation epoch.

Such a redistribution can also have profound effects on the late-time energy den-

sities of these fields, several of which were pointed out in Ref. [7]. Specifically,

even in a theory involving only two scalars, such a redistribution can lead their late

time abundances to experience either an enhancement or a suppression, depend-

ing on the choice of model parameters. Moreover, in certain regimes, the system

may experience a parametric resonance which can have further dramatic effects on

these abundances. Finally, the system may also experience a “re-overdamping” phe-

nomenon in which its energy density reverts to behaving like vacuum energy at a

time after its initial transition from the overdamped to underdamped regime.

A variety of scenarios for new physics predict large numbers of scalar fields with

similar quantum numbers. Indeed, such collections of fields emerge naturally from a

variety of string constructions [84, 85], from axiverse considerations [86], and more

generally from theories with extra dimensions. Of course, many features of such

theories are highly model-dependent, including the number of fields present, the form

of the mass-squared matrix for these fields (both at very early and at very late times),

and the time or temperature scales associated with the dynamical mechanisms for

mass generation. However, a given specific new-physics context is likely to lead to

certain theoretical structures in which some of these features become fixed. For

example, theories in which a scalar propagates in extra spacetime dimensions give

rise to infinite numbers of scalar fields which are organized into Kaluza-Klein (KK)

towers in which the form of the mass matrix at early times — even prior to the

onset of any mass-generating phase transition — is dictated by the geometry of the

compactification manifold. Because such KK towers arise generically in scenarios

involving compact extra dimensions (such as string theories, supergravity theories,

and many other high-scale unification models), the features associated with the

cosmological evolution of such KK towers — including the dynamical flow of energy

amongst the different KK modes prior to, during, and after cosmological phase
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transitions — are likely to play an important role in early-universe cosmology.

In this chapter we tackle this important question. In particular, we study the

early-universe cosmology of a KK tower of scalar fields in the presence of a mass-

generating phase transition, focusing on the time-development of the total tower

energy density (which determines the relic abundance) as well as its distribution

across the different KK modes. On the one hand, this study is critical for under-

standing the cosmological issues associated with extra spacetime dimensions per se.

On the other hand, this study also represents an extension of the analysis presented

in Ref. [7]. In that analysis, only two scalar fields were considered, but these fields

were permitted to experience the most general possible mixings between them. In

this analysis, by contrast, the number of scalar fields is infinite but the structure of

the KK tower and the interplay between brane and bulk physics imposes a strict

mixing structure. A goal of this chapter is therefore to understand the consequences

of this simultaneous extension in the number of fields and narrowing of the allowed

mixing structure.

As we shall see, studying the dynamics of a complete KK tower can be a signif-

icant undertaking due to its infinite number of fields — especially in the presence

of a non-trivial, time-dependent, mass-generating and mixing-inducing phase tran-

sition. Therefore, in this chapter, we shall work towards this goal in distinct stages

by starting with only one KK mode and then introducing more and more KK ex-

citations into the system. Ultimately, we shall build towards the full, infinite KK

tower. In each case, our goal is to trace the flow of energy through the system and

to examine the behavior of such quantities as the total late-time energy density as

well as its distribution across the available KK modes. Moreover, our goal is to

retain as much generality as possible. We shall therefore refrain from specifying the

exact nature of our KK tower other than to specify that its constituents are scalars.

Our results will therefore be broadly applicable to any of the particular scalar fields

listed above.
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This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 4.1, we begin by establishing the

context in which we shall be working and review the general properties of our setup.

Then, in Sect. 4.2, we begin our study by considering the case of only a single scalar

field undergoing a mass-generating phase transition. In particular, our analysis will

extend beyond the usual “adiabatic” and “abrupt” regimes commonly discussed in

the literature. In Sect. 4.3, we then broaden our perspective by considering the case

of only the N lowest-lying KK excitations, where N is arbitrary but finite. As we

shall see, situations with finite N have a number of properties which render their

cosmological evolution somewhat distinct. In Sect. 4.4, we then examine how our

system behaves as a function of N for N � 1, and in Sect. 4.5 we present our results

for the full, infinite KK tower. In order to distinguish this case from the large-N case

in Sect. 4.4, we shall refer to the KK tower as representing the case with N =∞.

Until this point, our analysis is completely general and applicable to any scalar

field. However, in Sect. 4.6, we then apply our machinery to the case in which

our scalar is an axion or axion-like particle. This allows us to interpret our results

within a particular phenomenologically relevant context, and illustrate the signifi-

cant phenomenological implications that our results can have. Finally, in Sect. 4.7,

we summarize our main conclusions and discuss further potential consequences of

our results.

As evident from this outline, our method for studying the properties of a full

KK theory involves truncating the KK tower to its N lowest-lying modes and then

considering the N →∞ limit. Indeed, this is a valid, standard approach. How-

ever, as a by-product of our analysis, we shall discover that such a truncation is

not unique. Specifically, we shall develop an alternate, “UV-based” effective trun-

cation of KK theories which has a number of interesting theoretical properties that

distinguish it from the more traditional “IR-based” truncation typically used in the

extra-dimension literature. Both truncations lead to the same physics as N →∞,

but differ significantly for finite N . This alternate truncation will be discussed in
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Sect. 4.4.2.

4.1 The Framework

In this section, we establish the framework in which our analysis will take place. This

framework is similar to that considered in Refs. [134, 135, 138, 139], and is essen-

tially a KK-oriented extension of the framework considered in Ref. [7]. Specifically,

we consider a flat, five-dimensional spacetime geometry of the form M× S1/ZZ2,

whereM denotes our usual four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime and where S1/ZZ2

denotes an orbifolded circle (i.e., a line segment) of length 2πR. Our spacetime co-

ordinates shall be denoted (xµ, x5), µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, where 0 ≤ x5 ≤ 2πR and where

the orbifold action is given by x5 → −x5. We shall further imagine that our usual

Standard-Model (SM) fields and interactions are confined to a four-dimensional

brane localized at the orbifold fixed point at x5 = 0.

Within this geometry we consider a five-dimensional scalar field Φ(xµ, x5) and a

corresponding five-dimensional action S of the form

S =

∫
d4x dx5

[
Lbulk(Φ) + δ(x5)Lbrane(ψi,Φ)

]
(4.1)

where ψi are fields confined to the SM brane. In general, our bulk action will contain

generic kinetic and mass terms of the form

Lbulk(Φ) =
1

2
∂MΦ∗∂MΦ− 1

2
M2 |Φ|2 . (4.2)

However, many well-motivated scalars such as moduli and axions have a primor-

dial shift symmetry under which Φ→ Φ + c for arbitrary constants c. With this

motivation in mind, we shall henceforth assume that M = 0.

The brane Lagrangian Lbrane, on the other hand, includes the SM Lagrangian in

addition to interactions between Φ and the SM fields. In general, these interactions
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can open up decay channels from Φ to SM states. However, such interactions can also

lead an effective four-dimensional mass for Φ on the brane. Such masses are typically

generated as the result of some brane-localized dynamics (such as a brane-localized

phase transition) which occurs at some time during the cosmological evolution on

the brane and which explicitly breaks the shift symmetry. For this reason, we shall

allow our brane Lagrangian to include a time-dependent effective brane-mass term

of the form
1

V Lbrane(Φ) = − 1

2
m2(t) |Φ|2 + ... (4.3)

where V ≡ 2πR is the compactification volume. The behavior of m(t) is ultimately

determined by the details of the non-perturbative dynamics on the brane and thus

highly model-dependent.

This information alone is sufficient to allow us to determine the effective four-

dimensional theory that emerges upon compactification. Assuming that Φ has even

parity under the orbifold action x5 → −x5, we may perform a Kaluza-Klein expan-

sion of the form

Φ(xµ, x5) =
1√
V

∞∑

k=0

rkφk(x
µ) cos

(
kx5

R

)
(4.4)

with normalization constants r0 = 1 and rk =
√

2 for all k > 0, as appropriate for

a S1/ZZ2 compactification. Inserting this into our action and integrating over x5 we

obtain an effective four-dimensional action of the form

Leff =
∞∑

k=0

[
1

2
(∂µφk)

2 − 1

2

∞∑

`=0

φkM2
k`(t)φ`

]
+ ... (4.5)
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where our time-dependent mass matrix M2
k` is given by

M2
k` = k` δk`M

2
c + rkr`m

2(t)

= m2(t)




1
√

2
√

2 · · ·
√

2 2 + M2
c

m2(t)
2 · · ·

√
2 2 2 + 4M2

c

m2(t)
· · ·

...
...

...
. . .




(4.6)

with Mc ≡ 1/R. The first term in the top line of Eq. (4.6) represents the expected

KK contribution from the physics in the bulk, while the second term reflects the

contribution from physics on the brane which breaks the translational symmetry in

the x5-direction and thereby introduces a mixing between the different KK modes.

Given the Lagrangian in Eq. (4.5), it follows that in a flat Friedman-Robertson-

Walker (FRW) spacetime the zero-momentum modes of the KK scalars φk obey the

coupled equations of motion

φ̈k + 3H(t)φ̇k +
∞∑

`=0

M2
k`(t)φ` = 0 (4.7)

where H(t) ≡ κ/(3t) is the Hubble parameter. Note that κ = 2 and κ = 3/2 for

matter- and radiation-dominated epochs, respectively. If M2
k` were constant as a

function of time, it would be possible to pass to a mass-eigenstate basis {φλ} in which

the different differential equations in Eq. (4.7) would decouple. Unfortunately, the

time-dependence of m(t) leads to a time-dependence forM2
k`. This time-dependence

induces an unavoidable mixing between the different modes, since even the mass-

eigenstate basis is continually changing. It is this feature which underpins the non-

trivial dynamics we shall be studying in this chapter. Likewise, at any moment in
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time, the total energy density associated with our system of KK modes is given by

ρ =
1

2

∑

k

φ̇2
k +

1

2

∑

k,`

φkM2
k`φk . (4.8)

If the mass matrixM2
k` were time-independent, it would be possible to rewrite this

energy density in the mass-eigenstate basis as the sum of individual contributions:

ρ =
∑

λ

ρλ (4.9)

where

ρλ =
1

2

(
φ̇2
λ + λ2φ2

λ

)
. (4.10)

Unfortunately, once again, the time-dependence of the mass matrix renders such

a decomposition impossible. Thus, we may consider the total energy density in

Eq. (4.8) as receiving contributions from individual mass eigenstates as in Eq. (4.9)

only during those periods of cosmological evolution for which the mass matrix might

not be changing with time.

In general, we shall assume that the mass m(t) is generated through some sort

of phase transition on the brane whose occurrence is centered at some time tG

in cosmological history and which requires a duration ∆G over which to unfold.

We shall therefore assume that m(t) = 0 long before the phase transition (i.e., for

t� tG), while we shall assume that m(t) is given by some fixed mass m long after

the phase transition (i.e., for t� tG). The precise details of how m(t) evolves from

0 to m clearly depend on the particular structure of the phase transition in question,

but we shall find that the most important feature of this function will be its “width”

∆G. For concreteness, we shall therefore adopt the function [7]

m(t) =
1

2
m

{
1 + erf

[
1√
2δG

log

(
t

tG

)]}
, (4.11)
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where m is the mass at asymptotically late times, where tG is the central time

defined by m(tG) = m/2, and where ‘erf’ denotes the so-called “error” function.

In Eq. (4.11), the quantity δG ∈ [0, 1] is a dimensionless parameter describing the

“width” of the phase transition, with δG = 0 corresponding to an essentially instan-

taneous phase transition and δG = 1 describing a phase transition which proceeds

as slowly as possible. Given the dimensionless parameter δG, the physical timescale

∆G over which the phase transition occurs is then given by [7]

∆G ≡
√

2πδGtG . (4.12)

Indeed, given Eq. (4.11), we may view the transition from m = 0 to m = m as

occurring over a “width” ∆G logarithmically centered at tG.

This choice of function is discussed more fully in Ref. [7]. Indeed, it is shown

in Ref. [7] that this function models the time-dependence of a variety of phase

transitions extremely well in the neighborhood of tG, where the mass function is

changing most rapidly. This includes the instanton-induced phase transition that

gives mass to the QCD axion. Of course, as discussed in Refs. [89, 90, 157, 158],

the actual QCD phase transition leads to a mass function m(t) which exhibits a

power-law dependence on t at early times t � tG, and which is then often taken

to be followed by one or more slope discontinuities near t ∼ tG before becoming

a constant for t� tG. By contrast, our functional form for m(t) is designed to

interpolate smoothly between fixed early- and late-time values in such a way that

there is an adjustable and easily identifiable “width” ∆G. Despite these differences,

however, it is shown in Ref. [7] that our functional form models the QCD functional

form extremely well near t ∼ tG.

Of course, many other choices are possible for the particular functional form

of m(t), with different choices being more or less suitable in different contexts.

However, none of the qualitative results of this chapter will ultimately depend on
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these specific details.

In general, we may choose to consider phase transitions with any δG ≤ 1. Indeed,

as discussed in Ref. [7], situations with δG > 1 suffer from an unphysical boundary

artifact near t ≈ 0, namely the emergence of a “fake” mass-generating phase transi-

tion whose width tends to decrease as δG increases beyond δG = 1. However, when

m/Mc � 1, it turns out that an additional boundary effect emerges which restricts

δG even more strongly, ultimately imposing an upper limit on δG which is less than

1 and which depends on m/Mc. (Specifically, as δG increases for m/Mc � 1, the

effective “mixing angle” θ between our ground state and the first excited state starts

changing, evolving from θ = 0 to θ = θ more and more rapidly and at earlier and

earlier times. Ultimately we reach a new critical value of δG beyond which the θ-

width ∆θ in Eq. (4.3) of Ref. [7] actually starts to decrease when δG is increased,

giving the appearance of a new “fake” phase transition at early times near t ≈ 0.)

Avoiding this unphysical behavior then imposes an additional upper bound on δG

which we can evaluate numerically as a function of m/Mc and N . In this chapter

we shall therefore restrict our attention to situations with δG ≤ 1 but also impose

this additional constraint as appropriate for large m/Mc.

In this context, we note that theories with extra spacetime dimensions must

generally obey additional “normalcy-temperature” constraints [115, 159] which are

more easily satisfied within cosmological low-temperature reheating (LTR) scenar-

ios in which inflation occurs late and reheating occurs at temperatures as low as

TRH ∼ O(MeV) [25]. If we assume the dynamics that generate m(t) are at higher

scales than TRH, then our mass-generating phase transition can be assumed to occur

during an inflaton-dominated — i.e., a matter-dominated — epoch. However this

assumption will not play a significant role in our analysis, and the primary results

of this chapter will hold regardless of the specific cosmological timeline assumed.

Given the differential equations of motion in Eq. (4.7), the only ingredients of

our model remaining to be specified are the initial conditions on each field mode
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φk. While in principle many possibilities exist, the existence of the shift symmetry

Φ→ Φ + c prior to mass generation on the brane suggests that Φ might have an

arbitrary fixed displacement at early times ti � tG, with a fixed non-zero vacuum

expectation value (VEV) 〈Φ〉 6= 0. Upon KK reduction, this corresponds to initial

conditions given by

φk(ti) = 〈φ0〉 δ0k

φ̇k(ti) = 0 , (4.13)

where 〈φ0〉 ≡
√

2πR 〈Φ〉. We shall therefore take these to be the initial conditions for

our differential equations (4.7) in what follows. It is important to note that these

initial conditions have several additional advantages beyond their natural origins

outlined above. First, as long as the initial time ti is sufficiently prior to tG, our

ensemble of KK modes will have zero energy. Thus, as we shall see, all energy

accrued by our KK system is solely the result of the phase transition on the brane.

Moreover, these initial conditions, being essentially static, free our system and its

subsequent dynamics from all details concerning the generation of the initial VEV

〈Φ〉. As a result, the time at which the initial VEV 〈Φ〉 is generated is arbitrary and

we need not concern ourselves with its origins. Indeed, as we shall see, the precise

value of ti will not affect our analysis, or any of our conclusions. Finally, we remark

that while 〈φ0〉 sets an overall energy scale, this scale will be irrelevant for our

purposes since the equations of motion are linear and our main interest will be on

relative comparisons between energy scales rather than their absolute magnitudes.

Finally, let us discuss the masses of the individual KK modes in this model. Even

though our overall brane mass m(t) is continually changing in time, diagonalizing

the matrix in Eq. (4.6) at any moment in time leads directly to the corresponding

instantaneous (mass)2 eigenvalues λ2
k. While no closed-form analytical expressions

for these eigenvalues exist, they may be readily approximated in the m/Mc � 1 and
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m/Mc � 1 limits. In the m/Mc � 1 limit, we find

λk ≈




m k = 0

kMc k > 0 .

(4.14)

There are two ways to interpret this result. If we imagine holding Mc fixed, this limit

corresponds to taking m extremely small. This renders the brane irrelevant in the

KK mass decomposition, and indeed the results in Eq. (4.14) are then the eigenvalues

expected from a straightforward compactification on a circle. Alternatively, if we

imagine holding m fixed, we see that this limit corresponds to taking Mc extremely

large. We then have only a single light mode with mass λ0 ≈ m, which is nothing

but the four-dimensional limit. By contrast, for m/Mc � 1, the mixing between the

modes is maximized and our corresponding eigenvalues are given by [134, 138]

λk ≈ (k + 1/2)Mc . (4.15)

It is remarkable that the effect of the brane mass in this limit is entirely m-

independent, and merely amounts to shifting our eigenvalues by Mc/2. Indeed,

these shifted eigenvalues are those that would have emerged from an anti -periodic

compactification on a circle. Finally, for intermediate values of m/Mc, we find that

our eigenvalues λk tend to follow Eq. (4.15) for k � πm2/M2
c and Eq. (4.14) for

k � πm2/M2
c , with λk taking values that smoothly evolve between these two ex-

tremes for other values of k.

It is important to stress that this behavior for the eigenvalues emerges only in

the limit in which we consider the full KK tower with its infinite complement of KK

modes, k = 0, 1, ...,∞. By contrast, if we truncate the mass matrix in Eq. (4.6) to

its first N rows and columns so that 0 ≤ {k, `} ≤ N − 1, our general expectations

described above continue to apply only for the eigenvalues λ0, ..., λN−2. However, for

the highest eigenvalue λN−1, we find that the above expectations continue to apply
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Figure 4.1: The mass spectrum λk for N = 10, plotted as a function of m/Mc. When
m�Mc, our mass eigenvalues follow the simple form given in Eq. (4.14). By contrast,
when m�Mc, all but the highest mass eigenvalue shift upwards by Mc/2, while the high-
est mass eigenvalue diverges according to Eq. (4.16) for m2/M2

c
>∼ O(

√
N). As discussed

in the text, this anomalous behavior of the highest mass eigenvalue is an artifact of having
truncated our KK tower to only a finite number of states, and disappears as N →∞.

only for m2/M2
c
<∼ O(

√
N). By contrast, for N � 1 and for m2/M2

c
>∼ O(

√
N), we

instead find that

λN−1 ≈
√

2N m . (4.16)

The normalized eigenvalue λN−1/Mc thus diverges as m/Mc →∞.

The behavior of the eigenvalues λk is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where we have plotted

the values of λk=0,...,9 as functions of m/Mc for N = 10. As is clear from Fig. 4.1, the

somewhat anomalous behavior of λN−1 is ultimately an artifact of truncating our

KK tower to its first N values. However, as N increases, this anomalous behavior of

λN−1 sets in only at increasingly large values of m/Mc. Thus, in the N →∞ limit,

this anomalous behavior disappears altogether, as expected.

In our model the quantity m is generally time-dependent, rising from zero to
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some final, fixed late-time value m as the result of our mass-generating phase tran-

sition on the brane. The corresponding eigenvalues λ2
k are thus set by Eq. (4.14)

with m = 0 at early times, but subsequently evolve towards late-time results which

are governed by the magnitude of the late-time ratio m/Mc. Meanwhile, each of the

corresponding KK fields φk is evolving according to Eq. (4.7), with the non-diagonal

mass matrix M2
k` inducing a time-dependent mixing between the KK modes and

even between their instantaneous mass eigenstates. This, coupled with the continu-

ously decreasing Hubble friction term H(t) in Eq. (4.7), leads to a highly non-trivial

dynamical system, with energy slowly being introduced into the system as the result

of the mass-generating phase transition while it is simultaneously and continually

redistributed across the different modes and dissipated from each mode. Under-

standing this energy flow is critical if we are to properly understand the cosmologi-

cal implications of such KK scalar towers in the presence of mass-generating phase

transitions in the early universe. This is therefore the main task to which we now

turn.

4.2 N = 1: Mapping out the 4D Limit

We begin our analysis by focusing on the simplest case: that of only one scalar field,

i.e., the case with N = 1. This case lacks any dependence on Mc, and therefore

can be considered equivalent to a four-dimensional limit in which Mc � m(t) at

all times (so that all KK modes with k ≥ 1 effectively decouple from the problem).

This case of a single scalar field φ(t) undergoing a mass-generating phase transition

has been studied extensively in the literature (see, e.g., Refs. [137, 160]), but only in

certain “adiabatic” or “abrupt” limits. In this section, by contrast, we shall provide

a complete mapping of the entire relevant parameter space.

In general, given the equation of motion in Eq. (4.7), we see that the field φ(t)

simply follows the trajectory of a damped harmonic oscillator with time-dependent

critical damping coefficient ζ ≡ 3H/2m. Such an oscillator is overdamped if ζ > 1
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and only experiences oscillations in the underdamped regime with ζ < 1. Since

H(t) ∼ κ/(3t) is monotonically decreasing while m(t) is monotonically increasing,

we see that ζ is constantly decreasing. As a result, the field φ(t) is necessarily

overdamped at times t� tG and does not begin to undergo coherent oscillations

until ζ = 1. We shall let tζ denote this time at which such coherent oscillations

begin. In general, we know that tζ cannot come too much earlier than tG (i.e., we

cannot have tG − tζ � ∆G) since our field φ is presumed massless prior to the onset

of the phase transition. Likewise, if tζ occurs long after the phase transition has

already occurred (i.e., if tζ − tG � ∆G), the specific details of the phase transition

such as its shape or width will have a negligible effect on the resulting dynamics

and on the corresponding energy density ρ. However, if |tζ − tG| <∼ ∆G, the specific

properties of the phase transition can be significant.

Two approximations are typically used in the literature in order to estimate the

effects of the phase transition within this third regime. Both rest upon considering

extreme limits of the phase-transition width ∆G. If the width is large enough so

that ṁ/m� m at all times during the field oscillations (i.e., at all times after

tζ), then the field undergoes many oscillations during the phase transition. This is

the so-called adiabatic approximation: the fields remain virialized during the phase

transition and we can approximate the energy density by

ρ4D(t) ≈ 1

2
〈φ0〉2m(tζ)m(t)

[
a(tζ)

a(t)

]3

(4.17)

where a(t) ∼ tκ/3 is the cosmological scale factor. By contrast, if the phase transi-

tion width ∆G is extremely small, we are in the so-called abrupt approximation: our

assumption that |tζ − tG| <∼ ∆G forces tζ and tG to coincide, and the phase transi-

tion happens so rapidly that the field φ(t) retains its initial value 〈φ0〉 until tG (or

equivalently tζ), at which point it immediately begins oscillating coherently. The

evolution of the energy density is then easily obtained by solving Eq. (4.7) with
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N = 1 analytically. This yields the exact solution

ρ4D(t) =
π2

8
〈φ0〉2m4 t

κ+1
G

tκ−1

[
B2

1(t) +B2
2(t)
]
, (4.18)

where

B1(t) ≡ Jκ+(mtG)Yκ−(mt)− Jκ−(mt)Yκ+(mtG)

B2(t) ≡ Jκ+(mt)Yκ+(mtG)− Jκ+(mtG)Yκ+(mt)

(4.19)

and where we have defined κ± ≡ (κ± 1)/2. Note that in both Eq. (4.17) and

Eq. (4.18), the quantity t is measured against the same cosmological clock that

measures tG.

While the approximations above are applicable in two limits of parameter space,

it is important to understand the behavior of the late-time energy density over the

entire parameter space. In particular, although the mass-generating phase transi-

tion generally pumps energy into the system, and although this energy density is

ultimately dissipated by the Hubble friction that slowly damps the resulting field

oscillations, it turns out that there can be an additional source of dissipation and

therefore an additional source of suppression of the late-time energy density ρ4D com-

pared to our usual expectations based on the abrupt approximation. This arises if

the corresponding field is undergoing oscillations during the phase transition, while

the mass of the field is changing appreciably.

It is easy to identify those regions of parameter space for which this will be the

case. In general, there are two criteria that must be satisfied if the scalar field is to

undergo at least one oscillation while the mass of the field is changing appreciably.

First, the scalar field must indeed be undergoing oscillations at some point during

the phase transition — i.e., our system must be in the underdamped regime before
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Figure 4.2: The late-time energy density ρ4D, plotted within the (mtG, δG) plane and
normalized to the value it would have had in the abrupt approximation (left panel) or
adiabatic approximation (right panel). In each case the colors and black lines indicate
the contours of the normalized ρ4D (i.e., the degrees to which the true late-time energy
density is enhanced or suppressed relative to its approximated value), while the blue lines
indicate the corresponding contours of (tζ − tG)/∆G. As additional relevant guidelines,
the dashed line in the left panel indicates the contour along which ∆G = 2π/m, while
in the right panel it indicates the contour along which ṁ(tζ) = m2(tζ). In general, the
energy densities in regions above or to the left of these guidelines in the left (right) panel
tend to obey the abrupt (adiabatic) approximation more strongly than those below or to
the right.

the mass of our field reaches m. We thus must have 3H <∼ 2m, or equivalently

mtG >∼ κ/2, where we have taken tG as a rough benchmark time for the phase

transition. Second, in order to ensure that at least one or more field oscillations

occur during the interval over which the mass is changing, we require that the

timescale associated with the field oscillations be shorter than the phase-transition

timescale associated with the changing mass. The former timescale is generally given

by 2π/m and thus decreases throughout the phase transition, ultimately reaching

a minimum value 2π/m, while the latter timescale is nothing but ∆G. As a rough

benchmark, our phase transition will therefore include at least one oscillation so long
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as ∆G
>∼ 2π/m, or equivalently mtG >∼

√
2π/δG. Combining our two conditions, we

thus find that an additional suppression of the late-time energy density compared

with what we might expect based on the abrupt approximation will occur as long

as our system satisfies the rough benchmark criterion

mtG >∼ max

{√
2π

δG
,
κ

2

}
. (4.20)

Note that for a matter- or radiation-dominated background cosmology, the under-

damped condition will automatically be satisfied whenever the oscillation condition

is satisfied.

In the left panel of Fig. 4.2, we plot the exact numerical value of the late-time

energy-density ratio ρ4D(δG)/ρ4D(0) within the (mtG,δG) plane. For reference, the

benchmark contour with ∆G = 2π/m is also plotted. In general, the regions above

and to the right of this contour (i.e., regions with mtG � 1) indeed experience

suppressions which grow increasingly severe compared with what we might expect

from the abrupt approximation. As indicated in Fig. 4.2, these are regions with

tζ > tG. Surprisingly, however, we note that there is also a region in which the late-

time energy density is enhanced compared with its abrupt expectation. This region

arises only for mtG ∼ O(1), and typically has tζ − tG <∼ ∆G. Like the corresponding

suppression, this too is a feature of considering a non-zero timescale for the phase

transition, occurring only when δG > 0. Finally, for mtG � 1 or for δG � 1, we see

that our late-time energy density is neither enhanced nor suppressed. Indeed, these

are the regions in which the abrupt approximation applies.

In the right panel of Fig. 4.2, we plot the same late-time energy density ρ4D(δG),

only now normalized to what we might expect from the adiabatic approximation.

In this case, the contour with ṁ/m2 = 1 at t = tζ is shown as a relevant guide-

line. Unlike the comparison to the abrupt approximation, in this case we see that

the late-time energy density ρ4D(δG) is enhanced throughout the entire region with
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δG > 0. As expected, this enhancement is relatively mild in regions to the left of

the ṁ/m2 = 1 contour but grows increasingly severe below and to the right. Once

again, it is only for mtG � 1 that the adiabatic approximation appears to hold.

We see, then, that our usual expectations based on the abrupt or adiabatic ap-

proximations apply only in relatively small regions of the full (mtG, δG) parameter

space, the former consisting of the regions with mtG � 1 or δG � 1 and the latter

consisting of the region with mtG � 1. Interestingly, we see that either approxima-

tion yields the same (reliable) result for mtG � 1, regardless of the value of δG. In

all other regions, however, we see that these standard approximations break down

— often significantly — with the adiabatic approximation tending to underestimate

the true value and the abrupt approximation either under- or over-estimating the

true value, depending on the particular values of mtG and δG.

One of the advantages of the abrupt and/or adiabatic approximations is that

they provide relatively simple, analytical expressions for the late-time energy den-

sity ρ4D(δG). Unfortunately, as we have seen, these expressions are accurate only

within relatively narrow slices of the full parameter space. Given this deficiency,

we now offer two approximate analytical expressions for ρ4D(δG)/ρ4D(0) which to-

gether describe its numerical values fairly accurately across the entire parameter

space shown in Fig. 4.2. Subsequent use of the analytical expression in Eq. (4.17)

then allows us to isolate ρ4D(δG).

We begin by noting that within the suppressed region in the left panel of Fig. 4.2,

the contours of ρ4D(δG)/ρ4D(0) roughly follow the same slope as the contour with

∆G = 2π/m. Indeed, for δG <∼ 0.3, one finds the approximate power-law scaling

behavior
ρ4D(δG)

ρ4D(0)
∼ 1

mtGδG
. (4.21)

Of course, as we move closer to the δG = 1 boundary, the contours deviate from this

scaling behavior and the suppression grows increasingly severe. Nevertheless, we
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find an approximate expression

ρ4D(δG)

ρ4D(0)
≈ (mtGδG)−0.92

1 + [(mtG)1/4 − 3/2] δ2
G

(4.22)

which holds to within ±20% across the entire suppressed region and which approx-

imately reduces to the power-law result in Eq. (4.21) for very small δG.

By contrast, turning to the enhanced region near m ∼ 1/tG, we see the maxi-

mum of this enhancement always occurs at δG = 1. Indeed, we find that we can

approximate this enhancement analytically in the Gaussian form

ρ4D(δG)

ρ4D(0)
≈ 1 + 0.42 exp


−~vT


1.64 0.68

0.68 0.67


~v


 , (4.23)

where ~v ≡ [ log(mtG/0.54), log(δG) ]T . In this case, the error associated with this ap-

proximation is bounded to lie between −10% and 5% throughout the non-suppressed

portion of the parameter space shown. Thus, with the analytical expressions in

Eq. (4.22) and Eq. (4.23), we now cover the entire single-scalar parameter space.

We shall nevertheless continue to use our exact results throughout the rest of this

chapter.

In Fig. 4.2 we have presented our results for the late-time energy density ρ4D as

fractions of the values this quantity would have had in either the abrupt or adiabatic

approximations. These results therefore enabled us to understand the effects that

can accrue beyond the regions in which these approximations are valid. However,

it is also important to consider the absolute magnitudes of ρ4D that are generated

throughout our (mtG, δG) parameter space. These can be trivially obtained at each

point in parameter space by multiplying the results in the left panel of Fig. 4.2 by

the corresponding values in Eq. (4.18) [or equivalently the results in the right panel

of Fig. 4.2 by the corresponding values in Eq. (4.17)].

The results are shown in Fig. 4.3, where we plot the absolute magnitude of ρ4D
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Figure 4.3: The absolute late-time energy density ρ4D, plotted in units of 1
2〈φ〉2t−2 within

the (mtG, δG) plane. Note that our late-time energy density ρ4D is generally independent
of δG for {mtG <∼ 103, δG <∼ 0.5} and scales roughly as (mtG)2 within this region.

in units of 1
2
〈φ〉2t−2. Once again, t refers to universal time, measured against the

same cosmological clock as tG. Thus, for example, if our late-time mass is chosen

to be mtG = 10 and our mass-generating phase transition width is chosen to be

δG = 0.4, we find from Fig. 4.3 that our resulting late-time energy density ρ4D is

given approximately as

ρ4D(t) ≈ 50 〈φ〉2 t−2 . (4.24)

In general, we see from Fig. 4.3 that our late-time energy density ρ4D is independent

of δG for {mtG <∼ 103, δG <∼ 0.5} and moreover scales roughly as

ρ ∼ (mtG)2 (4.25)

for mtG >∼ 1. Of course, this scaling behavior extends to larger and larger values of

mtG as δG → 0, as we expect from the abrupt approximation.
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4.3 N > 1: A General Study with Multiple Fields

We now consider how these results evolve as we move away from the N = 1 limit

and consider larger, arbitrary values of N . Note that although we will eventually

be considering the N →∞ limit, the theories we analyze here with finite N > 1 are

interesting in their own right, as will be discussed further in the Conclusions. As

discussed in Sect. 4.1, taking N > 1 introduces not only additional φ fields (each

potentially with its own critical oscillation time tζ) but also the non-trivial mixing

between these fields that is a consequence of the mass-generating phase transition

on the brane (resulting in a non-diagonal squared-mass matrixM2
k`). Systems with

N > 1 can therefore be expected to be considerably more complex than their simpler

N = 1 cousins.

Towards this end, we shall concentrate not only on the behavior of the total late-

time energy density ρ but also on its distribution across the different φ fields. As

discussed in Sect. 4.1, one cannot resolve the individual contributions to the total

energy density ρ during times when the mass matrix is appreciably changing, since

the non-vanishing time-derivatives ofM2
k` introduce new terms into ρ which prevent

its simple decomposition into the form in Eq. (4.9). However, at late times t for

which (t− tG)/∆G � 1 — i.e., at times when the phase transition is largely com-

pleted — the corresponding mass matrixM2
k` becomes essentially time-independent.

The mass-eigenstate fields φλ then decouple from each other and virialize. At such

late times, a decomposition such as that in Eq. (4.9) becomes possible, with each

such late-time energy density contribution ρλ given in Eq. (4.10). Thus, in order to

characterize the late-time energy configuration of the system with N fields, we can

calculate not only ρ but also the individual contributions ρλ corresponding to the

N individual mass eigenstates φλ.

Finally, following Ref. [134], another useful quantity we may define is the so-

called tower fraction η. This quantity measures the fraction of the total energy
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density which is carried by all but the most abundant mode in the tower:

η ≡ 1−max
λ

{
ρλ
ρ

}
. (4.26)

For large but finite N , the tower fraction η takes values within 0 ≤ η < 1 and can

be viewed as quantifying the extent to which our system really has multiple compo-

nents, with each carrying some relevant portion of the total energy density. If η is

extremely close to zero, then almost all of the total energy density is captured within

a single field, rendering the other fields largely irrelevant from a phenomenological

point of view. For this reason we shall be most interested in systems with larger

values of η.

Given this, we shall analyze the general-N system by tracing its energy flow,

moment by moment through the mass-generating phase transition, ultimately eval-

uating the total late-time energy density ρ, its distribution across the individual

contributions ρλ, and the corresponding late-time value of η — all as functions of

m, Mc, tG, and δG.

4.3.1 Instantaneous phase transition

It turns out that we can actually perform this calculation analytically in the special

abrupt-transition limit δG → 0. Indeed, in this limit our mass matrix M2
k` is time-

independent both before and after tG, and all that we need calculate is the sudden

change of basis from the KK-eigenstate basis φk which is appropriate before tG to

the mass-eigenstate basis φλ which is appropriate after. Prior to tG, only φk=0 has

an initial displacement 〈φ0〉: this field is massless prior to tG, and thus the system

has no energy and none of the fields oscillate. However, for times after tG, our mass

eigenstates φλ become

φλ =
N−1∑

k=0

Uλk φk (4.27)
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Figure 4.4: The abundance fractions ρλ/ρ at time t = tG, evaluated within the abrupt
δG → 0 limit and plotted as functions of m/Mc for N = 10 (left panel) and N = 100 (right
panel). In both panels we observe that the lightest mode carries the largest fractional
abundance for small m/Mc, but that this abundance is more fully distributed amongst
the modes as m/Mc increases. For finite N , this abundance then ultimately collects in the
heaviest mode as m/Mc →∞. This last feature is ultimately an artifact of the truncation
to only finitely many modes, and disappears in the N →∞ limit. In all cases, the sum of
the fractional abundances shown is equal to 1 for all m/Mc.

where Uλk is the time-independent but N -dependent unitary basis-change matrix

that diagonalizes M2
k`. The initial conditions in Eq. (4.13) then become

φλ(tG) = Uλ0 〈φ0〉

φ̇λ(tG) = 0 , (4.28)

whereupon our total energy density at t = tG is given by

ρ(tG) =
∑

λ

ρλ(tG) = 1
2

∑

λ

λ2φ2
λ

= 1
2

∑

λ

λ2 U2
λ0 〈φ0〉2 . (4.29)
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However, for all N , our basis-change matrix Uλk satisfies the remarkable identity

∑

λ

λ2 U2
λ0 = m2 (4.30)

which completely eliminates from ρ(tG) what has otherwise been a highly non-trivial

dependence on Mc (and N). We thus find that our phase transition at t = tG injects

into our N -mode system a total energy density

ρ(tG) = 1
2
m2 〈φ0〉2 , (4.31)

with individual fractional contributions

ρλ(tG)

ρ(tG)
=

(
λ

m

)2

U2
λ0 . (4.32)

Note that because we are working in the abrupt δG → 0 limit, the mass m, eigen-

values λ, and basis-change matrix Uλk in Eqs. (4.27) through (4.32) are constant

for all times after tG and thus equal to their late-time values: m = m, λ = λ, and

Uλk = Uλk.

In general, we see from Eq. (4.31) that the total energy density injected into our

system grows polynomially with m. However, the individual contributions to this

total energy density vary non-trivially as a function of m/Mc — even when expressed

as a fraction relative to the total. These individual fractional contributions to the

total energy density at t = tG are plotted as functions of m/Mc for N = 10 in the

left panel of Fig. 4.4 and for N = 100 in the right panel of Fig. 4.4. In each case,

we see that these energy-density distributions are highly sensitive to m/Mc, with

the majority of the energy density at t = tG carried by the lightest mode for small

m/Mc (as consistent with our expectation from the 4D limit). However, as m/Mc

increases, this picture changes, with more and more of the states beginning to carry

greater fractions of the total energy density. Note that for all values of m/Mc, the
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Figure 4.5: The tower fractions η(tG) corresponding to the fractional abundances shown
in Fig. 4.4, plotted as functions of m/Mc for different values of N . We see that the tower
fraction begins near zero for small m/Mc but then begins to grow as m/Mc increases. For
finite N , the tower fraction ultimately hits a peak before returning to zero at large m/Mc,
while in the N →∞ limit the tower fraction continues monotonically to 1.

sum of these fractional energy densities is fixed at 1.

Ultimately, for very large m2/M2
c
>∼ O(

√
N), the majority of the energy density

begins to collect in the heaviest mode. However, we have already seen in Sect. 4.1

that this is precisely the regime in which the heaviest eigenvalue λN−1 begins to

diverge. Indeed, as discussed in Sect. 4.1, this feature is ultimately an artifact of

truncating our system to a finite number of modes, with N <∞. A similar sit-

uation persists for the corresponding energy densities. Even though the energy

density associated with the heaviest mode tends to dominate in the region with

m2/M2
c
>∼ O(

√
N), this region becomes increasingly remote as N →∞ and effec-

tively vanishes. Thus, for m/Mc � 1 and N →∞, all of the modes in our theory

tend to share the total energy density essentially equally.

In Fig. 4.5 we show the corresponding values of the tower fraction η(t) at t = tG,
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plotted as functions of m/Mc. As we see, η(tG) is non-monotonic as a function of

m/Mc for all finite values of N , starting near η ≈ 0 for small m/Mc and reaching a

maximum at a certain critical N -dependent value (m/Mc)peak before declining back

to η ≈ 0 for large m/Mc. This non-monotonic behavior for finite N is ultimately a

result of the fact that the identity of the mode carrying the maximum abundance is

itself a function of m/Mc, with the lightest mode carrying the largest abundance for

small m/Mc but the heaviest mode carrying the largest abundance for large m/Mc.

However, as N →∞, we find that the magnitude of the peak tends towards unity

while the position of peak itself shifts towards increasingly large values of m/Mc.

Indeed, with excellent precision, we find that the position of the peak is given by

(
m

Mc

)

peak

≈ 4

9
N4/9 , (4.33)

whereupon it follows that (m/Mc)peak →∞ as N →∞. We thus find that η(tG)

becomes completely monotonic in the infinite-N limit, transitioning from η ≈ 0 at

small m/Mc to η ≈ 1 at large m/Mc.

The results illustrated in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 apply to the energy configuration of

our system at t = tG. A natural question, however, concerns the extent to which

these results apply for the late-time energy-density fractions ρλ/ρ and late-time

tower fraction η. Even though the mass matrix M2
k` and associated eigenvalues are

time-independent for all t > tG in the abrupt δG → 0 limit, the mass eigenstates

φλ(t) and corresponding energy densities ρλ(t) nevertheless continue have a non-

trivial time-dependence. In general, a single field φλ with constant mass λ remains

essentially fixed for all t < t
(λ)
ζ ≡ κ/(2λ) and then transitions to damped-oscillatory

behavior for t > t
(λ)
ζ . Likewise, the corresponding energy density is essentially fixed

for t < t
(λ)
ζ and then decays as t−κ for t > t

(λ)
ζ . (Exact analytical results for the fields

and energy densities can be found in Appendix A and Fig. 1 of Ref. [7].) Thus, in

our present situation with an abrupt phase transition at t = tG, all of our fields will
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already be underdamped and commence oscillations simultaneously at tG as long as

t
(λ)
ζ ≤ tG for all λ. In such cases, the ratios ρλ/ρ as well as the corresponding tower

fraction η will be essentially time-independent, with the same values at late times

as they have at tG.

4.3.2 Phase transition with arbitrary width δG

The results given above apply only in the abrupt δG → 0 limit. However, we now

wish to explore the full parameter space and calculate our total and fractional late-

time energy densities and tower fractions throughout the (mtG, δG) plane. We al-

ready did this for the N = 1 limiting case in Sect. 4.2, where we found that the

effects of taking δG > 0 tended to produce either suppressions or enhancements in

the resulting late-time energy ρ4D(δG) compared with ρ4D(0) depending on the pre-

cise values of mtG and δG. These results were shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.2. We

therefore now seek to know what additional effects beyond those in Fig. 4.2 emerge

from considering arbitrary values of N rather than merely N = 1.

Our results are shown in Fig. 4.6 for tG = 102/Mc. Remarkably, for that portion

of the (mtG, δG) parameter space with mtG <∼ 10, we find that the total late-time

energy density ρ is virtually identical to what it would have been for only one mode!

Of course, this behavior is consistent with what we already saw for the abrupt δG → 0

limit and very small m/Mc, but what is remarkable is that this behavior extends

even for non-zero δG and larger m/Mc as well. Moreover, for mtG >∼ 10, we find that

our late-time energy density is actually suppressed rather than enhanced relative to

our 4D expectations — all this despite the presence of extra modes whose masses are

also lifted by (and which therefore also receive an additional energy-density insertion

from) the mass-generating phase transition.

These results may be understood as follows. Since we have taken tG = 102/Mc as

a reference value, we see that mtG = 102m/Mc. Thus values mtG <∼ 102 correspond

to m/Mc
<∼ 1, and we have already seen that the bulk of the energy density remains
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Figure 4.6: The total late-time abundance ρ for N modes, evaluated within the (mtG, δG)
plane for N = 2 (left panel) and N = 10 (right panel) and expressed as a fraction of the
corresponding value ρ4D for the 4D N = 1 special case. We have chosen tG = 102/Mc as
a reference value for both plots above. We see that the introduction of additional modes
relative to the 4D special case either preserves the 4D result nearly exactly for mtG <∼ 10 or
suppresses it for mtG >∼ 10, with this suppression becoming increasingly severe for larger
mtG (or equivalently, larger m/Mc) and δG <∼ 1. Note that the gray regions in the upper
right corners of these panels (and in similar subsequent figures throughout this chapter)
are excluded for the reasons discussed in the paragraph below Eq. (4.12).

concentrated in the lightest mode for such values of m/Mc. As a result, our system

is functionally no different than the single-mode 4D system for small values of mtG.

By contrast, as we increase the value of mtG, the total energy density of our system

is more equally distributed across the different modes. The oscillations of the heavier

modes then dissipate the energy density more rapidly than the lighter modes during

the phase transition, resulting in a more rapid dissipation of the total energy density

and thus an overall suppression of the late-time energy density as compared with

4D expectations. It also is important to note that this latter effect requires δG > 0,

even for large mtG. Indeed, if δG = 0, our energy density is partitioned across the

different modes precisely as described in Sect. 4.3.1, whereupon the unitarity relation

in Eq. (4.30) removes all dependence on N and ensures the same results as we would

have had in 4D!
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Figure 4.7: The total late-time tower fraction η corresponding to the panels shown in
Fig. 4.6. In each case we see that the (mtG, δG) plane is subdivided into two disjoint η ≈ 0
regions (white) by a narrow η > 0 ribbon (green): the lightest mode carries the bulk of the
energy density in the region to the left of the ribbon, while the heaviest mode carries the
bulk of the energy density in the region to the right. Interestingly, the division between
these two regions is non-monotonic as a function of not only mtG but also δG.

In Fig. 4.7 we plot the corresponding values of the late-time tower fraction η. As

evident from this figure, the (mtG, δG) plane is subdivided into two disjoint η ≈ 0

regions by a fairly narrow “mountain range” along which η > 0. As we already

determined in Sect. 4.3.1 for the δG → 0 limit, the region with smaller mtG (or

equivalently smaller m/Mc) corresponds to the region in which the lightest mode

carries all of the energy density. By contrast, as we dial mtG towards greater values,

the energy density is increasingly distributed across all the modes, resulting in a

greater tower fraction. Ultimately, however, as we dial mtG →∞ in our finite-N

system, all of the energy density finds itself in the heaviest mode, and the tower

fraction returns to zero. This behavior is consistent with that shown in Fig. 4.5 for

the δG → 0 limit.

This explains the non-monotonicity of the late-time tower fraction η as a func-

tion of mtG. However, we additionally learn from Fig. 4.7 that the late-time tower

fraction is also non-monotonic as a function of δG. This too is relatively straightfor-
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ward to explain. For mtG sufficiently large and for small δG, we have already seen

that the bulk of the energy density is carried by the heaviest mode. However, as

we increase δG, we are increasing the timescale associated with our phase transition

— i.e., the timescale over which energy is pumped into the system and each mode

becomes populated. Eventually this timescale reaches the timescale associated with

the oscillations of the heaviest mode. This then suppresses the energy transfer into

the (nevertheless dominant) heaviest mode, thereby increasing the tower fraction.

Indeed, as we increase δG still further, we begin to suppress the energy densities of

lighter and lighter modes, and this too has the effect of increasing the tower fraction.

Eventually, however, as we continue to increase δG, we reach a point where we have

suppressed the majority of the modes and the bulk of the energy density begins

collecting in the lightest mode. Subsequent increases in δG then only reinforce the

dominance of the lightest mode, thereby causing the tower fraction to return to zero.

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4.7, we have crossed the green “mountain range”, leaving

us in the region in which the lightest mode carries all of the energy density.

Thus far, our discussion has focused on the regime with tGMc � 1. In this

regime, all of our excited modes are underdamped and have begun oscillating at very

early times prior to the phase transition. This will be true even for the lightest mode

if mtG is chosen sufficiently large. However, if tGMc � 1 and N >∼ 1/(tGMc), only an

upper subset of the modes will have begun oscillating prior to the phase transition

— the lightest modes will remain overdamped and fixed. Thus, the introduction of

the heavier modes relative to the 4D case has the effect of distributing some of the

energy density into heavier modes which begin oscillating earlier than the lightest

mode, thereby enhancing the dissipation of the total energy density relative to the

4D case. It is important to stress that this source of suppression is completely

distinct from that discussed above, resulting instead from differences in the times at

which individual modes begin oscillating. As such, this effect — which was originally

discussed in Ref. [138] within the context of the abrupt δG → 0 limit — is largely
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Figure 4.8: The total late-time abundance ρ and late-time tower fraction η of our N -
mode system, plotted as functions of N for different values of δG. The left and center
panels show the total late-time abundance expressed as a fraction of the value it would
have in the abrupt δG → 0 and 4D limits, respectively, while the right panel shows the
late-time tower fraction. For all three panels we have taken tG = 102/Mc and m = 102Mc,
thereby fixing mtG = 104 as a benchmark value. The blue curves are calculated using
the usual “IR-based” truncation which has been employed thus far in Sects. 4.1 through
4.3, while the red curves are calculated using the alternative “UV-based” truncation to
be discussed in Sect. 4.4.2; both truncations have the same N →∞ asymptotic behavior
but the UV-based truncation reaches asymptotia far more rapidly and smoothly. The
black-dashed line that occurs in each of the energy-density panels indicates the results of
the multi-component adiabatic approximation of Eq. (4.34) which serves as a lower bound
for the energy density of the ensemble.

independent of δG.

4.4 Approaching Asymptotia: N →∞

We now wish to study how our N -mode system evolves as a function of N , with an

eye towards understanding the asymptotic behavior of our system for large N � 1.

This will ultimately enable us to extract the behavior of the full N =∞ Kaluza-

Klein tower, as we shall do in Sect. 4.5. This will also enable us to understand the

effects that come from truncating the KK system to finite but large N .
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4.4.1 Large-N behavior: The road to asymptotia

In Fig. 4.8, the blue curves indicate the N -dependence of our two quantities of

interest, namely the late-time energy density ρ of our N -mode system as well as

its corresponding late-time tower fraction η. While the latter quantity is shown in

the right panel, the former is plotted in the left panel as a fraction of the value

it would have in the abrupt δG → 0 limit and in the middle panel as a fraction of

its corresponding 4D value. For all three panels we have taken tG = 102/Mc and

m = 102Mc, thereby fixing mtG = 104 as a benchmark value. We have then plotted

the resulting curves (blue) as functions of N for different values of δG. (By contrast,

the red curves will be discussed in Sect. 4.4.2.)

As expected, each of the blue curves shown in Fig. 4.8 eventually heads towards

a finite asymptote as N →∞. One immediate observation from the left and middle

panels of Fig. 4.8 is that increasing the number of modes in our system generally

results in an increasing suppression of the total late-time energy density when com-

pared to the values this energy density would have in the abrupt δG → 0 or 4D

limits. Thus, the larger the value of N , the more the abrupt and 4D approximations

fail to accurately estimate the late-time energy density . This is an important result,

given that most approaches to calculating the energy densities of such multiple-

component systems in the literature assume that the phase transition occurs when

the fields are still overdamped. Compared with these static fields, any such phase

transition is therefore essentially occurring with an infinitely short timescale δG, and

is thereby functionally equivalent to the abrupt approximation. The results shown

in Fig. 4.8 thus illustrate what happens as one moves away from these assumptions.

In this vein, it is perhaps also worthwhile to consider the adiabatic approximation

which is traditionally applied in single-component scalar theories undergoing mass-

generating phase transitions. Of course, while an adiabatic approximation can be

realized for a single mode, we do not expect such an approximation to be appropriate

for a large collection of modes with vastly different masses and non-trivial mixings.
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Despite this, we can nevertheless imagine limiting cases in which all excited modes

above the lightest mode are drained of significant energy density. In such a regime

we can then imagine applying the adiabatic approximation to the only surviving

mode φλ0 in the ensemble, leading to a definition

ρ(t)|ad ≡
1

2
〈φ0〉2λ0(t

(λ0)
ζ )λ0(t)

[
a(t

(λ0)
ζ )

a(t)

]3

, (4.34)

where t
(λ)
ζ is defined as the time at which 3H(t) = 2λ(t) and where we implicitly

assume δG = 1 when evaluating λ(t). We have already seen in the left panel of

Fig. 4.2 that the adiabatic approximation sets a lower bound for the energy density

associated with a single mode — indeed, in all other regions of parameter space

the energy density is either the same or enhanced. Likewise, the approximation

in Eq. (4.34) consists of disregarding whatever energy density might reside in the

excited modes. Thus, we expect the adiabatic approximation in Eq. (4.34) to provide

us with a lower bound on the total energy density of our N -mode system throughout

all regions of parameter space.

The dashed-black curves in the left and middle panels of Fig. 4.8 show the

behavior of Eq. (4.34) as a function of N . Indeed, as expected, we see that the

adiabatic approximation serves as a lower bound on the total energy density of the

tower, just as it does in the single-field scenario. Indeed, we see from Fig. 4.8 that

the adiabatic limit seems to be reached most directly for large N (such as for a full

KK tower) and δG → 1. By contrast, the results in other regions of parameter space

differ significantly from this limit.

4.4.2 A new truncation of KK theory: An alternate road to asymptotia

Our results in Fig. 4.8 clearly illustrate a successful road to asymptotia, as each

of the blue curves heads towards a finite asymptotic value as N →∞. This is

not a surprise, since we began our analysis by truncating our infinite-dimensional
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KK mass matrix M2
k` in Eq. (4.6) by retaining only its first N rows and columns.

Thus it is natural that taking N → ∞ restores the physics of the infinite-matrix

limit. Indeed, truncating our mass matrix in Eq. (4.6) to only its first N rows and

columns represents one way of constructing a finite N -mode theory whose N →∞
limit reproduces the physics of the full KK tower at any moment in time.

However, this is not a unique truncation to a finite N -mode theory. There is,

in fact, an alternative truncation of our full KK theory at any moment in time

which also has only N modes and which also reproduces the physics of the full

KK tower as N →∞, yet yields significantly different physical results for finite N .

Indeed, as we shall see, this alternate truncation exhibits an even more rapid path to

asymptotia, yielding what are essentially the full infinite-N values of the late-time

energy densities and tower fraction for even smaller values of N than are required

using the standard truncation that we have employed thus far.

Recall that our standard truncation began with the full, infinite-dimensional

mass matrix M2
k` in Eq. (4.6), expressed in the KK basis of the individual KK

modes φk. This matrix was then truncated to its first N rows and columns. The

resulting N ×N matrix then defined our truncated KK theory, and all subsequent

calculations proceeded from this truncated matrix. Specifically, all calculations were

performed directly from the equations of motion (4.7) in the KK basis (which has

the advantage of representing a basis choice that does not change with time, even in

the presence of the mass-generating phase transition), and the results at late times

were converted to the mass-eigenstate basis (such as for quoting late-time quantities

such as ρλ or η which pertain to individual mass eigenstates) only at the final step.

However, an alternative approach is not to truncate our infinite-dimensional

mass matrix in the KK basis φk, but rather to transform the infinite-dimensional

matrix into its mass-eigenstate basis and then truncate the resulting mass-eigenstate
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matrix. In general, this matrix will take the form

M2
λλ′ =




λ2
0 0 0 · · ·

0 λ2
1 0 · · ·

0 0 λ2
2 · · ·

...
...

...
. . .




, (4.35)

where the λ2
k are the mass eigenvalues that are calculated in the infinite-N limit at

any moment in time. These eigenvalues will be discussed below.

Note that truncating the mass matrix in the mass-eigenstate basis is mathe-

matically different than truncating the mass matrix in the KK-eigenstate basis. Of

course, these procedures are in some sense parallel in that they both begin from

equivalent infinite-dimensional matrices which describe the same KK system and

which are related to each other through a simple, unitary basis change. However,

their truncations to N ×N submatrices are mathematically different, and thus have

different physical effects.

Having truncated our mass-eigenstate matrix M2
λλ′ in Eq. (4.35), our final step

is to convert the resulting matrix back to the KK basis. In order to do this, we use

a similarly truncated version of the exact basis-change matrix Uλk that would have

related M2
k` and M2

λλ′ in the full infinite-dimensional limit. Specifically, we define

M̃2
k` ≡

∑

λ,λ′

(Û †)kλ M̂2
λλ′ Ûλ′` (4.36)

where M̂2
λλ′ and Ûλ′` here represent the first N ×N submatrices within the exact

infinite-N matrices M2
λλ′ and Uλk respectively. Note that since Û is a truncated

version of the unitary infinite-N matrix U , the truncated matrix Û is not unitary

by itself. In particular, Û is not the matrix that diagonalizes the new matrix M̃2
k`

defined in Eq. (4.36), and thus, strictly speaking, we should not regard M̃2
k` defined
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in Eq. (4.36) as representing the KK-basis version of M̂2
λλ′ . We can nevertheless

proceed to use M̃2
k` directly in our equations of motion (4.7), treating M̃2

k` as we

would any other mass matrix. Converting our final results into statements about

individual mass eigenstates at late times is then done in the usual way by diagonal-

izing M̃2
k` and calculating its mass eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Note that these

eigenvalues will generally differ from the λi which appear in the M̃2
k` matrix and

only approach these λi as N →∞.

Because this alternate truncation of our KK theory utilizes the exact eigenvalues

λk and exact basis-change matrix elements Uλk corresponding the full KK theory, it

may at first glance seem that this alternate truncation cannot be realized in prac-

tice. However, it turns out to be relatively straightforward to solve the eigensystem

corresponding to the full infinite-dimensional mass matrix M2
k` in Eq. (4.6) — not

only numerically, but even analytically. One finds [134, 138] that the mass eigenval-

ues λi at any moment in time are the (infinite) set of solutions to the transcendental

equation
πλ

Mc

cot

(
πλ

Mc

)
=

λ2

m2
, (4.37)

and likewise the corresponding Uλk matrix is given by

Uλk =

(
rkλ

2

λ2 − k2M2
c

)
Aλ (4.38)

where the rk are defined below Eq. (4.4) and where

Aλ ≡
√

2m2

λ
√
λ2 +m2 + π2m4/M2

c

. (4.39)

Following the procedure outlined above, we then find that our alternate mass matrix

is given by

M̃2
k` =

λN−1∑

λ=λ0

rkrlA
2
λ λ

6

(λ2 − k2M2
c )(λ2 − `2M2

c )
. (4.40)
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In this connection, we remark that although constructing M̃2
k` requires explicit

knowledge of the exact eigenvalues λi and matrix elements Uλk, this in no way

implies that we have already solved the problems we originally set out to investigate.

Indeed, our goals are far deeper than mere KK spectroscopy and instead pertain to

understanding the dynamical energy flow within our KK system in the presence of

mode-mixing and mass-generating phase transitions.

Although each element of the matrix M̃2
k` in Eq. (4.40) depends on N explicitly

through the upper limit of the λ-summation, this matrix smoothly reproduces our

original M2
k` mass matrix as N →∞. Indeed, through clever use of the eigenvalue

equation (4.37), cotangent summation identities such as

∞∑

k=0

2λ2

λ2 − k2M2
c

= 1 +
πλ

Mc

cot

(
πλ

Mc

)
, (4.41)

and unitarity relations such as that in Eq. (4.30), it is possible to demonstrate ex-

plicitly that performing the summation in Eq. (4.40) over the full spectrum (i.e.,

taking N →∞) reproduces our original mass matrix in Eq. (4.6), as it must by con-

struction. For example, in what is perhaps the simplest case, we see from Eq. (4.40)

that

M̃2
00 =

λN−1∑

λ=λ0

Aλ λ
2 . (4.42)

If the summation had proceeded over the entire infinite spectrum, the unitarity

relation in Eq. (4.30) would have given us the correct infinite-N result M2
00 = m2.

Thus, we see in this case that our UV-based truncation consists of gently draining

away the contributions to the unitarity sum that come from the most massive modes,

thereby deforming this first matrix element in a gentle, N -dependent way. Other

matrix elements are similar.

The new matrix M̃2
k` in Eq. (4.40) thus defines an alternate truncation of the full

KK theory. Indeed, both our original truncated mass matrix M2
k` in Eq. (4.6) and
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our new mass matrix M̃2
k` in Eq. (4.40) describe the same KK theory in theirN →∞

limits. However, for any finite N these mass matrices define distinct theories. We

shall refer to our traditional truncation as being “IR-based”, since it builds our

finite-N theory directly from the ground up, KK mode by KK mode, directly as

they were in the full theory without regard for any of the UV physics. By contrast,

we shall refer to our alternative truncation as being “UV-based” in the sense that it

utilizes the full UV values of the mass eigenvalues and basis-changing matrices prior

to truncation, and gently builds these quantities into our recipe for truncation. This

is thus more of a “top-down”, UV-sensitive approach. Of course, it is only because

of the mixing of KK states induced by the phase transition on the brane that these

two truncations are distinct.

What makes this alternate UV-based truncation particularly important for our

purposes in this chapter is that it provides a much more rapid road to asymptotia

than does our usual truncation. In other words, the asymptotic values of late-time

quantities such as ρλ and η are approached more rapidly as functions of N via our

UV-based truncation than via the traditional IR-based truncation. We can also see

this from Fig. 4.8. In Fig. 4.8, the blue curves illustrate the IR-based approach to

asymptotia for these quantities. However, in Fig. 4.8 we have also superimposed

the red curves which represent the results of our UV-based approach to asymptotia

for these same quantities. In all cases, we see that the UV-based approach to

asymptotia tends to differ significantly from the IR-based approach for small N .

Indeed, as N increases, we see that the finite-N energy densities associated with the

IR-based approach tend to approach their asymptotic limits from above, while the

finite-N energy densities associated with the UV-based approach tend to approach

these same asymptotic limits from below. Nevertheless, as N →∞, we see that

the UV-based truncation approaches asymptotia more rapidly (for smaller values

of N) than does the IR-based truncation. We also observe that the approach to

asymptotia provided by the UV-based truncation is monotonic, particularly for the
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Figure 4.9: Eigenvalues of the IR-based and UV-based mass matrices, plotted respec-
tively in blue and red as functions of N for m/Mc = 2. For visual clarity, only even
eigenvalues are shown. In each case the blue and red curves asymptote to the exact eigen-
values λk as N →∞, but the UV-based red curves generally approach this limit more
rapidly and more smoothly than do the IR-based blue curves. Note that each blue curve
begins with an anomalously high eigenvalue; this is nothing but the truncation artifact
already sketched in Fig. 4.1 for the highest mode λN−1 in each case. By contrast, such
artifacts are entirely eliminated in the UV-based approach.

late-time tower fraction η, whereas the path provided by the IR-based approach

is non-monotonic. However, this too is straightforward to understand. In general,

the non-monotonicity of η(N) in the IR-based approach is due to the somewhat

spurious effects of the highest mass eigenstate in the finite-N system, as discussed

in Sect. 4.1 and sketched in Figs. 4.1 and 4.4. In the UV-based approach, by contrast,

the highest mode no longer behaves anomalously for finite N .

These features are also readily apparent simply by comparing the eigenvalues

of the IR-based truncated mass matrix M2
k` in Eq. (4.6) with those of the UV-

based truncated mass matrix M̃2
k` in Eq. (4.40) as functions of N . Our results are

shown in Fig. 4.9 for m/Mc = 2. Once again, we see that the asymptotic N →∞
limit is approached more rapidly and more smoothly in the UV-based approach
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(red curves) than in the IR-based approach (blue curves). Moreover, we see that

the anomalous highest eigenvalue which appears in the latter approach no longer

exists in the former.

At the end of Sect. 4.4.1, we introduced a multi-component adiabatic approx-

imation (4.34) and noted that this quantity provides a lower bound on the total

energy density of our N -mode system because it includes only the contributions

from the lightest mode. Like other physical finite-N quantities, however, the value

of this quantity and its interpretation as a lower limit depend on the specific KK

truncation chosen, since the truncation in some sense determines what is meant by

the lightest mode and whether its contributions are affected by the removal of the

higher modes. This is readily apparent in Fig. 4.8, where the red “UV-based” values

of the total energy density are clearly smaller for certain small values of N than the

“IR-based” values of the adiabatic lower limit. These red “UV-based” total ener-

gies nevertheless strictly exceed the values of a corresponding “UV-based” adiabatic

lower limit.

We conclude with a final comment. Although we have presented our alternate

UV-based truncation of the full KK theory as providing a more rapid road to asymp-

totia, the existence of such an alternate truncation is interesting in its own right.

In any theory involving extra spacetime dimensions, one can never probe all energy

scales and thereby detect all KK modes. Instead, we expect the physics of our full

KK system to be approximately represented at low energies through some sort of

truncation that focuses on the lower modes. However, if the physics of our extra

dimensions results in a mixing of KK modes (as must always arise in any theory

which breaks translational invariance in the extra compactified dimension), we now

see that there are multiple options for performing such a truncation. Indeed, one

could even argue that our UV-based truncation is more appropriate for certain cal-

culations since it incorporates and thus is more sensitive to the actual masses of

the physically propagating mass-eigenstates that we would expect to observe exper-
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imentally. This last statement is of course subject to various renormalization-group

effects which could potentially deform the observed KK masses and couplings, as

discussed in Refs. [161–163], and which exist even for theories such as those con-

sidered in Refs. [161–163] in which no KK-mixing is present. These observations

nevertheless potentially give our UV-based truncation a theoretical importance in

its own right that renders it worthy of further study.

Of course, there does exist a well-defined procedure through which one can un-

ambiguously describe the physics of our full KK theory at low energies: one can use

the methods of effective field theory (EFT). Specifically, one carefully integrates

out the modes with energies above a particular cutoff scale, thereby obtaining not

only a truncated KK tower exhibiting renormalized masses, but also a set of effec-

tive operators which reflect the underlying structure of the full theory. In general,

the structure of such an EFT can be quite complicated. Thus, it is traditional in

the literature to simply adopt the IR-truncated theory as an approximation to this

EFT. Our point, then, is that our UV-based truncation might profitably serve as

an alternative approximation to the complete EFT — an approximation which, as

we have discussed, may have certain advantages. Needless to say, the UV and IR

truncations, as well as the complete EFT, all converge to the full KK theory as

N →∞.

4.5 KK Tower Limit: N =∞

Having studied our system as a function of N for large N � 1, we are now finally

in a position to present our results for the late-time energy density ρ and tower

fraction η for the full, infinite KK tower. As we shall see, certain features emerge

in the full infinite-N limit that were not present for any finite N . Taken together,

these results thus describe the late-time energy configuration across our infinite KK

tower when it has been subjected to a mass-generating phase transition of arbitrary

width δG and arbitrary magnitude (set by the late-time brane mass m) at time tG
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Figure 4.10: The late-time energy density ρ of the full KK tower, plotted in the (mtG, δG)
plane for tG = 102/Mc. The left and right panels show contours of ρ/ρ(δG = 0) and ρ/ρ4D,
respectively.

during its cosmological history.

We shall present our results in several different ways. First, in Fig. 4.10, we plot

our results for the total late-time energy density ρ as a fraction of ρ(δG = 0) (left

panel) or ρ4D (right panel). Our first observation from the results in Fig. 4.10 is

that while a quantity such as ρ(δG = 0) might indeed be a useful approximation for

ρ which is valid in certain regions of parameter space, such an approximation can

fail badly in others. For example, we see that the abrupt (δG = 0) approximation

works well for small mtG <∼ 0.1 even if δG is sizable but is otherwise capable of either

significantly underestimating or overestimating the true late-time energy density ρ,

the latter often by many orders of magnitude.

Another immediate observation is that the contours in Fig. 4.10 follow a power-

law type behavior in those regions of (mtG, δG) parameter space in which we are

eventually going to be the most interested, namely those regions with mtG >∼ 10
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and δG <∼ 0.3 in which multiple components contribute non-trivially to the total

late-time abundance and η > 0. This power-law behavior enables us to extract

approximate analytical expressions for ρ/ρ(δG = 0) and ρ/ρ4D which are valid in

these regions. Specifically, given the results in Fig. 4.10 (as well as analogous results

calculated for different values of tG), we find

ρ(δG)

ρ(0)
≈ 0.6

δG

e−
1
2
Mc/m

mtG

(
Mc

m

)0.9

(4.43)

and
ρ

ρ4D

≈ 1

1 + 2(m/Mc)e
− 1

2
Mc/m

. (4.44)

While the expression in Eq. (4.43) holds to within ±25% across the relevant η > 0

region, this result is actually somewhat sensitive to the value of tG, with the upper

error limit growing smaller with increasing tG and bigger with decreasing tG. By

contrast, the expression in Eq. (4.44) holds to within ±5% across the relevant region,

making it one of the most accurate analytical approximations we have presented in

this chapter.

We can also deduce approximate scaling laws from these expressions. For

m/Mc � 1, we find that Eq. (4.43) approximately reduces to

ρ(δG)

ρ(0)
∼ 1

mtGδG

(
Mc

m

)
(4.45)

which is a factor of Mc/m greater than the corresponding expression we observed

in Eq. (4.21) for the 4D case with N = 1. Thus the presence of an entire of tower of

KK states suppresses what would otherwise have been the late-time energy density

of the zero mode alone by an additional factor of Mc/m. Likewise, for m/Mc � 1,

we observe from Eq. (4.44) that

ρ

ρ4D

∼ Mc

m
. (4.46)
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Thus, combining these results for m/Mc � 1, we find that

ρ(δG)

ρ(0)
∼ ρ(δG)

ρ4D(δG)
· ρ4D(δG)

ρ4D(0)
(4.47)

from which we deduce that

ρ(0) ∼ ρ4D(0) . (4.48)

This in turn requires that there exist a constant c for which

lim
δG→0

(
ρ

ρ4D

)
≈ c , (4.49)

and indeed this last relation is true for c = 1. According to the results shown in the

right panel of Fig. 4.10, this relation with c = 1 is manifestly true for m/Mc
<∼ 1.

However, as δG approaches zero, this relation with c = 1 becomes true for larger and

larger values of m/Mc. Thus, all of the scaling relations we have quoted here are

self-consistent within the regions of validity claimed.

In this connection, we remark that it is not only the power-law scaling relations in

Eqs. (4.45) and (4.46) which must be consistent with each other; the same must also

be true of the more complete expressions such as those in Eqs. (4.43) and (4.44)

from which these power-law relations are derived. However, although such self-

consistent pairs of expressions exist, the specific expressions provided in Eqs. (4.43)

and (4.44) do not constitute such a pair. Rather, these expressions are provided

instead because they yield even greater numerical accuracy over their appropriate

regions of parameter space.

As we have seen, considering the late-time energy density ρ as a fraction of

related benchmarks such as ρ(δG = 0) or ρ4D has been useful for understanding the

relative effects of increasing δG or increasing the numbers of modes. However, we

also wish to understand the late-time energy densities ρ on an absolute scale. Of

course, these absolute magnitudes can in principle be obtained through a sequence
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Figure 4.11: The absolute late-time energy density ρ in units of 1
2〈φ〉2t−2, plotted within

the (mtG, δG) plane for three different values of MctG.

of multiplications of previous intermediate results. For example, one possible path

is given by

ρ =

(
ρ

ρ4D

) (
ρ4D

ρ4D(δG = 0)

)
ρ4D(δG = 0) (4.50)

where these three different factors are indicated in the left panel of Fig. 4.10, the left

panel of Fig. 4.2, and the large-t behavior of Eq. (4.18) respectively. However, since

each of these quantities is generally a complicated function ofmtG and δG throughout

the (mtG, δG) parameter space, it is not readily apparent what composite behavior

might emerge from these individual factors. It is therefore useful to compile our

intermediate results together in order to present the resulting values for ρ as full,

absolute quantities.

Our results are shown in Fig. 4.11 for three different values of tG. In general,

we see that taking larger values of mtG results in larger values of ρ. However, we

also see that taking larger values of δG tends to suppress ρ. Together, these effects

conspire to produce the curved contours shown. Indeed, increasing tG relative to

Mc then tends to push these contours to the right, thereby again increasing the

late-time energy density ρ still further.

In Fig. 4.11 we indicated the full, absolute magnitudes of ρ for entire our KK

tower as functions of mtG and δG. However, we are also interested in the distribution
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Figure 4.12: The late-time tower fraction η of the KK tower, plotted within the (mtG, δG)
plane for tG = 102/Mc. Unlike the tower fractions illustrated in Fig. 4.7 for finite N , we see
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of this total energy density across the different modes of our KK tower. As we

have seen throughout this chapter, one measure of this distribution is the tower

fraction η — the fraction of the total abundance which is carried by all but the

most abundant mode in the tower. The late-time values of these tower fractions for

the full KK tower are plotted in Fig. 4.12. As we see upon comparison with its finite-

N equivalents in Fig. 4.6, passing to the infinite-N limit has the effect of removing

all non-monotonicities in η. Indeed, we see that η now increases monotonically as

either mtG is increased or δG is decreased. We stress that this is a feature which

emerges only for the full KK tower with N =∞, but which would not be true for any

finite value of N . As a result, it is the region with large mtG (or equivalently large

m/Mc) and relatively small δG for which the total energy density ends up distributed

most broadly across the different states in the KK tower at late times.
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While η represents one measure of the degree to which the late-time total energy

density of the KK tower is distributed across its different modes, this quantity

still does not tell us how many modes are actually carrying a significant abundance.

More specifically, we would like to know the shape the overall “profile” of the energy-

density distribution across the entire KK tower as a function ofmtG and δG. Towards

this end, can visualize the shape of a given energy-density distribution profile by

means of a pie chart whose different pie slices illustrate how ρ is distributed across

the different KK modes. We then seek to understand how the relative slices of such

pies evolve as functions of mtG and δG.

Our results are shown in Fig. 4.13 for tG = 102/Mc. In Fig. 4.13 we have focused

on the non-trivial green region of Fig. 4.12 wherein η > 0, and then superimposed

a set of pie charts illustrating how the energy-density profile varies across this re-

gion. We see from this figure that the total energy density tends to be preferentially

captured by the lightest mode as δG increases or mtG decreases, but that the total

energy density tends to be more democratically distributed across the KK modes of

the tower otherwise. We see, then, that a wide variety of energy-density distribu-

tions across the KK tower are possible and can be realized simply by adjusting the

parameters associated with the mass-generating phase transition.

Finally, we can summarize the results of this section by combining our informa-

tion concerning the absolute magnitudes of the late-time total energy density ρ, as

indicated in Fig. 4.11, with our information concerning the late-time distributions

of that total energy density, as indicated in Fig. 4.13. To do this, we can begin with

the information in Fig. 4.13 but then rescale the size of each pie chart so that the

area of each pie chart is proportional to the total energy density ρ. The result is

shown in Fig. 4.14.

One important lesson that emerges from Fig. 4.14 is that there is a non-trivial

correlation between the overall magnitude of ρ and the distribution of that energy

density, with larger energy densities distributed more democratically across the KK
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tower and smaller energy densities captured more and more preferentially by the

lightest KK mode. The results in Fig. 4.14 allow us to see rather dramatically

the effects of our mass-generating phase transition on the eventual late-time energy

configuration of our KK tower. For any fixed mtG, we see that increasing the

phase-transition timescale δG suppresses the energy density that remains in the

massive KK modes, causing the lighter modes to assume an increasing fractional

share of the total energy density. Yet, at the same time, increasing δG suppresses

the total energy density that is ultimately pumped into the KK tower by the phase

transition. Likewise, for any δG, we see that increasingmtG increases the total energy

pumped into the system by the phase transition while simultaneously causing this

energy density to be more democratically distributed. Thus, merely by choosing

appropriate values of mtG and δG, it is possible to adjust the total absolute energy

density remaining in the KK tower at late times to any value one might select for

phenomenological purposes while simultaneously retaining the ability to adjust the

distribution of that energy density across the different KK modes. This, then, is the

power of the mass-generating phase transition and the influence of its associated

timescale.
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Figure 4.13: A graphical representation of the distribution of the energy densities ρλ
across the entire KK tower, calculated for a square “lattice” of locations in the (mtG, δG)
plane. Each pie chart indicates how the total ρ is distributed across the different KK
modes, with the blue slices indicating the contribution associated with the lightest mode
and the remaining slices (colored pink through dark red) indicating the contributions from
successively heavier KK modes. The results for each pie correspond to the parameters
(mtG, δG) associated with the location of the center of the pie, and the yellow contours
indicate the corresponding values of η, as taken from Fig. 4.12. We see that the total
energy density is preferentially captured by the lightest mode for larger δG or smaller
mtG, but that the total energy density is distributed more democratically across the KK
tower for smaller δG and larger mtG. Thus a wide variety of energy-density distributions
across the KK tower can be realized simply by adjusting the parameters associated with
the mass-generating phase transition.
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Figure 4.14: A grand summary of the results of this section, combining our information
concerning the absolute magnitudes of the total late-time energy density ρ from Fig. 4.11
with our information concerning the distribution of that energy density from Fig. 4.13,
all plotted within the (mtG, δG) plane. This figure is essentially the same as Fig. 4.13
except that the overall areas of our pie charts have been rescaled in proportion to the
magnitudes of the total late-time energy densities ρ shown in Fig. 4.11. In the background
we have also indicated the contours of ρ from Fig. 4.11 (dashed black lines) as well as the
contours of η from Fig. 4.12 (solid blue lines). We see that there is a non-trivial correlation
between the overall magnitude of ρ and the distribution of that energy density, with larger
energy densities distributed more democratically across the KK tower and smaller energy
densities captured more and more preferentially by the lightest KK mode. Both features
are nevertheless extremely sensitive to the parameters governing the mass-generating phase
transition, with the former behavior dominating for smaller δG and larger mtG and the
latter dominating for larger δG and smaller mtG.
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4.6 Example: Axion in the Bulk

Until this point, we have maintained generality by considering a higher-dimensional

field Φ and specifying little more about this field than that it is a scalar. Like-

wise, we have assumed little more about our phase transition than that it generates

masses in a time-dependent way. However, in order to explore one possible set of

phenomenological implications of our results, we shall now apply our machinery to

the case in which Φ is an axion-like particle and in which our phase transition on

the brane is one in which instanton-like effects give mass to that axion.

We begin by considering the setup described in Refs. [135, 139], which is itself

a generalization of an earlier framework considered in Ref. [138]. Specifically, we

consider the same five-dimensional geometry as discussed in previous sections and

henceforth take

Mc = 4.49 × 10−12 GeV (4.51)

as our compactification scale. This value of Mc corresponds to R ≈ 44 µm, which

is the largest flat extra dimension allowed according to data from torsion-balance

experiments [107]. Within the bulk of this extra dimension we shall consider a

(pseudo-)scalar field Φ which is a straightforward generalization of the traditional

QCD axion [34, 36, 37]. In particular, we shall take Φ to be the Nambu-Goldstone

boson associated with a global chiral Peccei-Quinn-like U(1)X symmetry which is

spontaneously broken at some scale fX . This U(1)X symmetry is assumed anoma-

lous, and for a non-Abelian gauge group G on the brane with coupling g and field

strength Gµν , this anomaly therefore generates a topological brane term of the form

Lbrane → Lbrane +
Cg2

32π2

Φ

f
3/2
X

Tr GµνG̃µν (4.52)

where C is a model-dependent constant. While this term has no effect on the clas-

sical equations of motion, it affects the vacuum structure of the theory. As the
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universe cools and reaches T ∼ ΛG, where ΛG is the confinement scale associated

with the group G, instanton effects on the brane explicitly break the U(1)X axion

shift symmetry that prevents the axion from acquiring a mass. As a result, a small

temperature-dependent axion mass mX(T ) is generated on the brane. In general,

we shall model the time dependence of this mass exactly as in previous sections, as

resulting from a phase transition occurring at a time tG with a width δG. In this con-

nection we note that our adoption of an LTR cosmology, as discussed in Sect. 4.1,

implies that this phase transition takes place during an inflaton-dominated (and

thus matter-dominated) epoch. The corresponding time/temperature relationship

then yields the result

tG =

√
45g∗(TRH)

2π2

T 2
RHMp

g∗(ΛG)Λ4
G

(4.53)

where TRH ∼ O(MeV) < ΛG is the reheating temperature, where g∗(T ) is the ef-

fective number of relativistic degrees of freedom at temperature T , and where

Mp ≡ 1/
√

8πG is the reduced Planck mass. For concreteness we shall take

TRH = 30 MeV in what follows. Finally, at late times, our phase transition leaves

our axion-like field with a brane mass given by

m2
X ≡

C2g2

32π2

Λ4
G

f̂ 2
X

(4.54)

where we have defined the effective four-dimensional U(1)X-breaking scale

f̂X ≡
√

2πRf 3
X .

The above setup defines our five-dimensional axion theory. Compactifying this

theory via KK reduction then yields an effective four-dimensional theory consisting

of a KK tower of axion modes φk whose mass matrix takes exactly the form given

in Eq. (4.6), with m(t) now identified as mX(t). Thus, we see that our axion model

is nothing but a special case of the model we have already considered thus far —

the special case in which we identify m as mX and identify tG as the cosmological

time corresponding to the temperature T ∼ ΛG, as in Eq. (4.53).
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In previous sections, we studied the behavior of our general KK system as a func-

tion of the four parameters {m,Mc, tG, δG}. For our axion theory, by contrast, we

see that m→ mX , and moreover we see that both mX and tG are themselves related

to the more fundamental parameters ΛG and f̂X through Eqs. (4.54) and (4.53) re-

spectively. Thus, we shall henceforth consider our axion theory to be parametrized

by {ΛG, f̂X ,Mc, δG}.

In four dimensions, the methods used to estimate the late-time abundance of

a given axion field typically fall into one of two classes examined in Sect. 4.2: the

adiabatic approximation or the abrupt approximation. As we have seen, the former

only applies when the mass is generated sufficiently slowly during field oscillations,

with ṁ� m2, while the latter applies only for very small δG (such that the phase-

transition width ∆G is much smaller than the timescale of field oscillations) or for

situations in which tζ � tG (so that the phase transition occurs while the field is

still overdamped and essentially frozen). However, as we have seen in previous

sections, these approximations break down in relatively large regions of parameter

space. We should also expect deviations from our standard expectations in the case

of an infinite KK tower of axion modes. For example, the virialization condition

that underpins the adiabatic approximation now becomes λ̇0 � λ2
0, and λ0 can be

much smaller than mX [138]. Likewise, there is always some subset of modes in the

KK tower for which t
(λ)
ζ . tG. Such modes are therefore necessarily affected by the

time-dependence of the phase transition.

In this section, we shall therefore present exact results for the late-time energy

densities of our axion fields. We shall do this both for the four-dimensional N = 1

case as well as the infinite-N case of our full KK axion tower. As discussed above,

we shall take our axion parameter space to be parametrized by {ΛG, f̂X ,Mc, δG}.
However, we stress that the plots to be presented in this section are not merely

translations of our previous plots into these new variables. First, we have extended

our range of interest within this parameter space into those regions of specific interest
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for axion physics. Second, we shall now regard ΛG and f̂X as the fundamental axion

parameters relative to which we wish to consider continuous variations. In other

words, we plot our late-time energy densities ρ as functions of ΛG and f̂X within

the (ΛG, f̂X) plane, choosing only discrete representative choices for δG. This too is

different than what was done in previous sections, and thus represents a different,

independent slice through our four-dimensional parameter space.

We begin, as in Sect. 4.2, by considering the four-dimensional N = 1 limit. In

this case, we find the results shown in Fig. 4.15. We observe from the panels in the

left and center columns of Fig. 4.15 that there are distinct regions of parameter space

in which the abrupt and adiabatic approximations fail to model the true late-time

energy density, with the adiabatic approximation consistently underestimating the

true energy density and the abrupt approximation either under- or overestimating

the true energy density, in some cases by many orders of magnitude. We also see that

increasing either the confinement scale ΛG or the U(1)X symmetry-breaking scale

f̂X generally decreases the late-time energy density of our axion field. Increasing the

width δG of our axion-induced phase transition also has the same effect. Indeed, we

see from the relatively straight contours in Fig. 4.15 that the absolute magnitude of

the late-time energy density scales approximately as

ρ4D ∼ 1/(Λ4
Gf̂

2
X) , (4.55)

where the constant of proportionality is a non-trivial function of δG. This scaling

behavior is of course consistent with the analogous result in Eq. (4.25). Finally,

we note that all of the contour lines in Fig. 4.15 experience slight “ripples” at

ΛG ≈ 2 GeV and 5 GeV. These ripples are physical, and correspond to the energy

scales ΛG at which there are changes in the number g∗(ΛG) of relativistic degrees

of freedom (the former corresponding to the threshold for the charm quark and tau

lepton, and the latter corresponding to the threshold for the bottom quark).
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We now turn to the case in which a full KK tower of axion modes experiences the

instanton-induced phase transition. In this case, our results are plotted in Figs. 4.16

through 4.18. In Fig. 4.16 we have plotted the values of the late-time total energy

density ρ of the KK tower relative to our usual benchmarks ρ(δG = 0) and ρ4D. Once

again, we see that the introduction of a non-zero width δG for our instanton-induced

phase transition leads to either enhancements or suppressions in ρ, depending on

the specific region of parameter space. Moreover, we see that increasing δG only

makes these enhancements or suppressions more severe. By contrast, turning to

ρ/ρ4D, we see the introduction of the extra KK modes in the tower only suppresses

ρ by an amount that grows less severe for increasing δG. In all cases, however, these

suppressions tend to be more pronounced for smaller ΛG and smaller f̂X than they

are in other regions of parameter space. It is worth noting that for smaller ΛG (but

mX �Mc), we see a scaling behavior of the form

ρ

ρ4D

∼ f̂X
Λ2
G

. (4.56)

However, as ΛG increases (and thus tG decreases), this scaling behavior eventually

breaks down and the behavior of ρ/ρ4D is increasingly determined solely by the

behavior of the denominator ρ4D, with contours of constant mXtG. Otherwise,

outside the mX &Mc and mXtG & 1 region, the energy density at late times is very

similar to that in the 4D limit.

It is also instructive to compare our KK results for ρ/ρ(δG = 0) along the left

column of Fig. 4.16 with the analogous 4D results along the left column of Fig. 4.15.

For the full KK tower, we no longer find contours of constant (mXtG)2; instead we

find a region exhibiting contours with approximately constant f̂X . Likewise, the

enhancement region that we found in the 4D limit spanned the entire {ΛG, f̂X}
parameter space for mXtG ∼ 1, whereas this region for the KK tower exists only for

mX
<∼Mc.
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Next, we turn to Fig. 4.17 where we plot the absolute magnitude of the total

late-time energy density of the KK axion tower in units of 1
2
〈φ〉2t−2. To help under-

stand the features of these plots and how they evolve as a function of δG, we have

included a panel with δG = 0 whose features can be understood directly via the

abrupt approximation. Indeed, as expected, we see that all ρ contours in the δG = 0

case are contours of either constant mXtG, constant mX/Mc, or constant MctG. The

subsequent panels then illustrate how these contours deform as the width δG of our

phase transition increases.

Likewise, in Fig. 4.18, we plot the late-time tower fraction η of our KK axion

tower. Once again, we see a consistent picture emerging as a function of δG. Indeed,

just as for ρ in Fig. 4.17, we see that all η contours for δG = 0 are contours of either

constant mXtG, constant mX/Mc, or constant MctG, with the subsequent panels

once again illustrating how these contours deform as δG increases. From the left

panel of Fig. 4.18 we see that when the phase transition is abrupt, the total energy

density of the tower is distributed amongst a significant number of KK modes in

the small-ΛG, small-f̂X corner of parameter space. However, as our mass-generating

phase transition unfolds over a longer period of time, the energy contributions from

the higher modes are suppressed and η begins to fall.

One interesting feature apparent in Fig. 4.18 is that the value of η is non-

monotonic as a function of ΛG, first increasing and reaching a maximum near

ΛG ≈ 3 GeV before decreasing again. This can be understood as follows. The

vanishing of η for mX �Mc is understood from the distribution of initial abun-

dances as described in Fig. 4.4. Indeed, in this region, nearly all of the abundance

of the KK tower is contributed by the lowest KK mode because very little mixing

is generated in the phase transition. By contrast, the decline in η which occurs as

ΛG increases (or equivalently as tG decreases) can be understood as corresponding

to our entrance into what in Refs. [134, 135, 139] was called the “staggered” regime

wherein the heavier KK modes are oscillating (and thus already dissipating their en-
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ergy density) as soon as our phase transition occurs, whereas the lighter KK modes

remain overdamped for a long time after tG. This then results in a total abundance

composed primarily of contributions from those lighter modes.

Comparing the results in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18, we see that the regions of parameter

space which produce the largest total energy densities ρ̄ almost coincide exactly with

the regions that produce the largest tower fractions η̄. Indeed, both regions have

very small f̂X , and the only difference is that the former region has small ΛG while

the latter region has ΛG ≈ 3 GeV. At first glance, this difference may appear to

violate the claims made in connection with Fig. 4.14, namely that these two regions

should coincide completely. However, the correlation observed in connection with

Fig. 4.14 holds when tG is held fixed. By contrast, the results in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18

are generated with tG implicitly varying throughout the parameter space shown.

Having focused in this section on the specific situation in which our Φ field is

an axion, one possible next step would be to place phenomenological bounds on the

parameter spaces we have considered. Such bounds would in principle mirror those

which are normally applied to the case of a traditional QCD axion, and come from

a variety of considerations including supernova cooling, black hole superradiance,

overclosure constraints, dark-matter and dark-energy constraints, traditional axion

searches (such as light shining through walls), etc. Within the context of the abrupt

(δG = 0) limit, such bounds on KK axion towers are discussed in detail in Ref. [139].

Although the determination of such bounds for general δG is beyond the scope of this

chapter, the results we have obtained here concerning the late-time energy densities

of these axion systems should play a critical role in helping to determine exactly

where these bounds lie for general δG, and the extent to which the suppressions and

enhancements we have observed translate into a loosening or strengthening of those

bounds beyond traditional expectations.
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Figure 4.15: The late-time energy density ρ4D of our generalized axion field in the 4D
limit, plotted within the (ΛG, f̂X) plane for δG = 0.1 (top row) and δG = 1.0 (bottom
row). Note that the horizontal ΛG axis (as shown along the bottom of each panel) is
equivalently a tG axis (as shown along the top). The panels in the left and middle columns
plot ρ as fractions of the abrupt and adiabatic approximations ρ4D(δG = 0) and ρ4D|abs,
respectively, while the panels in the right column plot the absolute magnitude of ρ4D in
units of 1

2〈φ〉2t−2. Also shown in each panel is a purple dashed line indicating the contour
along which mXtG = 1.
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Figure 4.16: The total late-time energy density ρ of our generalized axion KK tower,
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4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we have investigated the effects of dynamical mass generation on

the cosmological abundances of the Kaluza-Klein modes associated with a bulk

scalar field. In particular, we have examined the non-trivial case in which a phase

transition localized on a brane leads to time-dependent masses and mixings among

these KK modes. We have found that both the total energy density of the full KK

tower and the distribution of that energy density across the individual KK modes are

extremely sensitive to the details of the phase transition. As a result, within different

regions of model parameter space, these abundances can be significantly enhanced

or suppressed relative to standard expectations — sometimes by many orders of

magnitude. We have also derived a variety of approximate scaling behaviors and

analytic expressions for the energy densities of the KK modes as functions of the

relevant model parameters. In order to illustrate the potentially significant impact

that these effects can have on the late-time abundances of our scalars within the

context of a concrete model, we have also applied our general results to the case

of a bulk axion/ axion-like field. Finally, as a by-product of our analysis, we have

also developed an alternate “UV-based” effective truncation of KK theories which

is physically different from the more traditional “IR-based” truncation commonly

employed in the literature, yet yields the same higher-dimensional theory as the

truncation is lifted.

Depending on the identity of the scalar field in question, our results can have

a variety of phenomenological implications. For example, in the case in which our

bulk scalar is an axion or axion-like field, one can easily imagine a number of phe-

nomenological consequences. Note that in general, cosmological abundances in this

chapter have been generated through a two-step process: the assumption of a non-

zero VEV for one or more modes in the KK tower followed by a mass-generating

phase transition. As such, given the specific form of the initial conditions we have
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adopted in Eq. (4.13), the method of abundance generation we have studied in this

chapter is tantamount to misalignment production. However, misalignment produc-

tion is not the only mechanism through which a population of axion-like particles

can be produced in the early universe. For example, spontaneous breaking of the

global U(1)X symmetry of Sect. 4.6 can lead to the formation of a network of cosmic

strings and other topological defects [164]. If this breaking occurs before cosmic in-

flation, these defects are simply inflated away. By contrast, if the breaking of U(1)X

occurs after inflation, these defects retain a non-negligible energy density until late

times, and their decays can therefore generate a potentially significant contribution

to the relic abundance of the corresponding axion-like particles. Indeed, this topic

has been studied in detail for the specific case of a QCD axion [92, 93, 165, 166],

but in principle applies to other axion-like particles as well.

These considerations are important because the phase-space distribution of a

population of axions or axion-like particles produced via the decays of topologi-

cal defects is significantly different from that generated via misalignment produc-

tion [91–93]. Thus, in cases in which the misalignment contribution to the overall

late-time axion abundance is suppressed by the time-dependent masses and mixings

we have discussed here, the phase-space distribution of relic axions can be signif-

icantly altered — especially if the contribution from topological defects ends up

dominating the total axion abundance. Moreover, the suppression of the misalign-

ment contribution to this overall axion abundance can also serve to weaken the

overclosure bound on the axion-decay constant, and thus could potentially enlarge

the allowed region of parameter space for the QCD axion.

Our results concerning the effects of a mass-generating phase transition can

also have significant implications for other new-physics scenarios. For example,

our results may provide a way of mitigating the cosmological moduli problem which

arises in supergravity [141] and in string theory [142, 143, 167]. Indeed, such theories

generically predict large numbers of neutral scalar fields — so-called moduli — with
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flat potentials, long lifetimes, and large (and even Planck-scale) VEVs. On the one

hand, a number of phenomenological considerations imply that some mechanism

must exist through which a potential is generated for these moduli, rendering them

massive. On the other hand, once these fields acquire masses, they can potentially

overclose the universe or precipitate an unacceptably late period of reheating. A

suppression of the collective energy density of such moduli due to time-dependent

mixing effects of the sort we have discussed here could potentially provide a way of

addressing these issues.

Our results also have implications within the context of the Dynamical Dark Mat-

ter (DDM) framework [134, 135], an alternative framework for dark-matter physics

in which a potentially vast ensemble of unstable particles contribute to the present-

day dark-matter abundance and in which phenomenological constraints on the dark

sector are satisfied through a balancing between constituent decay widths and cos-

mological abundances across the ensemble. Dark-matter ensembles with these prop-

erties emerge naturally in a variety of contexts [134, 135, 168, 169, 169, 170], and

detection strategies for such ensembles are discussed in Refs. [171–177]. Indeed, it

has been shown that the KK modes associated with a bulk axion-like field which

receives its abundance via misalignment production constitute a viable DDM en-

semble [135, 139], The results we have obtained here are thus directly applicable to

DDM ensembles of this sort and lead to a suppression of the overall relic abundance

of the ensemble for large δG relative to the relic abundance which arises for the

abrupt case considered in Refs. [135, 139]. This suppression can potentially widen

the phenomenologically allowed parameter space of such DDM models. Moreover,

we also note from the results in Fig. 4.14 that there exists a correlation between the

overall magnitude of the late-time energy density of the KK tower and the degree

to which its distribution across the different KK modes is particularly “DDM-like”

(i.e., shared non-trivially across many different KK modes), with larger total abun-

dances tending to correlate with increased DDM-like behavior at late times. Thus,
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we see that we can control the degree to which our ensemble of KK states is truly

DDM-like at late times simply by adjusting phenomenological parameters such as

m and δG associated with our mass-generating phase transition.

The suppression of late-time scalar abundances due to time-dependent masses

and mixings also has potentially important implications for a broad range of ad-

ditional scenarios involving weakly-coupled scalar particles which receive a non-

negligible contribution to their relic abundances from non-thermal mass-generating

phase transitions of the sort we have discussed here. The reason is that in such

scenarios, a non-negligible population of these particles can also be produced ther-

mally from scattering processes involving SM particles in the radiation bath. This

production mechanism is often referred to as “freeze-in” [178], and it also gives

rise to a population of particles whose phase-space distribution differs significantly

from that of the population generated by non-thermal mass-generating phase tran-

sitions. For the QCD axion, the freeze-in contribution to the total relic abundance

is typically quite small [179–181] compared to the contributions from other sources,

such as misalignment production and cosmic-string and domain-wall decay. By con-

trast, for other exotic scalars, the freeze-in contribution can be significant. Thus,

in scenarios in which both misalignment production and freeze-in production are

näıvely expected to generate comparable contributions to the overall abundance of

a particular weakly-coupled scalar particle, a suppression of the former contribution

due to time-dependent mixing could both modify overclosure bounds and alter the

expected phase-space distribution of the relic scalar population.

In this chapter we have focused on the contribution to the total abundance of a

collection of KK scalar modes that arises due to a time-dependent mass-generating

phase transition. In so doing, however, we have disregarded the effects of the quan-

tum fluctuations that arise for these fields during the inflationary epoch. In general,

fluctuations in the long-wavelength modes of light fields — and, in particular, those

modes whose wavelengths exceed the Hubble length during that epoch — behave
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like vacuum energy until after inflation ends. Thus, the energy density in these fluc-

tuations survives inflation and yields an additional contribution to the abundance

of any field with mass λk . HI , where HI is the value of the Hubble parameter

during inflation. This additional contribution depends sensitively on the parame-

ters of the inflationary model (for a review, see, e.g., Ref. [182]) and in particular

on HI itself. In Ref. [139], it was shown that for a KK tower of axion-like fields,

the contribution to the relic abundance from vacuum misalignment dominates over

this additional contribution from fluctuations during inflation for sufficiently small

HI . However, we note that in general, this contribution exists and for higher-scale

inflationary models may have a significant impact on the overall relic abundance of

the KK tower.

In the course of our analysis in this chapter, we also derived results for truncated

KK towers consisting of only N modes, where N <∞. In so doing, we presented

the results of this finite-N case merely as a stepping stone on the way towards

understanding the properties of the full KK tower that emerges in the N →∞
limit. However, the results of our finite-N analysis are also interesting in their

own right. Indeed, the mass-squared matrix for a tower of N modes is similar to

the mass matrix which emerges in certain “moose” [183] or “quiver” [184] gauge

theories — theories which also contain only a finite number of modes yet which

yield a deconstructed extra spacetime dimension in the N →∞ limit [185]. Thus,

the results we have obtained here for such finite-N theories should provide guidance

as to how time-dependent mass-generating phase transitions and time-dependent

mixings will affect the late-time energy densities for the collections of scalars which

emerge in such moose or quiver theories.

It is also worth emphasizing that the results we have derived in this chapter

reflect the particular KK-derived mixing structure of our model. As a result, we did

not observe certain phenomena which may in principle arise for more general systems

of scalar fields in the presence of time-dependent mass-generating phase transitions
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and mixings. For example, it has been shown [7] that in similar scalar systems

with more general mixing patterns, parametric resonances can arise which are ex-

tremely sensitive to the widths and mixings associated with mass-generating phase

transitions and which “pump” energy density into a particular field or fields during

such phase transitions. Such systems may also exhibit so-called “re-overdamping”

phenomena [7] in which the total energy density of our system exhibits a time de-

pendence which transcends those normally associated with vacuum-dominated or

matter-dominated cosmologies. However, in order for such novel effects to arise, the

dynamically generated contributionM2

gen to the mass-squared matrix at late times

must satisfy the criterion

detM2

gen < 0 , (4.57)

and this criterion is not satisfied within the parameter space of our KK model.

However, it is easy to contemplate early-universe scenarios involving multiple scalars

in which this condition is satisfied. In such scenarios, parametric resonances and re-

overdamping phenomena can then have a significant further impact on both the total

abundance of the scalar fields involved and the distribution of that total abundance

among these scalars.

There are a number of potentially interesting generalizations and extensions of

this work. For example, in this chapter we have focused on the case in which the

higher-dimensional scalar propagates in a single, flat extra dimension. However,

such a flat extra dimension can be viewed as a limit of the more general case of a

warped geometry in which the extra dimension represents a slice of anti-de Sitter

space [112, 113]. Such warped compactifications have a variety of phenomenological

applications, such as providing ways of addressing the hierarchy between the weak

and Planck scales [112] as well as the hierarchies amongst the masses of the SM

fermions [186, 187]. It would therefore be interesting to examine how our findings

generalize to the case of a warped extra dimension. It would also be interesting
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to consider the further generalization of our results to the case of multiple extra

dimensions, both flat and warped. One could also imagine adopting more general

initial conditions for our KK modes beyond those in Eq. (4.13), such as might arise

if there is an earlier phase of non-trivial dynamics (either in the bulk or on the

brane) prior to our mass-generating phase transition.

Another possible avenue for generalization concerns the nature of the cosmologi-

cal epoch during which we are presuming our dynamics to take place. For example,

throughout this chapter we have focused primarily on the case in which the universe

is effectively matter-dominated (i.e., with κ = 2) throughout the period of mass gen-

eration. Indeed, as discussed in Sect. 4.1, phenomenological constraints on theories

with large extra spacetime dimensions are more easily satisfied in LTR scenarios,

in which the universe remains matter-dominated until very late times. However,

these constraints are considerably weaker in cases in which the compactification

scale Mc is O(TeV) or above. Thus, it would also be interesting to consider the case

in which the universe is effectively radiation-dominated (i.e., with κ = 3/2) during

the mass-generation epoch. Cosmologies with other values of κ can be considered

as well.

Finally, other interesting extensions of this work involve considering a broader

variety of cosmological contexts in which mass generation for our KK modes might

take place. Throughout this chapter, we have implicitly operated under the assump-

tion that the total energy density ρ of the KK tower is negligible compared to the

critical density ρcrit during the mass-generation epoch. Under such an assumption,

the back-reaction of the KK tower on the evolution of the spacetime metric is there-

fore negligible during this epoch. Thus, to a very good approximation, we may view

the dynamics of the KK modes studied in this chapter as taking place within the

context of a particular “background” cosmology which is effectively decoupled from

this dynamics and which is therefore specified by a fixed functional form for the

Hubble parameter H(t) as a function of t. Indeed, such assumptions are valid for a
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variety of light scalars which receive their abundances from misalignment production

— including, by necessity, any such fields which serve as dark-matter candidates.

However, one could alternatively consider the opposite regime in which ρ ∼ ρcrit

during the mass-generation epoch. Under such conditions, the back-reaction of the

KK tower on H(t) can be significant and must be incorporated into the equations

of motion for the KK modes. This situation can arise, for example, in scenarios in

which these scalar particles play a role in inflationary dynamics or in which they

are responsible for additional, later periods of reheating after inflation in cosmolo-

gies with non-thermal histories [156]. It would therefore be interesting to study the

evolution of the energy densities of the KK modes of our theory in such scenarios.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have surveyed the relevant topics and recent developments in the

literature in Chapter 2. Along these lines, in Sec. 2.1 the dynamics of cosmologi-

cal expansion were introduced, and we have also described the thermal history of

universe and classification of different cosmological epochs. Towards the end of

this section, we have incorporated scalar ensembles as a source of stress-energy into

these dynamics. Continuing, in Sec. 2.2 we have reviewed the axion and axion-like

fields, touching on the standard axion models, and also discussing the important

role that this beyond-the-SM candidate would play in the early universe. In Sec. 2.3

the salient points of theories with extra spatial dimensions have been covered, and

we have motivated the compactification on orbifold structures. Moreover, we have

described how mass terms generated on the brane in such theories leads to the type

of dynamical mixing that is of central interest to us.

In Chapter 3, we have examined some of the novel effects that emerge when two

scalars mix with each other and experience a time-dependent mass-generating phase

transition. These effects include both enhancements and suppressions of the total

late-time energy density of the system as well as the individual scalar components.

In particular, we found large parametric resonances in our system, which makes

them extremely sensitive to relatively small changes in the degree of mixing or in

the “width”, or timescale, of the phase transition. We also found that our system

can enter a “re-overdamped” phase in which the field values and energy densities

behave in a manner quite different from what would normally be associated with

pure dark matter or vacuum energy. Indeed, we saw that the system can remain

in this re-overdamped phase for a considerable length of time, suggesting that this
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phase be considered alongside “vacuum energy” and “matter” as an equally valid

new behavioral phase that a scalar field can experience during a significant portion

of cosmological evolution. In conclusion of this chapter, we further illustrated the

importance of some of these effects within the context of a simple model in which

a second axion is incorporated into the standard QCD axion theory. The features

we have discussed give rise to new possibilities for the phenomenology of the early

universe and cosmological evolution, and the idea of addressing the cosmological

moduli problem is proposed as a future direction.

In Chapter 4, we have similarly investigated the effects of dynamical mass gen-

eration, but on a tower of Kaluza-Klein modes associated with a bulk scalar field.

In particular, we have examined the non-trivial case in which a phase transition

localized on a brane leads to time-dependent masses and mixings among these KK

modes. We have found that both the total energy density of the full KK tower

and the distribution of that energy density across the individual KK modes are ex-

tremely sensitive to the details of the phase transition. As a result, within different

regions of model parameter space, these abundances can be significantly enhanced

or suppressed relative to standard expectations — sometimes by many orders of

magnitude. We have also derived a variety of approximate scaling behaviors and

analytic expressions for the energy densities of the KK modes as functions of the

relevant model parameters. In order to illustrate the potentially significant impact

that these effects can have on the late-time abundances of our scalars within the

context of a concrete model, we have also applied our general results to the case of a

bulk axion/ axion-like field. As a by-product of this analysis, we have also developed

an alternate “UV-based” effective truncation of KK theories which is physically dif-

ferent from the more traditional “IR-based” truncation commonly employed in the

literature, yet yields the same higher-dimensional theory as the truncation is lifted.

These results have a variety of phenomenological implications, depending on the

identity of the scalar fields in the ensemble. For example, in the case in which our
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bulk scalar is an axion or axion-like field, one can imagine a number of phenomeno-

logical consequences. Given the specific form of the initial conditions adopted in

this chapter, we have essentially assumed the method of abundance generation is

that of misalignment production. However, this is not the only mechanism through

which a population of axion-like particles can be produced. As discussed in Sec. 2.2,

the U(1)PQ phase transition can lead to the formation of a network of cosmic strings

and other topological defects. If the breaking of U(1)PQ occurs after inflation, these

retain a non-negligible energy density until late times, and their decays can gener-

ate a potentially significant contribution to the relic abundance of the correspond-

ing axion-like particles. Thus, in cases in which the misalignment contribution to

the overall late-time axion abundance is suppressed by the effects discussed in this

thesis, the phase-space distribution of relic axions can be significantly altered —

especially if the contribution from topological defects ends up dominating the to-

tal axion abundance. Moreover, it was argued that these considerations can also

serve to weaken the overclosure bound on the axion-decay constant, and thus could

potentially enlarge the allowed region of parameter space for a given axion model.

There are many other other interesting extensions of the work in this thesis, and

we are exploring two of these directions at the time of writing:

• We have implicitly operated under the assumption that the total energy den-

sity ρ of the KK tower is negligible compared to the critical density ρcrit during

the mass-generation epoch. Under such an assumption, the back-reaction of

the KK tower on the evolution of the spacetime metric is therefore negligible

during this epoch and the equations of motion for the scalars are linear. Such

assumptions are valid for a variety of light scalars which receive their abun-

dances from misalignment production — including, by necessity, any such

fields which serve as dark-matter candidates. However, we can alternatively

consider the opposite regime in which ρ ∼ ρcrit during the mass-generation

epoch. Under such conditions, the back-reaction of the KK tower on H(t) can
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be significant and must be incorporated into the equations of motion for the

KK modes. This situation can arise, for example, in scenarios in which these

scalar particles play a role in inflationary dynamics or in which they are re-

sponsible for additional, later periods of reheating after inflation in cosmologies

with non-thermal histories [188].

• A number of other scenarios arise when one allows for terms that trigger in-

traensemble decays within non-minimal sectors. For example, a situation like

this would arise in Chapter 4 by adding a bulk self-interaction ∼ λΦ3, gener-

ating a set of terms that trigger cascading decays in the tower. In the context

of dark matter model-building, it is important to understand the complicated

thermal distributions that develop, since the abundance of dark matter must

remain sufficiently cold as to not ruin the predictions of large-scale structure

formation. Using a minimal number of assumptions, we can numerically simu-

late the Boltzmann dynamics within a generic framework, which will result in

a map of the constraints on non-minimal dark sectors subject to intraensemble

decays [189].

These possibilities and lines of research are currently being extensively explored,

and many other directions follow.
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Appendix A

Narrow-width Behavior of the Late-time Energy Density:

Analytical Results

As we have seen, the presence of a non-zero width ∆G for the mass-generating phase

transition prevents us from obtaining analytical results for most of our quantities of

interest. However, in the case with ∆G = 0 (corresponding to an instantaneous phase

transition), the resulting dynamics can be treated analytically. In this Appendix we

provide analytical results for the late-time energy density ρ.

For ∆G = 0, the behavior of each of our two fields is relatively simple. Prior to

the phase transition at τG, only the massless field has a non-zero value A0, as in

Eq. (4.13); this field is necessarily overdamped, however, and thus remains effectively

constant until the phase transition at τG. At that point, the mass matrix receives

the extra contribution which mixes the two fields with an angle θ; the initial massless

field value is thus redistributed at τ = τG such that

φλ0(τG) = A0 cos θ , φλ1(τG) = A0 sin θ . (A.1)

Each field then evolves forward in time independently.

At first glance, motivated by the behavior illustrated in Fig. 3.1, we might try to

estimate the total late-time energy density ρ using a virial approximation in which we

assume that the energy density associated with each field φλi remains constant until

τ
(i)
ζ ≡ κ/2λi [where κ ≡ 2 (or 3/2) for a matter- (radiation-) dominated universe],

after which it scales as ∼ τ−κ. Defining τλ ≡ max {τG, κ/2λ}, we would then write

ρ ≈
∑

λ

ρλ(τλ)

(
τ

τλ

)−κ
=

1

2

∑

λ

λ2 [φλ(τG)]2
(
τ

τλ

)−κ
. (A.2)
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Unfortunately, this approximation breaks down for any fields φi for which the thresh-

old of critical damping τ
(i)
ζ = κ/2λi is close to the phase transition time τG.

For this reason, we shall instead evaluate our field values and corresponding

energy densities exactly. In the limit of an instantaneous phase transition occurring

at τG, the exact solution for each field is given by

φλ(τ) =
π

2
[φλ(τG)] λτG

(
τ

τG

)−κ− [
Jκ+(λτG)Yκ−(λτ)− Yκ+(λτG)Jκ−(λτ)

]
(A.3)

where κ± ≡ (κ± 1)/2, where λ refer to the mass eigenvalues for τ ≥ τG, and where

Jν(z) and Yν(z) are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively.

From this result we may directly calculate the corresponding energy densities for all

τ ≥ τG, obtaining

ρλ(τ) =
π2

8
[φλ(τG)]2 λ4 (τGτ)

(
τ

τG

)−κ
Jλ(τ) (A.4)

where

Jλ =
[
Jκ+(λτG)Yκ−(λτ)− Yκ+(λτG)Jκ−(λτ)

]2

+
[
Jκ+(λτG)Yκ+(λτ)− Yκ+(λτG)Jκ+(λτ)

]2
.

(A.5)

Given these exact results, we can now extract the late-time behavior of ρλ through

the asymptotic expansions

Jα(z) ∼
√

2

πz
cos
(
z − απ

2
− π

4

)
+ ...

Yα(z) ∼
√

2

πz
sin
(
z − απ

2
− π

4

)
+ ... (A.6)
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which hold for z � 1. With this approximation we find that

J λ ≈
2

πλτ

[
J2
κ+

(λτG) + Y 2
κ+

(λτG)
]

+ ... , (A.7)

whereupon use of Eq. (A.1) yields the total late-time energy density

ρ =
π2

8
A2

0 (τGτ)

(
τ

τG

)−κ (
λ4

0 J λ0 cos2 θ + λ4
1 J λ1 sin2 θ

)
. (A.8)

The result in Eq. (A.8) is an exact expression for the late-time energy density ρ

in the ∆G → 0 limit. Given this result, several things are immediately clear. First,

we observe that in the case of matter-dominated universe (corresponding to κ = 2),

the total late-time energy density simplifies to

ρ =
A2

0

4τ 2

[
2 + (λ2

0 + λ2
1)τ 2

G + (λ2
0 − λ2

1)τ 2
G cos(2θ)

]

=
A2

0

2τ 2
(1 + m2

00τ
2
G) , (A.9)

where in passing to the second line we have used the results in Eq. (3.32). As a result,

all θ-dependence drops out of the final result for the total late-time energy density.

In other words, for a matter-dominated universe, the corresponding late-time energy

density is independent of mixing !

Second, we see that the virial approximation in Eq. (A.2) corresponds to the

limit in which τGλi � 1 for both fields. Indeed, in this limit we see that τλ = τG for

each field (since both fields are already significantly underdamped when the phase

transition occurs), and we can likewise apply the asymptotic expansions in Eq. (A.6)

to the remaining Bessel functions in Eq. (A.7), thereby reproducing the result in

Eq. (A.2). Further use of the results in Eq. (3.32) then gives the total late-time

energy density

ρ ≈ A2
0

2
m2

00

(
τ

τG

)−κ
, (A.10)
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which is again independent of the mixing — now regardless of the value of κ! How-

ever, comparing this result with the exact result in Eq. (A.9) for the case of a

matter-dominated universe illustrates the imperfect nature of the virial approxima-

tion.
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Appendix B

Late-time Energy Densities: An Alternative Approach

In the main body of this work, we have consistently viewed the matrix elements

m2
ij as our independent variables. These have been reparametrized in other forms,

giving rise to variables such as m2
sum, ∆m2, η, θ, and ξ, but in all cases these inde-

pendent variables have served as inputs. We then calculated the values of dependent

quantities such as the eigenvalues λi, energy densities ρ, and so forth. Thus, when

we have studied how a certain dependent variable such as a late-time energy den-

sity ρ depends on the mixing, we have implicitly held the diagonal matrix elements

m2
00 and m2

11 (or equivalently m2
sum and η) fixed, and varied the off-diagonal matrix

element m2
01 (or equivalently the mixing angle θ or mixing saturation ξ).

However, another possibility is to study the mixing-dependence of quantities

such as ρ when we hold the late-time eigenvalues λi fixed instead. This approach

can be useful in situations where the masses of our states are known and it is only

the mixing between such states that we wish to vary.

In order to implement this approach, we must first invert our usual algebraic

relations and express {m2
00,m

2
11} in terms of {λ2

0, λ
2
1}. However, we must also rec-

ognize that our previous assumption of holding {m2
00,m

2
11} fixed is also implicitly

buried within the definition of another variable: the mixing saturation ξ. Although

m2
01 or θ parametrize the mixing in absolute terms and are thus independent of such

assumptions, the mixing saturation ξ defined in Eq. (3.28) describes the mixing

as a fraction of the maximum allowed mixing, and this maximum allowed mixing

has always been determined relative to a fixed {m2
00,m

2
11}. What we now need, by

contrast, is a new variable ξλ which describes the mixing as a fraction of the maxi-

mum mixing allowed for a given fixed {λ2
0, λ

2
1}. Indeed, this is an entirely different
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quantity.

Thus, we seek to express {m2
00,m

2
11, ξ} in terms of {λ2

0, λ
2
1, ξλ}. Equivalently,

defining

λ2
sum ≡ λ2

0 + λ2
1 (B.1)

and

ηλ ≡
∆λ2

λ2
sum

≡ λ2
1 − λ2

0

λ2
0 + λ2

1

(B.2)

in analogy with m2
sum and η, we would like to express {m2

sum, η, ξ} in terms of

{λ2
sum, ηλ, ξλ}. Surprisingly, these relations ultimately take a relatively simple form:

m2
sum = λ2

sum

η2 = η2
λ

(
1− ξ2

λ

1− η2
λξ

2
λ

)

ξ = ηλξλ . (B.3)

These relations in turn imply that

m2
01 = 1

2
(∆λ2) ξλ

(
1− η2

λ

1− η2
λξ

2
λ

)
. (B.4)

Likewise, following Eq. (3.30), we can also determine the absolute mixing angle θ

via

tan2(2θ) =
ξ2

η2
(1− η2) = ξ2

λ

(
1− η2

λ

1− ξ2
λ

)
. (B.5)

Note that 0 ≤ ηλ ≤ 1, whereas −1 ≤ η ≤ 1. Also note that the eigenvalues λ2
i are

independent of the sign of η (as evident from Fig. 3.6). It is for this reason that our

inverse relations in Eq. (B.3) determine η [and likewise tan(2θ)] only up to an overall

sign. Thus, strictly speaking, our variable map really trades {η, ξ} for {ηλ, ξλ, ε}
where ε ≡ sign(η) = ±1 is a discrete Z2 phase. Having ε > 0 corresponds to η > 0

and tan(2θ) > 0. However, we shall avoid writing ε in what follows, understanding

the proper phase choice to be implicit.
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In principle, given this variable map, we could now work our way through

Chapter 3 entirely again using the variables {λ2
sum, ηλ, ξλ} rather than the variables

{m2
sum, η, ξ}. Indeed, every curve in every plot which has been labeled in terms of

certain numerical values for the first set of parameters could now equivalently be

relabeled in terms of different numerical values for the second set of parameters. In

cases where these curves describe the behavior of a certain quantity such as an en-

ergy density as a function of time, or the behavior of a quantity such as a late-time

energy density as a function of a phase-transition width ∆G, these curves would

themselves remain intact and continue to take the same shapes as before because

our time and ∆G parameters are independent of our variable change. All that would

change are the labels associated with each such curve. Indeed, every feature that

appears in our plots for certain fixed values of {m2
sum, η} (such as the oscillations due

to parametric resonances or the re-overdamping of certain fields) would continue to

exist when {λ2

sum, ηλ} are held fixed instead. As a result, nothing we have said in

this work concerning the parametric-resonance or the re-overdamping phenomena

would be affected by this change in variables.

The only changes that could potentially occur due to this variable exchange

concern the effects of mixing as discussed in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3. Of course, each

individual curve within the plots in Figs. 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.16, and 3.18 would

remain exactly as before and would merely be relabeled using {λ2
sum, ηλ, ξλ} rather

than {m2
sum, η, ξ}. However, what would change is the resulting grouping of these

curves into distinct panels in which all curves share common values of, say, ηλ rather

than η. Indeed, although the space of all possible curves is not changed, these curves

would experience a reshuffling into differently-grouped subsets. As a result, the only

physics questions whose answers might change in this process are those which rely on

comparisons between the different curves within a given grouping. Clearly, questions

pertaining to the effects of mixing (i.e., the effects of changing the values of ξ or ξλ

while holding η or ηλ fixed) are in this category.
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Figure B.1: The late-time energy density ρ, plotted as a function of ∆G in a matter-
dominated universe (left panel) or radiation-dominated universe (right panel) and normal-
ized to its value for an instantaneous phase transition with zero mixing. In each case, the
curves A, B, and B′ correspond to the parameter choices in Table B.1: curves A and B
differ by a fixed ∆θ = θB − θA while holding η fixed, while curves A and B′ differ by the
same ∆θ but instead hold ηλ fixed. Thus, the difference between curves B and B′ in each
case illustrates the impact of holding η fixed versus holding ηλ fixed when performing a
shift of the mixing angle ∆θ relative to the common curve A.

Rather than provide an exhaustive study of such regroupings and their outcomes,

we shall here content ourselves with providing a concrete example of the effects that

can emerge by focusing on a single pair of curves which we shall call A and B. These

curves can be taken to show, for example, a late-time energy density ρ as a function

of ∆G, but they will differ in their absolute mixing by an angle ∆θ when {m2
sum, η}

are held fixed. We will then calculate a third curve B′ which also differs from the

curve A by the same absolute angle ∆θ when {λ2

sum, ηλ} are held fixed instead. In

this way, comparing curves B and B′ will then give us an idea of the difference that

can come from the choice of which variables to hold fixed.

For concreteness, we select curves A and B to be the ξ = 0.9 and ξ = 0.5 curves

within the right panel of Fig. 3.11. Within this panel, ∆m2 = 4 and η = 0.75 for both

curves. Use of Eq. (B.3) then provides us with the corresponding {λ2

sum, ηλ, ξλ} val-

ues for each of these curves: we find {4.0, 0.96, 0.94} for curve A and {4.0, 0.82, 0.61}
for curve B. Likewise, use of Eq. (B.5) with either the {η, ξ} or {ηλ, ξλ} variables
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η ξ ηλ ξλ θ
A 0.75 0.90 0.96 0.94 19.22◦

B 0.75 0.50 0.82 0.61 11.90◦

B′ 0.88 0.80 0.96 0.84 11.90◦

Table B.1: Parameters defining the curves A, B, and B′ shown in Fig. B.1. All curves

correspond to m2
sum = λ

2
sum = 4 and ε = +.

then tells us that θA ≈ 19.22◦ and θB ≈ 11.90◦. [The fact that these values emerge in

each case using either set of variables is a useful cross-check that the absolute mixing

angle θ is indeed invariant across the mapping in Eq. (B.3).] We now wish to define a

third curve B′ such that ηλ is held fixed relative to curve A (i.e., η
(B′)
λ = η

(A)
λ ≈ 0.96)

while the mixing-angle shift ∆θAB′ ≡ θB′ − θA matches ∆θAB ≡ θB − θA. This lat-

ter condition implies that θB′ = θB ≈ 11.90◦, whereupon use of Eq. (B.5) tells us

that ξ
(B′)
λ ≈ 0.84. Use of Eq. (B.3) then tells us that {m2

sum, η, ξ} ≈ {4, 0.88, 0.80}
for curve B′. These parameter values for curves A, B, and B′ are summarized in

Table B.1.

In Fig. B.1 we plot Curves A, B, and B′. The left panel of Fig. B.1 shows these

curves for a matter-dominated universe, while the right panel shows these same

curves for a radiation-dominated universe. Thus, while curves A and B in the left

panel of Fig. B.1 respectively correspond to the ξ = 0.9 and ξ = 0.5 curves in the

right panel of Fig. 3.11, curves A and B in the right panel of Fig. B.1 respectively

correspond to the ξ = 0.9 and ξ = 0.5 curves in the right panel of Fig. 3.10.

As evident from Fig. B.1, there are significant differences between curves B

and B′. Indeed, these curves are sufficiently distinct in the radiation-dominated

case (right panel) to turn what would have been an overall enhancement of the

normalized late-time energy density (curve B) into an overall suppression (curve B′)!

We thus conclude that the question of which variables to hold fixed can indeed be a

critical one for certain types of physics questions within certain regions of parameter

space. This also highlights the need to be extremely careful about specifying which
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parameters are held fixed when making statements concerning the effects of varying

some parameters relative to others. In this work, in order to study the effects of

mixing, we have consistently held our diagonal mass-matrix elements m2
00 and m2

11

fixed while varying m2
01 (or equivalently varying θ or ξ). This ultimately represents

a choice which stems from our desire to perturb the potential generated by our

underlying mass-generating phase transition as minimally as possible.
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